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Each year the Festival increases its levels of recycling and sustainability. These are some of this
year’s initiatives that you can be involved in… along with some things to consider for next year.
THIS YEAR
TRY THE WATER
RE-FILL OPTION

We’ve stepped up our campaign to
encourage everyone to bring their
own reusable, BPA-free water
bottles. Plastic bottles cause
an enormous amount of
needless waste and we are
always looking at ways to
minimise their impact on our
fragile environment. Instead of
buying bottled water, you can
fill your bottles (for free) at any
of our 400 drinking water taps
across the site.
For those of you who didn’t
bring along a reusable water
bottle, we’ve teamed up with
WaterAid and the Raw
Foundation to produce a 100
per cent stainless steel 750ml
reusable water bottle that you can
purchase at the seven WaterAid
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kiosks across the site (check out the
map on page 50 to see where they
are located). At every WaterAid
kiosk, you can fill your bottles up
with drinking water supplied by
Bristol Water to our on-site
underground reservoirs. It is the
same quality water that comes
out of your tap at home.

USE THE COMPOST
AND LONG-DROP
TOILETS
Plastic portaloos and poly
johns are not designed to be
used by thousands of people
over the space of a few days.
People aren’t great at using
the flushing mechanism and
they get blocked very easily.
This year, we’ve built even more
long drops – there will be 2,268
across the site. Long drops have a

large holding capacity and don’t
need to be emptied as regularly as
the portaloos – that helps us to
reduce vehicle movement on site.
We have also increased the number
of compost toilets – we’ll have 900
of them. They also don’t require
vehicles to empty them and the
waste product from a compost toilet
can be put back on the land.

TELL US WHO THE
CLEANEST AND GREENEST
TRADERS ARE!
Every year the Sustainable Traders
Awards recognises the amazing
things that stall-holders do at the
Festival to be eco-friendly and as fair
as possible. The best of them win a
free pitch at next year’s Festival. This
year we want to know who you think
are being super sustainable. Let us
know by tweeting @Green_Traders

using #PeoplesChoice with the
name of the stall you think is the
greenest and why. By doing so you
could win a hamper of delicious
Fairtrade goodies.
You could also visit some of last
year’s winners: there’s food at No
Bones Jones, Fat Belly Puppet
Café, The Grill, Chai Shop
Organic, Veggies
Catering Co and
Manic Organic,
and things to buy
at Miss Katie
Cupcake,
WiTHiNTENT,
Foliklo, Forage
and Global
Lanterns.
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ENCOURAGE THE NEXT
GENERATION

A MESSAGE FROM
M I C H A EL E AV I S

Since 2009 we’ve worked with local
schools in Somerset to produce
beautiful school banners. For 2014,
we asked schools in the local area
to decorate large hessian panels
under the theme “A Cleaner,
Greener, Fairer Planet” in
partnership with our three major
charities: WaterAid, Greenpeace
and Oxfam. You can find the
banners in the Park field and
surrounding areas.

FIVE THINGS YOU CAN

DO DURING THE FESTIVAL TO
LOVE THE FARM AND LEAVE NO TRACE

1

Buy a reusable water bottle to save on
single-use plastics.

2

Pack up all your belongings when you
leave and take everything home.

3

Use the recycling pens provided in
every campsite located by the campsite
crew caravans.

4

Use the toilets provided and don’t pee
anywhere unless it is in a toilet.

5

Put your cigarette butts in a bin – they
are toxic and if you throw them onto the
grass they push chemicals into the land.

Down here on the Somerset Levels we’ve had the
wettest winter for 200 years. The flooding has caused
havoc and hell for the people who live here in the
vicinity of the rivers Parrett, Brue and the Tone.

NEXT TIME

RECYCLE & LEAVE NO TRACE
We love the farm and it is heartbreaking when others don’t. Please
take all your belongings with you
when you go, leaving your camping
area as tidy as possible. We have
provided recycling pens beside
each campsite steward caravan to
help increase our recycling rate. The
campsite stewards will be on hand
to help with recycling queries.
Keeping the camping areas clean
during the Festival will help us to get
the farm back to its glorious self
sooner. Each year thousands of
volunteers give their time to work as
stewards for free, raising money for
their chosen charity by doing so.
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Thankfully now though the dredgers are beginning

COMPLETE THE CYCLE

to clear the silting of the rivers that haven’t been

There is a cycling field again this
year and we would like to thank
everyone who jumped on their bike
and cycled to the Festival on a selfguided ride or with a guided group.
Glastonbury Festival cyclists are
helping us to reduce our CO2
emissions. Why not take off the
stabilisers and do it next year.

cleaned for 20 years.
Around 3000 years ago the whole of these moors
were covered by the sea and Pilton was a regular port
of call for the Phoenician traders in pre-Christian times,
and much later led to Joseph of Arimathea coming here
to buy lead and copper to take back to his native land.
On the subject of water, we have this year come up
with a new idea to cut down on plastic bottles for water.
We’ve found a stainless-steel container that we can sell
to you for £10. It will last forever and can hold water or
any other cold drink. Our sustainability team are simply
delighted that by saving huge amounts of plastic on top
of the recycling crew’s tremendous efforts sorting the
rubbish, CO2 levels can be reduced. There is strong

USE PUBLIC TRANSPORT

evidence that these measures taken worldwide could

Nearly a third of all ticket holders
now come to the site on coaches,
trains and other forms of public
transport. We encourage you to join
them and reduce your carbon
footprint. Since 2004, Glastonbury
Festival has worked hard to improve
its record in encouraging people out
of cars and onto public transport,
reducing the number of public cars
on site from 60,000 in 2000 to
36,000 in 2007. And the number
of cars continues to fall.

actually reduce the flash floods that are harming so
many families right across the world.
Can we allow ourselves now a chance to escape from
such negative thoughts and enjoy all that Worthy Farm
has to offer in this last weekend of June. Memories are
made of these wonderful times!
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A messAge from gl Astonbury’s chArities
WHAT TO DO
THIS MONDAY!

1. Make a song an
d dance
2. Change the re
cord
3. Save the planet
!

For a few days a year, Glastonbury
becomes the most fabulous place
on the planet. But back in the real
world, some pretty dreadful
things take place on an almost
daily basis. We work year-round
to do something about it. We can’t
be everywhere, we can’t fix
everything but with your help and
the support of those amazing
people who run Glastonbury
Festival, we can make a difference.
Take a closer look at what we’ll
each be doing this year.
Oxfam knows that a future free
from poverty begins by giving
people that little lift they need,
the rest snowballs from there.
All that it needs is a little help from
people like you.
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This year at Glastonbury we want
you to Make a song and dance
about poverty and particularly about
inequality, an issue that affects us
all. The growing divide between the
power-hungry, super-rich few and
everyone else is one of the biggest
barriers we face in fighting poverty.
We want to redress the balance
and ensure that people get a fairer
share. So we’ll be asking you to sing
on the record we’re producing to get
world leaders to listen. You can get
involved at the Oxfam Tent by the
Pyramid Stage and at the Meeting
Point. Come and raise your voice!
This Glastonbury, help WaterAid
Change the record to ensure that
everyone, everwhere in the world
has taps and toilets by 2030.

Worldwide, one-in-10 people do not
have access to clean water and 2.5
billion people don’t have anywhere
safe or hygienic to go to the toilet.
The effects of this are particularly
felt by women and girls, who
generally have to collect water for
the family. It means they miss out on
an education and the chance to earn
an income. So generation after
generation of girls and young
women aren’t able to fulfil their
ambitions or potential.
We want governments and world
leaders to Change the record to
improve this dire situation.
Greenpeace returns to
Glastonbury with a wake-up call.
What’s happening in the Arctic is
the starkest illustration yet of the

peril our planet is in. The Earth’s
spectacular air-conditioning system
is entering a spiral of decline
because of an overbearing fondness
for fossil fuels. But our protests are
getting louder and can't be ignored.
The determination of the Arctic 30
and their many supporters
worldwide has shown the world that
we will not be cowed. Over five
million people have now signed up
to save the Arctic. Its fate, and that
of the world’s climate, oceans,
forests and the entire biosphere,
is too important to ignore.
Help make this Glastonbury really
fabulous and do something to fight
poverty and protect the planet while
you’re here. By working together, we
can achieve incredible things.
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23 The Music Stages
The choice is yours! There are
lots of stages, sound-systems,
bandstands and even a venue
that looks like a ship! So plan
your way through 1000s of live
acts and DJs!
24 The Pyramid Stage
Arcade Fire, Metallica, Kasabian,
Jack White, the sound of the
kora and Japanese drums,
English National Ballet and the
one and only Dolly Parton!
26 The Other Stage
Massive Attack, Jake Bugg
and Skrillex. Paolo Nutini, Ellie
Goulding, Friday’s surprise
guest openers and the crazy
Bajofondo are all here!

M.I.A.
West Holts
22.15 Friday

28 West Holts
Disclosure, Bryan Ferry, M.I.A.
and M+A (confusing?), plus
The London Sinfonietta with
Jonny Greenwood playing Steve
Reich. It'll be magic.
30 The John Peel Stage
London Grammar, the Kaisers,
MGMT, Chvrches, Clean Bandit
and King Charles, no less!
32 The Park
Metronomy, Mogwai, James
Blake, Yoko Ono. Plus The
Rabbit Hole, Bimble Inn,
The Stonebridge Bar, The Free
University Of Glastonbury and
HMS Sweet Charity.
36 William’s Green Stage
Polica, TOY, Temples, Spector,
Smoke Fairies, Josh Record,
Wytches, Coves, Moles, and
Young Knives – as well as
movies on Thursday and pop-up
club nights from 23.00 till 03.00!

John Grant
The Park
21.30 Saturday

This is the official programme of the world’s greatest festival, which is
forty-four years in the making! Inside these pages you’ll find 1000s of
acts, dozens of stages, workshops, happenings, campaigns, ideas and
late-night revelry, great stuff to eat and lots of other amazing things to
do here. This is all you need to start planning your Glastonbury…
02 Be A Responsible
Festival-goer
Love the farm – leave no trace!
04 Glastonbury’s Charities
The Festival ticket price funds
three main charities and you can
read all about them – Oxfam,
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WaterAid and Greenpeace –
here and also on pages 7 to 9.
10 The Knowledge
Cash machines, recharging,
lock-ups, showers, emergency
help – look no further for where
to find all these things and more.

12 That Was Then…
All our yesterdays – well, last
year in photos anyway.
14 This Is Now
A mere 44 things to do here –
secret bars, special shows and
Joe Strummer – what not to miss!

Paul Heaton &
Jacqui Abbott
The Acoustic Stage
20.00 Saturday

38 The Acoustic Stage
Tinariwen, Dexy’s, Suzanne
Vega, The Reverend Payton’s
Big Damn Band, Clannad,
Thea Gilmore and Fisherman’s
Friend. Shantytastic.
40 The Field Of Avalon
Dry The River, The Selecter,
Jonny Lang, Michael Kiwanuka,
Blackbeard’s Tea Party, Emilíana
Torrini and 3 Daft Monkeys.
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Dave Henderson
arT DireCTOr

Zeta Fitzpatrick
www.knownbyassociation.co.uk

PrODUCTiON eDiTOr

Justin Hood
OriGiNaL PhOTOGraPhs

Jason Bryant, Charles Gervais
& Joanne Wakenshaw
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Rival Colour
PaPer sUPPLier

Stephen O'Brien, Gould Paper
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The Giant Spider
Arcadia
42 Left Field
Celebrating 10 glorious years of
Left Field with Billy Bragg, Dan
Le Sac Vs Scroobius Pip, Kate
Tempest, plus more live music,
debate and comedy.
54 The Glade
It’s back in the woods, with The
Mad Professor, Sasha, Pretty
Lights, Jon Hopkins, Stanton
Warriors and the Radiophonic
Workshop. Weeyud !
56 Silver Hayes
Everything’s turned out
danceable – from reggae to
world music, techno to house,
drum’n’bass and everything in
between – it’s further out there.
57 The Sonic Stage
Richie Hawtin, Above & Beyond,
Fat Boy Slim, Maya Jane Coles,
the superb Bomba Estereo
and late-night silent disco at
Heds Party. Yee-ha!
58 WOW!
Breach, Kove, Snakehips
– what a gang! Plus Jamie xx,
Jamie Jones & Seth Troxler,
A Sagittariun, and boat parties.
59 Gully Outer-National
Maxi Priest, Carroll Thompson,
Jus Now, The Beat, Robbo Ranx
doing dancehall, The Melbourne
Ska Orchestra and The Eternal
Taal Bhangra Team.
60 The Blues
General Levy, Mungo’s Hi-Fi, the
fast-rapping Lady Lykez, Electric
Punanny, Dub Smugglers,
Congo Natty and Ms Dynamite.
61 Le Pussy Parlure Nouveau
Slip & Die, Go Chic, Sultans Of
Disco, Little Dragon, Blonde,
Bernhoft, Elliphant and The Girl
& The Robot.
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62 BBC Introducing
Marmozets, Annie Mac, Beaty
Heart, Polly Money, Vaults,
Huw Stephens, One Bomb,
SOAK and Izzy Bizu.
43 The A To Z Of Bands
Who’s on where and, indeed,
when. Keep this even handier!
46 Weekend Timetable
All the timings for music,
theatre and circus. Hour-by-hour,
venue by venue.
50 The Official Map
You are here – somewhere.
63 Glasto Latino
Dance lessons, intimate
smooching and cocktails
– all with qualified instructors
and cool big bands.
64 The Kidz Field
A cornucopia of entertainment –
make-and-do, a helter skelter,
weird walkabouts and inevitable
face painting. Kidz love it!
66 The Theatre & Circus Fields
Wandering mayhem, tightrope

76
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John Cooper Clarke
Bella's Field
22.20 Saturday

walkers, hula-hoopers, cabaret,
circus, things on fire and a giant
game of Twister. Mad!
The Pilton Palais
Movies in 3D, cartoons, classics
and a band playing along to an
old black-and-white classic.
The Green Fields
Healing, crafts, Greenpeace,
green kidz, solar-powered
stages, new ideas, tiny venues,
bandstands, tipis, the Sacred
Stones and lots more.
Out There
Late-night revelry – weird worlds
and stranger people. Come join
them and be just like them!
Arcadia
In a new place, with new
dazzling mechanical exhibits and
a spider who’s just landed.
Shangri-La
It’s heaven, hell and purgatory, a
multi-venue late-night experience
with bars, alleyways and all sorts
of dystopian strangeness. Think
Bladerunner come to life.
Block9
Vintage electronic dance music
and sound-system madness,
crashed Tube trains and
underground club vibes. You
won’t believe what you see…
Unfairground
It’s an acid house frenzy in a
space created by The Mutoid
Waste Company. Don’t plan
anything for early tomorrow, if
you ever leave Carmageddon...
The Common
Welcome to an overgrown
oasis in the heart of the South
American jungle, with bars, skull
masks, music, DJs, caves, artists
and a tomato fight!

sPeCiaL ThaNks TO
Tim Anderson, Sam Armitage,
Debs Armstrong, Eddie Barcan,
Bertie and Pip at Arcadia, Billy Bragg and The
Bragg Central Team, Julie Bubbins and Jacob
Jones, Nick Clode, Jos Colover, Matthew
Cooper, Tony Cordy and Colin, Christina
Czarnik, Michael Denner,
Nick Dewey, Laura Dolphin, Emily Eavis,
Michael Eavis, Martin Elbourne, Liz Eliot,
Gideon at Block9, Mike Godden,
Carl Gosling, Hamish Guerrini, Beth
Greenwood, Haggis, Buzz and Jess at
Theatre & Circus, Sally Howell,
Luke Piper and Biff at the Glade,
Nick and Marie Piper, Malcolm, Lou and
Pauline at Silver Hayes, Stephen Malit,
Sam McGowan, Yasha Morgenstern,
Robert Richards, Chris Salmon,
Nick Scholefield, John Sherlaw,
Alister Sieghart, Tina Smale, Lucy Smith,
Steve Symons, Chris Tofu, Kerry Veitch,
Bob Wilson and Keiran Yeates
The arTisTs

Front cover

Stanley Donwood
The front cover shows a detail
from Nether, acrylic on canvas.
www.slowlydownward.com
www.faicahiioe.co.uk
www.atinywebshop.com

Back cover

Kurt Jackson
“Isn’t it fantastic that an event like this is
about fun and delight (and a bit of
hedonism) but also engages with the
serious issues of the future of the planet
and our environment? Fun and politics, a
great mix – so, I go to Glastonbury
Festival to work – I sketch and draw and
paint and scribble above the crowds on
stage, in the crowds, under people’s feet,
in their faces; I aim to immerse myself in
the Glastonbury experience and come
away with some kind of record showing
what I’ve seen, felt and experienced.
Then the paintings are sold for the
Festival charities…Greenpeace,
WaterAid and Oxfam.”
Kurt Jackson,
Glastonbury Festival Artist since 1999.
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OXFAM

Ipoo and Loita-Kori from Turkana,
Kenya, celebrate a new borehole,
installed by Oxfam, bringing them
clean safe water for the very first
time. Join Oxfam at Glastonbury
and you can give more people
a reason to celebrate.

OX FAM
Let’s make a song and dance about poverty. Help Oxfam record
the ultimate festival track – and lift lives for good.
Music is an incredible thing. It can
raise your spirits like nothing else.
It can unite you with a crowd of
complete strangers. And, with
Oxfam, it can lift lives for good.
Whether it’s by digging wells,
training farmers or rebuilding
schools, the cash we raise through
music gives the world’s poorest
people the lift they need to
transform their lives. And this year
we’re taking the power of music to a

whole new level. Each year at
Glastonbury, in return for a generous
donation from the Festival, we
provide stewards to help you find
your way around. We also have a
Festival Shop, stocking everything
from vintage frocks to winter
woollies. And we shout about a big
issue and ask for your support.
This year we’re turning the
spotlight on one of the biggest
challenges we face in overcoming

poverty – inequality. Right now,
the 85 richest people in the world
own the same amount of wealth
as the poorest half of the world’s
population. At the same time, almost
a billion people are going hungry
and nearly 800 million people don’t
have clean water to drink. That’s why
we’re asking you to make a song
and dance about poverty – literally –
to demand political leaders close
the gap between rich and poor.

Throughout the summer, we’ll ask
festivalgoers to help make a record
and show how much the nation
cares about inequality. You can sing
on the track. You can dance in the
video. And we’ll use the final track
to ensure leaders listen and act.
Get involved at the Oxfam Tent by
the Pyramid Stage, or look out for
our talent scouts around the site.
Together, we can make this amazing.
Together, we can lift lives for good.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, GO TO WWW.OXFAM.ORG.UK
glastonbury festivals.co.uk
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GREENPEACE

G R EENEPE
C ACE
AC E
“When ordinary, decent people stand up for what they
believe in, they can change the world,” says Kumi Naidoo,
executive director, Greenpeace International.
base continues to grow, so does
our impact. The petitions you
sign, the letters you write and the
donations you make means that
every single day, somewhere in
the world, we’re winning. It is only
with your support that we can
continue to race to the heart of
destruction as it’s happening.

We are making important
progress, but what’s happening
right now in the Arctic is perhaps
the starkest illustration yet of the
challenges we face. The earth’s
spectacular air-conditioning
system, the last great frontier,
is entering a spiral of decline
because of an overbearing
fondness for fossil fuels. Until
now, the response to the melting
ice has been a grubby resource
grab for the very thing causing the
melt. In response, over five million
of you around the world have
made a commitment to save the
Arctic – our global movement is
stronger than ever before.
Together we are confronting
those that wish to exploit it headon, with bold actions at home and
in the Arctic. We are exposing the
risks companies such as Shell
and Gazprom are taking with UK
pensions, and collaborating with
new allies in the investment world.
Politicians are starting to listen
to what you’re saying. The
European Parliament has agreed
that the Arctic should be
protected – a small, but important
first step to a global sanctuary.
Twenty years ago you ensured
Antarctica was declared a world
park, safe from exploitation.
Now we can and must do the
same for the Arctic.
You make extraordinary things
happen. Join us.

“The only superpower than can stand up to
this fossil-fuel juggernaut is you. The united
voice of ordinary citizens is still an
irresistible agent of political change.”
John Sauven, executive director,
Greenpeace UK

PHOTOGRAPHY: ANDY GOTTS, MBE

Our vision is a future where the
planet’s precious ecosystems are
protected for generations. Our
campaigns – powered entirely by
people like you – are all about
creating this sustainable future.
Greenpeace reaches millions of
people everyday and helps you
take the seemingly small actions
that, combined, make a huge
difference towards our goal.
The environment is not a luxury
or a worthy cause – it’s life itself.
Fresh air, clean water and healthy
soil are necessities none of us
can live without. Nature is as
beautiful as it is essential. It’s also
vulnerable. Climate change is
seriously disrupting the world’s
natural life-support systems,
making it the greatest challenge
we face today. We need to act now
to protect the natural world, and
to stop the companies and
countries that are driving the
destruction of our oceans, forests
and climate purely for profit.
Your voice, your signature and
your peaceful actions – combined
with those of three million others
– are powerful enough to put an
end to environmental destruction.
Together, we have moved entire
industries in this way for over 40
years: from securing the historic
whaling ban in 1986 to ending
nuclear weapons testing in 1996.
Today we are continuing to
challenge and change corrupt
industries, and as our supporter

FOR MORE INFORMATION, SEE WWW.SAVETHEARCTIC.ORG
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WAT E R A I D

WATER AI D

PHOTOGRAPHY: WATERAID/PANOS/ABBIE TRAYLER-SMITH

We need your help to ensure safe water and sanitation
for girls and women all over the world. Quite simply,
we are asking world leaders to: Change the record !
Whether you’re queuing to get a
drink, waiting to use the toilet, or
not as clean as you’d like to be,
festivals are one of the few times
that you’ll find yourself a step
closer to the issues facing all
those around the world without
access to safe water, sanitation
and hygiene. Without home
comforts, you can really start to
understand what everyday life is
like for the 748 million people
living without safe water – and the
2.5 billion people who do not have
access to a toilet.
Life without access to safe
water and sanitation is tough for
everybody. But the consequences
of not having these basic services
affect women and girls the most.
On average, women and girls in
the developing world have to walk
10 kilometres each day to get
clean water; and they often carry
water containers weighing more
than 20kg. That’s the same as
walking twice around the
perimeter of the Glastonbury
Festival site lugging the same
weight as the UK airport luggage
allowance on your head.
Spending up to six hours every
day carrying water doesn’t leave
girls much time for school. And
while getting your period at a
festival isn’t ideal, young women
in other parts of the world often
drop out of school altogether
when they hit puberty because
there isn’t anywhere to keep clean
or anywhere private to go to the
loo. This leaves many women and
girls with no choice but to go at
night, when the risk of assault,
sexual harassment or animal
attacks is increased.
This is the daily reality of life
for many women and girls in
developing countries. But with
your support, we can Change
the record . Help us call upon
world leaders to commit to
ambitious development goals
so that we can live in a world
where everyone, everywhere
has access to safe water and
sanitation by 2030. We can make

them listen… but what we need
is your voice.
Last year over 35,000
Glastonbury Festival goers lent us
their voice – it made a massive
difference in discussions at the
United Nations, where we handed
in a petition of over one million
signatures. This year we need
even more of you to support us
and help Change the record
Please come over to WaterAid’s
stand at the Pyramid Stage, watch
the film, sign the petition and
tweet your support using
#changetherecord. You can enjoy
a free cup of water and get
yourself a famous WaterAid tattoo
while you are there.
Aside from asking you to
support our Change the record
campaign, WaterAid’s army of 200
volunteers will also be providing
water, sanitation and hygiene
services for festivalgoers. If you
are thirsty, our volunteers will
refill your water bottle for free –
just come and visit one of our
brand new WaterAid water kiosks
that have sprung up at six sites
across the Festival. And, you can
cut down on your plastic waste
even further by buying a festival
water bottle at our stand.
Need to go to the loo? Then
ladies are invited to go in style
at WaterAid’s She Pees – female
urinals designed to be the
quickest and most hygienic place
to go on-site – you’ll find them by
the Cider Bus, at The Pyramid
Stage, at the Park camp ground in
Pennard Hill, and in the southeast corner at Glasto Latino. Don’t
worry gents, we haven’t forgotten
you – both guys and girls can visit
WaterAid’s legendary African pit
latrines in the King’s Meadow
beside the Sacred Stones.
But please don’t leave the
Festival without signing our
petition to help us transform the
lives of girls and women around
the world. Let’s Change the record
for them and prove that taps and
toilets for everyone, everywhere
by 2030 isn’t just a pipe dream.

Give a girl safe water and you
change her future forever: Solo
Rasoambola, 13, lives in a remote
village in Madagascar. Solo
carries 20 litres of water on her
shoulders up a steep and narrow
path on a long journey from the
water source at least twice a
day, causing strain and injury.
Her Change the record message
is: “Our water source is very far
and I always fall down.”
facebook.com/wateraid
twitter.com/wateraiduk

FOR MORE INFORMATION, GO TO WWW.WATERAID.ORG/CHANGETHERECORD
glastonbury festivals.co.uk
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THE KNOWLEDGE

dEAf & disABlEd
Access to disabled facilities must
have been arranged in advance of
the Festival. The facilities are not
available to people with temporary
injuries or to pregnant festival-goers.
The disabled car park is located by
the Yellow Gate, the disabled
campsite is in Spring Ground.
Wheelchair charging facilities are
available at Spring Ground and at
Info Points. There are viewing
platforms at all main stages and
wheelchair accessible toilets
throughout the site. BSL interpreters
are available through the DeafZone
tent, located near the Meeting Point

dRuGs

The knowledge
Everything you need to know about Glastonbury but were afraid to ask!
AlCoHol
There are many bars here. Most are
open 11.00-03.00, Thurs to Sun,
some open on Weds. Do not sell
alcohol yourself. Alcoholics
Anonymous will hold meetings in the
Green Fields. If you think your age
may be challenged at a bar, you'll
need to have photo ID. Wearing a
Challenge 21 wristband (issued from
Campsite Steward bases) will require
you to prove your age just once.

AnimAls
No pets are allowed on-site, only
assistance dogs. Interfering with a
badger sett is illegal.

BAnkinG
The NatWest Cash Machines are
near the Farmhouse and main Medical
Centre. They're open 24hrs-a-day
Weds 15.00 to Mon noon, accepting
all debit/credit cards. They don't
charge. There are also 24hr ATMs
near the Park Home Ground Medical
Centre, at the top of Pennard Hill
Ground, by the John Peel Stage, in
William’s Green, and on the walkway
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between West Holts and the Other
Stage. These charge £2.50. Get
cash with a friend for company and
security – and expect to queue.

BATTERY RECHARGE
At the EE Recharge Tent (between
Left Field and The Glade), from
10.00 to 22.00, you can charge your
phone and try 4GEE free (whatever
network you're on). The Recharge
area is also the place to swap your
Festival Power Bar here – the minichargers that you can buy on-site.

BodY CARE
Confidential information, support
and resources are available from
Wagonshed Welfare. The Protection
Tent offers free condoms and
sunscreen. This is also an
opportunity to get your skin checked
and to get advice on protecting your
skin from skin cancer. The Terrence
Higgins Trust offers advice too. The
Protection Tent is near the Bank,
9.30 to 21.30. Free condoms and
sunscreen can also be obtained from
the Welfare and Info Points. To help
prevent bacterial infections, wash
your hands thoroughly before eating.

CAmpsiTE sTEwARds
Campsite Stewards are based in all
the camping areas of the Festival
and can help with any camping,
safety or directional problems. In
addition, please report any thieving
or dangerous situations to them or
to Glastonbury Security.

CommuniCATions
There are cash payphones at Info
Points if you need to go old school.
Otherwise, the EE Recharge Point
provides top-ups for all mobile
phone network providers and can
charge your flagging phone battery.
To reduce queuing time, you can
also get a fully charged special
EE rechargeable battery pack in
exchange for a discharged one.

dEHYdRATion
& sunBuRn
Don’t let fellow festival-goers lie
asleep in the hot sun. Cover them.
You should be urinating at least
three times a day – if not, you need
more liquid. If it is very hot, make
you drink extra fluid.

Drugs are illegal at Glastonbury as
anywhere else. Their sale or display
is strictly forbidden and police are
patrolling the site. Glastonbury is
a risky place to take drugs and
certainly no place to start. Big
crowds, noise and a busy
environment are classic ingredients
for a hellish experience. Ecstasy and
alcohol in daytime sun and the heat
of crowded tents could dangerously
dehydrate you. Users of intravenous
drugs should remember that a field
is far from hygienic. For drugs- or
alcohol-related advice, go to
Wagonshed or Greenfield Welfare.
Be very wary of any substances
you might be offered. They may have
been mixed with other harmful
materials. Mixtures can be fatal.
Reassure anyone having a bad
reaction. If they become
unconscious, lay them on their side
in the recovery position, so they
don’t choke. Get help from Security,
an Info Point or any Steward, who
can contact the Medical Service.

EmERGEnCY
In an emergency, contact Security,
Campsite Stewards, Info Points or
any Stewards or other members of
staff. They can summon help rapidly.
Do not dial 999 as this may cause
confusion and delay.

fEsTivAl mEdiCAl
sERviCEs
Medical support here is provided by
Festival Medical Services (FMS),
who have doctors, nurses and a
wide range of other health
professionals on-site throughout the
event. Their principal facilities are
the Medical Centre at the top of Big
Ground, Walk-In Medical Centres at
Park Home Ground, Bella’s Field
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THE KNOWLEDGE

(Cabaret) and Silver Hayes, and
First Aid points at the Pyramid and
William’s Green. They also provide a
site ambulance service and
paramedic rapid response. There is
a pharmacy, X-rays and a dental
service at the Medical Centre.
FMS is a registered charity and
redistributes its income to support
health projects around the world.

fiREs
DON’T charge gas cylinders inside
tents. Always ensure the tap is
turned off.
DON’T take wood from the trees.
DON’T try to light a fire with petrol.
DON’T light fires near tents or cars.
DON’T use wax flares – they are
hazardous in crowds.
DON’T leave fires unattended –
report any that are out of control.
DON’T dig holes for fires.
DON’T use candles in tents.
DON’T use fireworks, kites or sky
lanterns – they are all banned.

flusH iT!
Many of the toilets have flush
facilities. If you do use one
remember to flush them before and
after use otherwise they will get
blocked. And please don’t flush
down anything non-biodegradable.
This means no disposable nappies
and no wet wipes.

infoRmATion poinTs
As well as help and advice about
facilities and their locations on- and
off-site, these Information Points
offer free detailed site maps, bin
bags, sunscreen, condoms,
Guardian Guides, The Glastonbury
Free Press (when available) and give
travel information. They also have
phone numbers for cancelling lost
bank cards. You can take found
property there, your mail for daily
posting, leave messages for friends
or use the payphones. They also sell
clean copies of this programme.
Main Info at the Meeting point is
open 24 hours to 17.00 Monday, and
Travel Info (outside Gate A) is open
during the daytime and from 10.00
Sunday to 17.00 Monday. Other Info
points are open to midnight.

lATE-niGHT ACCEss
To sHAnGRi-lA, ETC
Access to Shangri-La, Glasto
Latino, The Common, Unfairground
and Block9 from 22.30-03.00 will
be from the South East corner of
Bella’s Field (see map on page 91).
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lEAvinG GlAsTonBuRY
Traffic flows are reversed from noon
on Sunday. Avoid the busiest time to
leave: Sunday between midnight to
01.00 and Monday 09.00 to 17.00.
goCarShare have a stall at the
Meeting Point. All buses and
coaches leave from the Festival Bus
Station, outside Gate A, including
the free shuttle to Castle Cary
station, which meets all trains, and
the 24-hour shuttle to the Pick-Up
Point at the Bath and West
Showground. If you leave the site
and plan to return, make sure you
have your ticket and pass-out, and
your wristband secure.

loCk-ups
Please use them! You can deposit
belongings for free at the 13
property lock-ups – open 24 hours
a day from Wednesday morning to
Monday noon.

losT CHildREn
Identifying your child with your
mobile phone number could make
it easier for you to re-unite if
separated, as such writeable
wristbands are often available at
Gates, Information points or from
the Kidz Field. Lost children are
looked after in the Kidz Field until
19.00 from Thursday to Sunday. It is
not a crèche. Before 17.00, any
children lost in the Green Kids Field
will be kept there for an hour then
taken to the Kidz Field. The two
fields keep in touch with each other
about any lost child. At other times
and after 19.00, any unclaimed
children will be taken to Wagonshed
Welfare for overnight care.

losT pRopERTY
All lost and found property is kept
and recorded at Lost Property, in
Big Ground near Wagonshed
Welfare. Lots of things get handed
in and matched with owners, so it is
worth checking here if something of
yours does go missing. Report
anything stolen to the Police HQ, if
only for insurance purposes. You are
more likely to be successful in
claiming back your lost property if
you do it at the Festival.

pREGnAnCY
The Festival cannot provide a
midwifery service and anyone in
labour will be offered a transfer to
an obstetric unit off-site.

RECYClinG on
CAmpsiTEs
This year there will be recycling
pens close to every campsite crew
caravan where you can recycle your
campsite waste generated over the
weekend. The campsite crew can
help you with any questions you
might have and can assist you in
helping to keep your campsite clean.

sEx
To prevent sexually transmitted
infections, HIV, hepatitis and the
chance of unplanned pregnancy,
free condoms are available around
the site. Ask at any Information Point
or the Protection Tent (see also for
sexual health advice). For
contraceptive prescriptions visit the
Medical Centre. If you have
unprotected sex, you have 72 hours
(three days) in which to obtain
emergency contraception, now
available over the counter.

sHowERs
Located at the bottom of the Kidz
Field. Greenpeace also have
backed-up solar-powered showers
in their field.

siTE sAfETY vEHiClEs
The crews can give directions and
help anyone in trouble. Please assist
them by pointing out anyone in
distress or danger.

ToilETs
There are now over 1,000 compost
toilets across site as well as the
flushing toilets located at the top of
Big ground, and even more
longdrop toilets have been built, and
not forgetting the She-pee female
urinals and male urinals onsite.
Please remember that this ecoconscious Festival goes to great
lengths to recycle everything it can
– yes, including that ! Please don’t
put anything non-biodegradable
down the toilet, and for your own
health, always wash your hands
afterwards. Hand sanitiser is usually
available at most TW points.

wAGonsHEd wElfARE
Lost and found property is
processed at the Wagonshed and
is also where lost children will be
taken at night. The staff can also
take care of people who may find

themselves in difficulties after taking
drugs or alcohol. They’ll also calm
those who may be feeling
overpowered by the sheer size of
the Festival, help those people
separated from friends or families
and give information about
specialist services, including drugs
and counselling. Wagonshed
Welfare also provides a
recuperation space for people
treated at the Medical Centre and
can broadcast urgent messages.
Wagonshed Welfare is next to the
farmhouse, and is open 24 hours a
day 'til Monday evening.
Alternatively, go to Green Welfare
next to the Old Railway Track.

wAsH YouR HAnds
Always wash your hands after using
the toilets. You are more likely to
catch a bug from not washing your
hands than from any other source.

wATER
All tap water on-site is safe to drink.
There are two on-site reservoirs that
are fed by Bristol Water. Regular
sampling and testing ensures a safe
and clean supply.
Also, WaterAid will be running
some pop-up water kiosks to
provide drinking water to festivalgoers at six locations across the
site. Come and get your reusable
bottle filled up here and learn about
WaterAid’s brilliant work to help the
748 million people across the world
who don't have clean water, and the
2.5 billion people who don't have
access to a toilet. Please don’t
waste water – and that includes the
washing off of muddy boots!

pRoTECT THE fEsTivAl
A major issue that could affect the
Festival’s future is people peeing in
the hedges and streams. Urine kills
the fish and pollutes this beautiful
farm. Please make use of the 3,000
toilets or 400 metres of troughs
provided! We have been prosecuted
for polluting the water in the past
and we can’t let this happen again.
The Green Police will ridicule and
arrest offenders.

follow THE
fEsTivAl CodE
REDUCE what you waste.
RE-USE what you can.
RECYCLE recyclables.
BIN what’s left – or take it home.
And remember: Love the Farm,
leave no trace.
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ThaT was Then…
ReCenTLY aT wORThY FaRM
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THIS IS NOW…

“
W

“

a m e S S a G e F r O m e m I ly e av I S

There is enough energy
here to change the world
for the better.
Tony Benn (1925-2014)

THINGS TO dO aT
Gl aSTONbury

The world’s greatest festival is 44 years old!
Here are 44 things to do over the weekend –
get ready to tick them off!

hat a memorable quote that was from the Left Field stage back in
2008, but now, very sadly, we've had to say farewell to Tony Benn,
one of the greatest speakers that we have ever had on any of our
stages. Tony, who died in March, was a true inspiration and great
friend of the Festival. A regular speaker in the Left Field, he loved coming
here every year. As a tribute, working closely with the late politician's family,
we have renamed the Left Field Tower the Tony Benn Tower. The Tower,
commissioned by Battersea and Wandsworth TUC and the Festival in 2004,
was designed by Graham Jobbins, and it was built by Pro Weld and GMB steel
workers from Devon – and they return each Festival to repaint and re-erect
the landmark. Heralded as a "tower of strength" by Tony Benn at its launch
in 2004, it lies in the heart of the Festival and acts as a meeting point, clearly
visible from all corners of the site. The Tower's figures, cut out in its steel,
are pulling together to represent solidarity, which I know Tony appreciated
when he saw it here on his many visits.
As a further mark of respect, Billy Bragg and his team will also be leading
a very special tribute to Tony in the Left Field – which celebrates its tenth
anniversary this year.
We are thrilled to welcome you back to Glastonbury. We have been working
hard for the past 12 months to try to make it even better than last year.
You’ll find several new additions, from The Spike in the all new Glade to
the Mechanical Playground that Arcadia have created for their new area
just below The Park. The good people of Strummerville have moved their
legendary campfire over to a new home in Clapps Ground. Meanwhile,
Mutoid Waste artist Joe Rush has created a spectacular new show, A Kiss
On The Apocalypse, running nightly from midnight in Glebeland. In fact, so
many wonderful touches across the site are new – we hope you enjoy them all.
On an infrastructure note, I am sure that you will be very pleased to know
that we have even more long drops and compost loos this year. There are
over a thousand compost loos across the site – this type of toilet is water-free
and a great example of a system that is successfully used and championed
by WaterAid in many developing countries. We will also get about 10 tonnes
of compost back in a year’s time to use on the farm. All of that plus these
toilets are more pleasant to use! This initiative will also massively reduce
the number of sludge-gulpers making their way around site, holding you up…
and stirring things up.
Have a magical time on the farm,
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T H I S I S N OW…

01
plaNT a kISS ON
THe apOcalypSe
In the heart of Glastonbury’s
Theatre & Circus Fields in
Glebeland to the east of the
site, British artist Joe Rush,
founder of the Mutoid Waste
Company, anticipates the
Apocalypse and imagines the
“Mutoid Rebirth of the
Species” in A Kiss On The
Apocalypse. Well beyond
Nostradamus’ predictions,
in 50 minutes and eight
tableaux, the mystery of the
End of the World will be
unfolded in a pyrotechnic
universe of wonder, where you
will live the Apocalypse and
the explosive rock’n’roll

rebirth of a new world.
A mechanical world of
machines built from waste
and the remains of a defunct
society, from the ashes of the
world, mutants, automats,
pre-historical-again creatures
will rise. Half machines, half
animals, they feed on the
carcasses of our civilisation in
metal forests of smoking-andfiring exhaust pipe trees.
During the eight acts of this
rebirth, the mutant machines
and creatures will tell the
recreation of a universe where
love and music pulse in the
veins and cogs of the mutants.

02

05

drum up SuppOrT

4, 3, 2, 1...
THuNderbIrdS are
GO! – SO GO puppeT
crazy FOr THem!

The magnificently pounding
Japanese band Turtle Island open
the Pyramid Stage on Friday and the
dhol drummers of The Eternal Thal
will be thumping away in Silver
Hayes over the weekend. Pulsatile
tinnitus beckons.

The Park hosts the music of
Gerry Anderson as performed by
Charles Hazlewood & Orchestival –
Sunday at 13.00.

03
make a WISH
The Oak Tree Project in the
Green Kids area in the
Greenpeace Field has been
invited to work with Yoko
Ono Lennon for the duration
of the festival to combine
their efforts with the Imagine
Peace Tower.
Yoko Ono’s interactive
artwork Wish Tree has been
integral to many of her
exhibitions around the world,
where people have been
invited to write their personal
wishes for peace and tie them
to a tree branch. Yoko has
collected all the wishes and
sent them to the Imagine
Peace Tower. During the

Festival, between 10.00 and
18.00 each day, you can come
and write a wish and put it on
our Wish Trees around the
base of The Ancient Oak
in The Green Kids Field.
At the end of the Festival,
all the wishes will then be
sent to the Imagine Peace
Tower in Iceland.

04

06

GeT ready FOr
yOur clOSe-up

cONTrOl a
mecHaNIcal HaNd

Get arty! Be done in oils or try your
hand at charcoal sketching yourself
at Los Artistas Bohemios in The
Common. See page 99 for details.

Enjoy the scientific inventiveness of
Arcadia with its cavalcade of weird
electronic stuff. Get the opportunity
to control a giant hand. Crush cars...
have trouble tying shoelaces!

07
GeT INvOlved IN a
TOmaTO FIGHT
Plum antics in The Common
at 18.00 on Sunday. Smashing!
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08
GeT INTO pOeTry
In Bella’s Field in Theatre & Circus, why not check out the
Poetry & Words Tent for a splendid barrage of wordplay from
Friday at 11.45 to 18.30, daily. Highlights include Antosh
Wojcik, Rob Auton, John Hegley, Phill Jupitus as his alter ego
Porky The Poet and the inimitable Antipoet. See blackboards
at the venue for full-timings.
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09
See STeve HIllaGe
TurN INTO GONG
When Gong’s much-anticipated
headline slot at The Glade stage on
Friday had to be cancelled due to
Daevid Allen’s health, Steve Hillage,
who was to guest with Gong that
night, stepped in with System 7 –
and they'll be doing something
special with the current Gong
musicians guesting with him and
partner Miquette Giraudy.

Together they plan to incorporate
some well-known Gong instrumental
tracks into a rocking System 7 set
bringing it all to a rousing climax of
rock and techno fusion.
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10
Take up reSIdeNce
IN purGaTOry
There is so much to see in ShangriLa that it’s easy to miss stuff. Sure,
there’s Heaven, there’s Hell, but
there’s also Purgatory with the Cloud
9 Cocktail Bar, The Jiggery Pokery
Parlour, The Deluxe Diner and The
Rocket Lounge and The Bar Of
Ideas. The latter boasts a host of
performances from Thursday from
the likes of DJ Badly Mash Up, Jon
Bongly and The World’s Tallest DJ,
while The Rocket Lounge is steered
by Gaz’s Rockin’ Blues with sets
from The Black Kat Boppers, The
Trojans, the Delegators and more.

13
dON’T be a buTT
Help us to love the farm and leave
no trace, so please dispose of your
cigarette butts with care and
attention. This is a working farm,
and so every butt that you drop has
to be picked up. Be thoughtful!

14
learN TO daNce
laTINO
There are South American salsa
classes throughout the weekend
in Glasto Latino (see page 63).

16
SIT arOuNd THe campFIre
aT STrummervIlle
This year Strummerville
moves to Clapps Ground, in
between The Common and
Block9. Bringing its traditional
campfire, good vibes, great
impromptu music and lots of
love, Strummerville continues
the legacy of Joe Strummers’
campfire community at
Glastonbury, where people
can come to drink, talk and

17

11

WOrk OuT WHO WIll
be THIS year’S SkrIllex

remember FraNkIe kNuckleS
NYC Downlow and David
Morales remember "The
Godfather of House Music" on
Thursday night at 20.00 in
Block9. The NYC Downlow,
Glastonbury’s legendary
"underground gay nightclub",
opens this year’s Festival in
true style by hosting a
remembrance party for
Frankie Knuckles, with his
longtime Def Mix partner and
close friend, DJ David

12
GO TO bOaT parTIeS
Get a boat party vibe in the
hopefully dry dock of the Wow!
Stage in Silver Hayes. Friday it’s
Numbers (website/label/club),
Saturday it’s Toddla T with Redlight,
Gotsome and Jus Now, and Sunday
it’s the Aus Music label with Will
Saul and Bicep among others.
All from 13.00.
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Morales, flying in from New
York to lead proceedings.
Robert Owens will be singing
live, performing Tears –
Frankie Knuckles and Satoshi
Tomiie’s 1989 hit.
David Morales: “Frankie
was always a leader, never a
follower. He was beyond an
inspiration. He was a brother,
a mentor, a friend and my king.
I can only describe Frankie
in one word: epic.”

15
lOOk OuT FOr
crazIeS WalkING
arOuNd THe THeaTre
& cIrcuS FIeldS
The walkabouts are out in force,
from Cyberstein’s Titan robot to
The Dapper Chaps, the Magritteinspired Cloudmen, The Venetian
Belles, the Troll and the fabulously
named Curious Eyebrows.

Last year Skrillex played
unannounced all over the site and
made a cool film of his antics (view
it on YouTube when you get home).
This year, we’re taking bets on
who’ll be totalling the most shows.
So far The Reverend Peyton’s Big
Damn Band have three slots that we
know of – as do Fat White Family.
Watch the noticeboards at venues,
as there will surely be more!

18
Wear a rabbIT’S FOOT
IN THe rabbIT HOle
IN THe park
Crawl in, freak out!

19
GO elecTrO TrOpIcal
WITH a HINT OF
pSycHedelIc cumbIa
Treat yourself to a hip-shaking
groove and some weird sounds from
Bomba Estereo, a Colombian
experience that is a total wow! See
them at 14.30 on Sunday at Sonic.

laugh with some like-minded
individuals. Strummerville
was set up by Joe's family
and friends after his death
in 2002 to cement the views
that Joe believed in and to
make sure that as many
people as possible have
the chance to learn something
from the great man for years
to come.

20
Feel Jack kerOuac
The Beat Hotel – on the road from
The Pyramid to Peel – is a fully
furnished freak-zone focused on the
creation of pure, unalloyed vibes
with exquisite food and drinks,
including American buttermilk
pancakes with finest smoked
Gloucester Old Spot bacon, lazy
Daquiris, Mojitos, etc. And there will
also be a plethora of DJs across
the weekend including Seth Troxler,
Four Tet, Greg Wilson, Rob Da
Bank. Tom Middleton, Jackmatser
and Tiga. See venue for timings.

21
debaTe THe ISSueS
OF THe day aNd
GeT educaTed
Left Field holds daily debates, which
this year focus on the upcoming
general election, foodbanks,
feminism and tuition fees. They're
daily from noon. And also The Free
University of Glastonbury takes
place in the Crow’s Nest In The Park
from 11.15 each day, from Friday,
with guest speakers including Julian
Cope, Mark Kermode and Viv
Albertine among others. For further
details, see page 34.
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22

25

buy a WaTer bOTTle

carve a SpOON

The Festival has teamed up with
WaterAid and the Raw Foundation
to produce a 100 per cent stainlesssteel 750ml reusable water bottle
that you can purchase at the seven
WaterAid kiosks across the site
and refill with drinking water
supplied by Bristol Water to our
on-site underground reservoirs.

At the Green Crafts Fields. For
workshop details, see page 82.

23
Have a pSycHed-OuT
pSaTurday
The William’s Green Stage goes all
psychedelic, folk rock and prog on
Saturday with exclusive sets from
TOY, The Smoke Fairies, The Moles,
The Bevis Frond, Coves, Fujiya &
Miyagi, The Wytches, Blank Realm,
Dark Bells and special guest slots
from Temples and The Rails.

26
reduce yOur
carbON FOOTprINT –
drINk lOcal
This year local Somerset cider
Thatcher’s Gold is available all over the
site. Two great places to buy it are the
Cider Bus (by the Pyramid Stage) and
the Craft Cider Bar (William’s Green).

27
dON’T mISS THeSe rIb TIckerS
aT THe cabareT TeNT
There’s Josh Widdicombe, Lee Nelson, Mitch Benn, Shappi
Khorsandi, The Cuban Brothers, Josie Long and a whole lot more.
See timetables from page 46.

28
meeT a GOddeSS
The delightful International
storyteller Xanthe Gresham returns
to Glastonbury with three brand new
Goddess performances in the
Green Futures Field. Friday,
Saturday and Sunday evening
from 19.30 at her temple.

disco features some of the top VJs
in the country and kicks off at 00.30.
Taking part will be Energy Union
featuring Matt Black (Coldcut),
Addictive TV and The Smoke Eaters,
among many others.

29
eaT Well ON THe
rOad beTWeeN THe
park aNd arcadIa

24
GO back IN TIme
Head for the Daptone Super Soul Revue, a proper '60s-style
soul showcase from this New York label with appearances from
Sharon Jones, Charles Bradley and a whole lot more. Saturday
at 16.30 at West Holts.
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There’s some great food on site at
Glastonbury and the road between
Arcadia and The Park has more than
a few treats. There you’ll find freshly
made crêpes at Le Café Crêpe,
chargrilled sausages at Meat &
Greet, toasted sandwiches, cakes
and buns at Mr Teas, hot toasted
crumpets at Strumpets With
Crumpets and a veritable feast of
falafels at Vegetaria.

30
Have a SIleNT NIGHT
For the first time Greenpeace
have wandered off their field and
over to the Silver Hayes area to
host a Saturday all-nighter in the
Sonic Tent. Called Silent Night –
Dance For The Arctic, this silent

31
See THe baNNerS
From the energy and spirit
of Greenham to the original
heart of the Festival, people
of all ages have contributed
to this year’s display. These
banners represent the inner
ideals of this Festival and
the concerns that affect us
all... These messages are
paramount and what makes
Glastonbury so different
and special. This year’s
display will be on the
Pyramid Stage Road
between Silver Hayes and
the John Peel Stage!
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32
dIScOver THe SpIke
aNd a caT SuIT
Imagine Prince reborn as a woman, Jimi Hendrix
through the prism of Amy Winehouse with the cat suit
refinery of a '70s Diana Ross. That’s JJ Rosa, one of
the many acts playing at the all-new Spike Bar in the
revitalised Glade area. Check the venue for timings.
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33
experIeNce THe
lIvING HeNGe
ampHOrIum
Weird stuff happens in
Green Futures with the
massive Shakti Sings Choir
from 17.30 and 18.30 and
a field parade with New
York Brass on Sunday
from 16.45.

34
buy HaNdmade STuFF
aNd See a baNd ON
THe baNdSTaNd
Hobbitastic! There are handcrafted
toadstools to sit from the Apple Pip,
and handmade musical instruments
from Spatchcock & Wurzill along
with ethically and sustainable
clothing from Surya Fairtrade
Clothing – and you can get your
picture taken as part of Opposuits
“matching” three pieces, all beside
the Bandstand in the market area
that stretches from William’s Green
to The Pyramid. The Bandstand itself
boasts music from Weds, including
The Drystones, Elle & The Pocket
Belles, The Duckworths and Violent
Tango – see the venue for timings.

37
all HaIl
dOlly!
It will be the event of the
weekend! Singalongadoll
from 16.20 at the Pyramid.

35
Seek NeW TaleNT
Check out the line-up for the BBC
Introducing stage (page 62) –
special tips include Glass Animals,
Gengahr and Beaty Heart.

36
uSe THe OFFIcIal
GlaSTONbury app
EE has created the official Festival
app to help you navigate the site, get
real-time updates and watch live
streams from six stages thanks to the
BBC. It also has the full line-up, so
you can create your own schedule
and share it with your mates through
Facebook. Search "Glastonbury
2014" in your app store. It’s free.
Data charges may apply.
020
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38
See a WeIrd baNd play alONG TO a mOvIe
Look out, it’s Mark Kermode’s favourite combo
The Dodge Brothers, who’ll be providing the

soundtrack to the classic 1928 film Beggars Of Life
on Sat at 18.00 in the popcorn-friendly Pilton Palais.

40
GO TO THe mOvIeS
Gravity, hangover-cure 'toons, things
in 3D and murder threats – it all gets
a bit surreal at the Pilton Palais.

41
JOIN a GOOd cauSe

39
Have a FOOd FeST
aT WIllIam’S GreeN
It’s a cornucopia of catering
in the William’s Green area
opposite the meeting point
with food from Crayfish
Bob, Olive In A Bus, Chilly
Banana, Goodness
Gracious healthy, Hall’s
Dorset Smokery, Churriot
Brothers, Thoroughly Wild
Meat Co and The Roaming
Rotiseries, to name a few.
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Oxfam, Greenpeace and WaterAid
are all represented on-site. Collar
them and find out what’s happening!

42
dON’T GeT rObbed –
aNd GeT a drINk!
Just like in the real world, it makes
sense to keep your stuff safe. Sadly,
120 people had items stolen from
their tents last year. If you’d rather be
watching a band than watching your
valuables, drop them off at one of 15
secure lock-ups across the Festival
site. They’re completely free to use
and will happily store anything from
wallets to wheelbarrows.

They're open 24 hours a day, from
Wednesday afternoon till 12 noon on
Monday. To find them, look for a
keyhole symbol on the map (page
51) or on the flags flying outside.
There’s also a lock-up for bikes near
the Tipi Field. If you’re aged 18 to 21
– or look it – the lock-ups are also
the place to get a “Challenge 21”
wristband, which will be accepted as
proof of age at Festival bars, letting
you leave your passport or driving
licence safely in the lock-up.

43
learN a cIrcuS SkIll
Head to the Circus Field for a
workshop – you could be a natural!

44
GIve reSpec’
WHeN due
Consume the best in reggae,
dancehall and dub at the Gully
Outer-national and The Blues,
including the legendary Carroll
Thompson and Maxi Priest.
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NOW,
HEAR
THIS!

Shy FX
p60

p24
p26
p28
p30
p32
p36
p38
p40
p42
p54
p56
p57
p58
p59
p60
p61
p62
p63

The Pyramid Stage
The Other Stage
West Holts
The John Peel Stage
The Park
William’s Green Stage
The Acoustic Stage
The Field Of Avalon
Left Field
The Glade
Silver Hayes
The Sonic Stage
WOW!
The Gully Outer-National
The Blues
La Pussy Parlure Nouveau
BBC Introducing
Glasto Latino

John Newman
p26

Wild Beasts
p30

Gentle Mystics
p54
Maya Jane Coles
p57

Elli Ingram
p61
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Rudimental
16.45 Friday

THE PYRAMID STAGE

Be blown away by ballet, a sassy singer, Canada's favourite fire-starters, a quarter
of Led Zeppelin and thrash metal's blackest (and Sandman-friendly) band.
Friday
11.30 Turtle Island
Spectacular 17-piece Japanese
orchestra – like a head-on collision
of punk rock and traditional
drumming! Surely an anarchic visual
treat with chant-along choruses.

12.30 The War on Drugs
Turn up the reverb! Brooding and
just a little bit of melancholy inside

their lush shoegazing soundscapes,
the Philadelphia four-piece offer
maximum atmosphere on some
slowly spiralling grooves. Far out!

13.45 Rodrigo y Gabriela
To Mexico with these flamenco
rumba specialists/virtuoso acoustic
guitarists. With a penchant for
covering Metallica and Led Zep,
RyG have also performed with
orchestras and did an album
dedicated to dead cultural icons.

15.15 De La Soul

The War on Drugs

024
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The ultimate daisy-age hip-hop trio,
an inspiration to The Black Eyed
Peas and Digable Planets among
others, De La Soul were formed a
mere 25 years ago, releasing the
monumental 3 Feet High And Rising
album back in 1989.

16.45 Rudimental

‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT ! ››

It’s on a ley line
from
the Tor to the Ea
vis
family farmhous ’
e and
quite near the
Cider Bus...

Elbow

Following the groundbreaking album
Home and a host of award
nominations, Rudimental follow a
gaggle of small shows around the
site last year with a Pyramid debut!
Expect guest vocalists and an
uplifting set of anthems. No
pressure then, lads.

18.30 Lily Allen
The fast-talking and sassy singer
returns on the back of a brand
new album with yet more wellobserved and beautifully crafted
odes to modern life. Oh my God,
I can’t believe it.

20.00 Elbow
Following five-star reviews for their
latest album, The Take Off And
Landing Of Everything, Elbow return

to their spiritual home of
Glastonbury for a performance that
promises to be suitably euphoric
and undoubtedly epic.

22.00 Arcade Fire
If new album Reflektor took them
from purveying symphonic indie
symphonies to a rhythmic
dancefloor previously owned by
producer James Murphy (LCD
SoundSystem), it doesn’t seem to
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14.30 Kelis
Having hit big some time ago in
2003 with the Pharrell-penned
Milkshake, Kelis has reached album
number six and returned to a more
horn-driven R&B sound that sits
comfortably behind her distinctly
soulful vocals.
Arcade Fire

have lost them any of their fervent
following or their ability to spin a
storyline around a melody. Mix that
with their earliest much-darker
observations and tonight’s set
promises to be very special indeed.

Saturday
11.00 Nick Mulvey

16.00 Lana Del Rey
Most recently in the studio with
Black Keys’ mainman Dan Auerbach
and having also written with Rufus
Wainwright, expectation is high for
Lana Del Rey’s new album, the first
single from which suggested a
darker and far more mysterious
sound behind her ethereal vocal.
Lana Del Rey

An ex-member of Mercurynominated The Portico Quartet who
studied music and art in Cuba
before developing an interest in
African sounds, Mulvey allows all
previous events to bubble beneath
the surface of his gripping alt-folk.

12.00 Nitin Sawhney
What better way to sink into
Saturday than with the spiritual
sounds of Nitin? Whether he’s
wrapped up in trip-hop, working with
an orchestra or veering between
jazz and drum'n'bass, his cultural
roots and politics exude enthusiasm.

13.15 Angel Haze
Having worked through an interest
in secular music during her teens in
Brooklyn, Angel soon joined the
hip-hop scene and became one if
its more outspoken characters, with
her debut LP Dirty Gold bringing
her witty repartee into focus.

17.30 Robert Plant
Super eclectic as ever, the Led Zep
singer performs with his band The
Sensational Space Shifters, dipping
into the Zeppelin bag, adding a few
blues standards and a song or two
from his time with Alison Krauss.
He’s got a whole lotta love – but has
he a stairway too?

19.30 Jack White
With a new solo album, expect an
across the board run through his
back pages – White Stripes et al –
plus lots of new swaggering blues
rock for the 2010s. If initial sneaked

Jack White
19.30 Saturday

previews are to be believed,
Lazaretto is riff-heavy with a nod to
the great fuzzed guitarists of old.

crept into this evocative singer’s
repertoire in recent years. Get out
the wine and have a great picnic.

21.45 Metallica

13.30 Toumani & Sidiki

One of the original from the “big
four” of thrash metal, who honed
their mighty riffs on 1991’s Metallica,
an album that made them one of the
biggest acts in the world. Expect
monster chugging metal powered by
Lars Ulrich’s frenetic drumming.
Guaranteed: none more black!

Father and son Diabaté (Toumani
being the greatest kora player alive)
have teamed up to record together
and to play this special live show on
Sunday with a multi-layered and truly
emotional wash of strings.

Sunday
11.30 English National Ballet
So, Glastonbury hosted opera a few
years back, it dabbled in thrash
metal last night and Jay Z was a tad
controversial, The English National
Ballet should have no problems.

12.15 Caro Emerald
Vintage jazz, a samba, a rhumba and
a flash of electro swing have all

14.45 The 1975
Last year they played at William’s
Green, this year they’re opening for
Dolly Parton, that’s Glastonbury –
and the hit single Chocolate
(only 13.5 million views on YouTube
so far) for you.

16.20 Dolly Parton
Oh-my-God! It’s Dolly Parton! Nine
To Five, Jolene, I Will Always Love
You, D-I-V-O-R-C-E ! This is a
Glastonbury moment. Forget the
World Cup – it'll all be over by now
for England anyway – this is what
it’s all about. Wear something pink!

18.00 Ed Sheeran
Will the ginger prince be able to
follow the irresistible Dolly? Of
course! Expect the boy with the
acoustic to roll out his folky dancefriendly sounds and build the
evening to a suitable climax.

19.45 The Black Keys
The Keys are at the peak of their
powers right now: producing a herd
of like-minded patrons’ albums,
adding muscle to their very own
sound and playing the kind of simple
blues rock that transcends
generations and, indeed, genres.

21.45 Kasabian

The Black Keys
19.45 Sunday
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Kasabian have always been jokey
wags with a rock leaning and dance
sensibilities pulsing through their
songs. The new album, 48.13,
sounds like Happy Mondays doing
Kraftwerk but speeded up. It’s fistin-the-air time and a pretty good
way to end this glorious weekend.
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‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT ! ››

THE OTHER STAGE

It’s behind you –
if
you’re at The Py
ramid
stage! Follow the
leyline
towards the Tor,
you can’t miss it

A blizzard of trios, trip-hop legends, beard-sporting Americans, a chance to practise the
Argentinian Tango, smokin’ singer-songwriters and the Manics! Hurrah for the punk wars!

Skrillex
22.30 Friday

15.10 Band Of Skulls

17.50 Foster The People

Expect the unexpected: a rip-roaring
act who'll knock your woolly socks
off and surely set the standard for
this stage. Set your alarm!

Powerful rock trio whose throbbing
Asleep At The Wheel went Top 40
in the US last year. Beards, hair
and shades for the men, while
Emma Richardson throws contorted
bass shapes amid the hysteria.

Did Pumped Up Kicks really come
out in 2010? Time has flown for
this neo-psychedelic indietronica
pop trio with a bass player called
Cubbie Fink. New album
Supermodel suggests more of
the same soulful stuff for sure.

12.15 Blondie

16.25 Haim

Ms Harry has hung out with Andy
Warhol and Fab Five Freddie and
she duetted with Iggy Pop. Her
band has a bagful of hits that’ll
ensure the singalong starts early –
must be time for the first pint of
cider! She's Atomic.

Acclaimed as “goofy” and
“awesome”, the three sisters Haim
had a No.1 album in the UK with
their Days Are Gone album and did
a top show at The Park last year, so
expect more Californian dreaming.

Friday
11.00 TBA

13.50 John Newman
Not the cardinal from the 1800s, but
a new soul voice that’s deep and
emotional, like the man has just
stepped off the train from Detroit in
the ’70s with lush swoops of sound
and some supercool falsetto breaks.
Has a pukka haircut too!
026
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Haim

19.15 Interpol

Paolo Nutini

Another trio! The fourth lot – surely
there’s something mystical there?
Expect echoey and suitably dark
post-punk contemplation from this
New York outfit whose last album
was the much-praised self-titled
opus back in 2010.

the songs of the year, and on which
his vocal has never sounded so
bittersweet. But will he still do King
Louie’s I Wanna Be Like You too?

20.45 Paolo Nutini
After the Van Morrison-styled carnie
irreverence of previous Glastonbury
shows, the still young Nutini has
made his strongest album yet in
Caustic Love. From that came the
spine-tingling Iron Sky, surely one of

22.30 Skrillex
Manhandling the basic runes of
dubstep, electro-house and posthardcore, Skrillex has become the
man at the mixer for many, his
production skills reshaping the
sonic soundscape in the US and
UK. He played a secret show in
Silver Hayes last year and now
closes Friday with a bang!
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Jake Bugg

Saturday

22.30 Saturday

11.30 Jake Isaac
MOBO-nominated folksy strummer
with a deep and soulful voice, like
Richie Havens after a few cigars,
with some big choruses and a
few broken strings along the way.
A great start to Saturday!

12.30 Circa Waves
If you put elements from the great
days of indie pop into a blender –
jangling guitars, singalong choruses,
a few pointed life messages and a
hint of math rock cleverness – you’d
make an audio milkshake a bit like
this uplifting four-piece.

13.40 Midlake
It’s bizarre that their breathtaking
Americana gem The Trials Of Van
Occupanther never made them
giants neither here nor back home in
Texas. But two albums later and they
continue to amaze, like a prog
Grateful Dead – what a concept.

15.00 Warpaint
Expect cerebral, floating Fleetwood
Mac-style atmosphere from this allgirl four-piece whose hypnotic
harmonies and feather-light mix
make them one of the most
cherished live experiences around.

19.30 Manic Street Preachers

22.30 Jake Bugg

17.20 The Horrors

You’ve got to love the Manics. Nicky
Wire reckons they should build a
motorway through Glastonbury and,
yes, that would be handy... Expect
the hits and some new stuff. Perfect!

Last year, he came, he saw, he
smoked a few tabs. Jake plays twice
again this year, but this headline slot
promises to be something very
special from the Nottingham singersongwriter with an acidic wit and
some snarling off-the-cuff one-liners.

Having fashioned future psychedelia
and become “more dancey” ( NME ),
with the odd nod to Simple Minds in
their pomp, The Horrors’ new album
has taken them to dizzy new heights
of guitar-fuelled rock.

16.30 Kodaline

18.50 Bombay Bicycle Club

Sadly it will be too light to get the
old-school lighters or wax flares out
as you marvel at the emotional
turmoil of their excellent High
Hopes, but arm waving and
emotional angst will suffice for this
anthem-strewn Dublin quartet.

18.00 Imagine Dragons
Ah, get the lighters out after all, for
the BBC will surely do a panning
shot across the crowd as this
Vegas combo break into their
monumental mover Night Visions,
all achy and breaky beneath
Dan Reynolds’ groggy vocal.
Expect several couples to declare
undying love during their set.

Sunday
11.00 Bajofondo
Manic Street
Preachers

21.00 Pixies
Now slimmed to a trio but still
sounding reverb-heavy as the
guitars chime and the rhythm chugs
like all good Pixies’ songs should do.
A smattering of their classics and
the kings of American indie in a
post-grunge kind of way won’t be
able to do wrong. Gigantic!?!

OK, so we’re not in South America
at the World Cup, but not to worry
as Bajofondo bring a taste of that
continent (Argentina rather than
Brazil) with theremins, violins and
violas vying for position. Huzzah!

12.10 The Subways
Hard to believe it’s nearly 10 years
since Young For Eternity. Expect to
hear more purely punky pop to jump
around a lot to.

13.30 Lucy Rose
After the punk thrash and before the
electronic hues of White Lies, a rose
between two thorns (geddit?), the
delicate soul-searching of singersongwriter and elegiac poetess Lucy.

14.40 White Lies
You have to say that there’s a
symphonic grandeur to White Lies.
Big songs, big wafts of synth and
Harry McVeigh’s booming vocal will
carry the proceedings forward.

16.00 Sam Smith

Massive Attack
22.00 Sunday
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These versatile shape shifters have
surfed a few genres, moving through
styles at the drop of a plectrum.
Their most recent album delved
into various strands of world music
that neatly fused into their own
distinctive brand of electronic pop.

The singer of choice for Disclosure
and Naughty Boy with more than a
hit or two of his own up his soulful
sleeve – his Money On My Mind
charted at No.1 this year.

Ellie Goulding

20.30 Ellie Goulding
The massive success of Burn
around the world, the multi-awards,
the startling dresses, the Ellie
rollercoaster promises to come to a
euphoric climax with tonight’s show.
That said, her chart topping Halcyon
album only reached number 85 in
France – that’s Eurovision for you.

22.00 Massive Attack
It wouldn’t be Glastonbury without
these Bristolian strollers. The
trip-hop legends whose wafting
electronic soul music and a
cornucopia of guest vocalists have
ensured that their tenure at the top
continues unabated. Classic.
027
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WeST HoLTS STAGe
Funky homo sapiens, vintage troublemakers, an old-school soul revue show,
orchestras, a man from outer space, plus some bloke from Radiohead!

‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT ! ››

South of Circus,
north
of the Green Fie
lds, on
the road betwee
n The
other Stage and
Theatre & Circus

Goldfrapp

16.00 Sun Ra Arkestra

20.30 Saturday

One of the most influential artists of
the 20th Century, Sun Ra claimed to
be from outer space and played
psychedelic jazz before it was
invented. He would have been 100
this year and long-time collaborator
and saxophonist Marshall Allen
celebrates the fact and continues
the legend from beyond the stars.

Vintage Trouble

17.30 Vintage Trouble
“One of the best live bands on this
planet!” An LA four-piece from
that sweet spot where funk’n’soul
meets rock’n’roll.

19.00 Tune-Yards
Merrill Garbus is a unique talent,
looping sounds and rhythms into
punchy anthems, with her playful
childlike delivery and some caustic
observations on life. It’s like New
York’s No Wave reborn.

Jurassic 5

20.30 Jurrasic 5
Reunited in 2013 after a six-year
hiatus, the full crew, including Chali
2na and Cut Chemist, rekindle their
much-praised ’90s alt hip-hop.

22.15 M.I.A.
Friday
11.10 The London Sinfonietta
and Jonny Greenwood
The orchestra’s mission is to “place
the best contemporary classical
music at the heart of today’s
culture”. They’ll do this by
performing two works by composer
028
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Steve Reich, Music For 18
Musicians and Electric
Counterpoint, and the latter is with
Radiohead’s Jonny Greenwood.

13.00 The Stepkids
It’s modern psychedelic soul as
encountered on their two acclaimed
albums. With a nod to Steely Dan

and Earth, Wind & Fire, expect
a plethora of good grooves.

14.30 Deltron 3030
Dystopian Afro Futurism from the
hip-hop supergroup, featuring Dan
The Automator, Del The Funky
Homosapien and Kid Koala,
performing with a full orchestra.

Combining cutting-edge beats,
revolutionary politics and a hyperreal day-glo sensibility, M.I.A. was
rated as one of the world’s most
influential people in 2009 by Time.
Subsequently lauded by Madonna
and caught being “controversial”
at The Superbowl, her infectious
rhythmic sounds and larger-than-life
stage presence are a must-see.
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14.30 Troker
Tequila-fuelled, genre-busting
musical revolutionaries from Mexico
deliver horn-riddled jazz sounds that
stray from moody soundscapes to
upbeat freak outs.

16.00 Public Service
Broadcasting
Featuring J Willgoose Esq and
Wrigglesworth who sample old
public information films and set them
to music to create a surreal newsreel
experience. Theremins are wafted,
guitars are bashed and banjos are
furiously plucked as the past is
brought sharply into focus.

17.30 Lee Thompson’s
Ska orchestra
Former Madness men Lee
Thompson and Mark Bedford
introduce a whole new generation
to the irresistible rhythms of ’60s
Jamaican music.

Public Service
Broadcasting

19.00 The Wailers

16.00 Sunday

22.15 Bryan Ferry

Saturday

He croons, he swings and he’s been
in one of the most influential British
groups ever in Roxy Music. Stylishly
attired as ever, the be-suited Bryan
will be delving into his back
catalogue for what should be a
dynamic live event.

11.45 The Reverend Peyton’s
Big Damn Band
Peyton, his wife Breezy and Ben
“Bird Dog” Bussell hail from Indiana.
They play Delta blues with a hillbilly
fervour and musical acuity that’s as
sharp as razor wire.

Sunday

13.15 John Wizards
Otherworldly hallucinogenic and
breathtakingly fresh, Wizards remain
hard to categorise, comprising a
young white Cape Town advertising
jingle writer and a Namibian refugee
singer. Pure magic.

11.45 M + A

Seun Kuti
& Egypt 80

14.45 The Internet

19.00 Seun Kuti & egypt 80

A soul band formed by producer
Matt Martians and lead vocalist Syd
“The Kyd” of Odd Future that has
resulted in her flexing her writing
and vocal skills over two great
albums and fab live shows.

Fela Kuti’s youngest son inherited
the extraordinary Egypt 80
Orchestra in 1997 when his father
died. His latest album, A Long Way
To The Beginning, is his tightest and
most electrifying yet, still brimming
with righteous anger, pushing
Afrobeat forward in a way not seen
since Fela’s heyday.

16.30 The Daptone Super
Soul Revue

Featuring Sharon Jones & The
Dap-Kings, Charles Bradley & His
20.00 Goldfrapp
Extraordinaires, Antibalas and
Having evolved through tripThe Sugarman 3 with special
hop, shiny electropop, glamguests Saun and Starr, and
rock and the organic
Master of Ceremonies Binky
folksiness of 2008’s Seventh
Griptite. A two-hour showcase
Tree, Goldfrapp are
featuring rolling sets from
nothing short of
the best funk and soul
unpredictable. Producer
acts on the planet
and composer Will
assembled by the
Gregory and the
legendary US
beguiling Alison
record label. Think
Goldfrapp will be
Motown Soul
reaching back
revue and Stax
through a 15-year
Showcase for the
back catalogue laden with
Sharon Jones &
The Dap-Kings
new millennium.
classics for this slot.
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The outright winners of the
Glastonbury Emerging Talent
Competition, M+A purvey powerful
percussive pop-dance sounds.

13.00 Melt Yourself Down
The Guardian described the band,
who feature Pete Wareham
(Acoustic Ladyland, Polar Bear) and
Shabaka Hutchings (Sons of Kemet,
the Heliocentrics) as being “heavy
on Afrocentric jazz-tinged tribal pop
with avant-garde tendencies and no
little funk”. Can’t argue with that.

Bob Marley & The Wailers were
at the heart of the global reggae
revolution in the late 1960s and
early 1970s. Now fronted by original
member Aston ‘Family Man’ Barrett,
they are still generating authentic
roots reggae gyrations. A timeless
and evocative experience.

20.30 Bonobo
Simon Green’s blissful electronic
soundscapes will be accentuated by
the addition of a large band replete
with strings and horns, taking
Bonobo’s music to a whole new
organic dimension.

22.00 Disclosure
Brothers Guy and Howard
Lawrence’s meteoric rise has seen
them spread their electronic soul
sound across America with help
from high-profile collaborators
including Nile Rodgers, Mary J
Blige, Jessie Ware, AlunaGeorge
and Sam Smith. This will be a stage
closing party set with a few guest
vocalists joining in too.

Tune-Yards
19.00 Friday
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‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT ! ››

North of the Silve
r
Hayes dance unive
find the Peel Stag rse,
e to the
west of the migh
ty
Pyramid Stage

Chvrches

19.45 Friday

THE JOHN PEEL STAGE
Dream pop, melancholy, hip-hop, opportunities to get the lighter in the air, pulsing electronics and
many an irreverent rock-out moment – it’s a typically Peel-like mix. The great DJ would approve!
Friday
11.00 Echo & The Empress
Australian sisters Beth and Skye
whose close harmonies and earthy
drum sound recall classic early 4AD.
A hint of gothic ambience and some
soaring vocals and we’re all back to
1984 for some Cold War indie pop.

11.50 Money For Rope
More from Down Under, Money For
Rope are from Melbourne and know
when a chiming guitar is needed.
They’re that kind of chunky, goodtime bar-room band that make sense
of pre-lunch cocktails.

13.00 Jungle
Centered around the mysterious J
and T, Jungle play old-school soul
music, with a hint of Curtis Mayfield,
a smattering of Aloe Blacc, a whisper
of Marvin and an infectious line in
melody topped by a fab falsetto.
030
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14.00 Drenge
Anyone who can write the lyric
“When I put the kettle on, you put
heavy metal on” is plainly in tune
with modern day life and relationship
management. Gritty powerchords
meet grunge-friendly vocals on
tunes to live your life by.

soundtracks, an enticing and purely
sensual delivery that goes for the
goosebump and then some.
Crystal Fighters

18.15 Wild Beasts
There’s an aura of edgy grandiosity
about some of the Wild Beasts’
songs, the layered synths, the
pounding drums, the clinical vocal
lines all make for an uplifting and
blissful sound that tingles in your
chest long after they’ve evaporated.

15.00 Temples

19.45 Chvrches

Without doubt, their debut album,
Sun Structures, is one of the most
stunning and consistent so far
this year. Sure there’s more than
a nod to ‘60s psychedelia and
some gloriously archaic wordplay,
but the melodies are simply
marvellous. Should be a treat.

The feeling of austerity continues
with Chvrches, and their old-school
barrage of synths behind Lauren
Mayberry’s vocal. Think Depeche
Mode in the early ’80s with Gahan
replaced by a sweet Scottish brogue.

16.00 Polica
Hypnotic dream-pop with treated
vocals and slow-motion rhythms
that envelop the senses. Channy
Leaneagh’s voice is the key that
unlocks their electronic

17.00 Crystal Fighters
A band named after an unfinished
opera whose last album was about
people having creative experiences
in caves, Crystal Fighters have a
highbrow but suitably unhinged take
on things. They look like they’ve
been brought here from another
time and their rhythmic psychedance is as much rave-centric as it
is a throwback to 1969. Foppish fun.

21.15 Lykke Li
The melancholy mood continues
with Lykke Li’s meditative and
contemplative observations. Her
new album delves deeply and
personally into the “hurt and pride
and confusion of being a woman”.
Deep, and devastatingly delivered.
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22.45 Kaiser Chiefs

15.00 Fat White Family

With LP number five out and Ricky a
household name through his taunting
of Will.i.am on The Voice, the Chiefs
end the day with riots predicted and
classy new tunes ( Bows & Arrows),
all leading to the inevitable campsite
singalong of “Ruby, Ruby, Ruby” into
the wee hours.

Controversial South London squat
rockers with a propensity for nudity
in their videos. The Guardian said
of them: “Like all great bands Fat
White Family look like trouble.”

Saturday
11.00 The Black Tambourines
Twisted ’60s garage rock from this
band that look like they’ve just
finished their paper round. They
won the Glastonbury Emerging
Talent Competition.

11.55 Reignwolf
According to Rolling Stone,
Reignwolf “sounds like an unhinged,
lovelorn, electric Canadian blues
wildman who can’t decide if he wants
to be Robert Plant or Jimmy Page”.
Percy or The Dark Lord? Wow!

16.00 Wolf Alice
Lo-fi rocking and good-time music
with a sense of humour and plenty of
shouting when needed. That said,
it’s the purity of Ellie Roswell’s vocal
that carries the sound here.

17.00 Courtney Barnett
Much-praised Australian singersongwriter. Pitchfork says:
“Barnett’s music builds on the
wordy irreverence of mid-’60s Bob
Dylan and a Byrds-ian blend of
psychedelia, folk and country.”

18.15 Clean Bandit
Plundering classical strings, deep
house and synthpop to make a kind
of modern baroque pop sound on
Mozart’s House, the Bandit’s
biggest success came with the Jess
Glynne-fronted Rather Be.

Kaiser Chiefs
22.45 Friday

submerged in new-fangled synth
sounds makes for an pop sound
that’s, er, weird but in a good way.
MGMT

Hozier

13.00 Hozier
The Irish singer whose Take Me
To the Church video is currently at
3 million-plus views on YouTube,
with a nod to Tom Waits, Paul
Simon and Muddy Waters, and
the crossroads of folk and soul.

14.00 Royal Blood
An odd couple indeed, a UK pairing
that teams bass and drums, and
sounds like heavy riffing Led
Zeppelin or Metallica with a nod to
hair metal and grunge. Their debut
chugging riff-heavy album was
wittily titled Thanks Seattle… For
Killing My Band And My Dreams! .
Ironic Youth, eh!

George Ezra
13.50 Sunday

21.15 Chromeo
Often compared to Hall & Oates,
this Canadian duo, Dave 1 and
P-Thugg, sound like they came
direct from the ’80s as a funky bass
tries to break free and electronic
keys hold the rhythm behind their
vocal interplay.

22.45 MGMT
MGMT’s original success with
Oracular Spectacular only hinted at
what was to come. Recently
described as “weird”, but “in a good
way”, their blend of old-school
psychedelic sounds and garage-rock

Sunday
11.00 Darlia

11.50 The Preatures
More Australians! There’s some
swirling hair going on here, lurking
behind the jerky gyrations of Isabella
Manfredi – who does a bit of
restrained air guitar while the guys
strum some substantial riffs.

12.50 Lonely The Brave
Big guitars! Imagine a jam session
with Biffy Clyro and The Edge
fleshing it out on the effects pedal.
Big melodic lines, chiming reverb
and a few tattoos too.

13.50 George Ezra

The Brian
Jonestown
Massacre

19.15 The Brian Jonestown
Massacre
Dig! was one of the greatest movies
about a dysfunctional band ever. And
with a back catalogue that runs to 19
LPs it’s hard to know which wiggedout proto psyche pop indie rock hat
main man Anton will don tonight.

20.45 Chance The Rapper

In the wake of Ginger Ed, we have
the man Bugg and now George Ezra
replete with a Bristol twang,
spinning yarns and stories into
melodic pop places. But wait, guitar
discarded it’s like listening to an old
blues man singing spirituals, raising
hairs where no hairs should be.

Having performed on a host of other
people’s records – James Blake,
Skrillex, Childish Gambino, Lil
Wayne – Chance The Rapper steps
out on his own on the back of last
year’s Acid Rap mix tape. Expect
some eclectic samples and some
heavyweight LA storytelling for the
ghetto Glasto.

14.35 TBA

22.15 London Grammar

Hard-travelling, constantly gigging
folk-prog homeboys whose rootsy
vibe underpins their slowly building
songs. They are masters of the
euphoric crescendo.

30_31_John Peel_JH2.indd 2

Jack Antonoff from Fun's side project
with songs that you kind of think
you’ve heard before: big hooks,
choruses that are easy to sing along
to, and one-liners that nag the lobe
long after you turned the tune off.

Grouped with Drenge and
Superfood as pioneers of a
’90s-style rock revival, Blackpool
trio Darlia play it loud.

16.00 Dry The River

glastonbury festivals.co.uk

A former sparring partner of the
Mumfords, Marling and Noah & The
Whale, KC is a clever songwriter
who brings together the rudiments of
traditional folk sounds and makes the
individual elements into pristine
modern sketches that are timeless.

18.05 Bleachers

19.45 Little Dragon
Previous Gorillaz collaborators,
Little Dragon have forged their own
unique path over the past seven
years. Yukimi Nagano is central to
their expressive sound, her throaty
and strangely deep soulful vocal
tripping lightly over simple beats.

17.00 King Charles

Oh yes, this has got to be the
mobile-in-the-air moment of the
weekend. London Grammar’s slow,
trip-hop-imbibed ballads and
Hannah Reid’s rich, evocative vocals
are set against melody lines that are
quasi-classical in their construction.
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‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT ! ››

At the south-west
tip
of the site, west
of Tipi,
due south of The
Other
Stage and just a
little
past Arcadia

Be blown away by the shows on the Park Stage, take a trip down the
Rabbit Hole, learn all about life at the Free University... and much more!

STONEBRIDGE BAR
On the left just before you get
to the Park arena, you’ll find
The Stonebridge Bar with a fine
selection of DJs and live music.

THURSDAY
13.00 HeavenlyJ ukebox
14.00 Black Butter Sound
System & Special Guests
16.00 HeavenlyJ ukebox
17.00 PhilD udman
18.00 Johnno (Bugged Out)
19.00 BaggyM ondays
20.30 HeavenlyJ ukebox
21.30 HannahH olland
23.00 JustinR obertson
01.00 The 2 Bears

FRIDAY
13.00
14.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
20.00
00.00

PoolD Js
GregW ilson
DickyT risco
MaxxiS oundsystem
Psychonauts
DollopD Js
StonebridgeJ ukebox
Desperate Sound System
with Jarvis Cocker &
Steve Mackey, Optimo,
John Wizards DJs, Ben Fat
Trucker, The DJ Pipes,
Dancefloor Meditations.

SATURDAY
12.00
14.00
16.00
18.00
19.00

Four Tet (DJ set)
MikeH owarth
Hip Hop Karaoke
Gruff Rhys (DJ set)
Carryonyeahbor
with Tayo, Frank Tope
and friends.
20.00 StonebridgeJ ukebox
00.00 Girls Music with Toddla T,
Rob Da Bank, Ms
Dynamite, Robbo Ranx,
Mele & Slick Don,
DRS, and more.

SUNDAY
13.00
14.00
16.00
18.00
20.00
21.30

Young Fathers

HeavenlyJ ukebox
Ben Pearce
Hip Hop Karaoke
Fleetmac Wood
HeavenlyJ ukebox
Guttterfunk Closing Party
with DJ Die, Addison
Groove, Artwork,
Dismantle, Jenna G,
Laminate Radio.
Hosted by Inja.

All We Are

13.00 Saturday

Friday
11.30 All We Are
Dreamy dream pop from this funkylite trio who sport a nice line in close
harmonies. A great opener!
032
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12.45 Bi-Polar Sunshine

14.00 Don Cavalli

Soulful rap and plenty of moody
thoughts from this man with a pretty
strange hairdo (will blend in at
Glastonbury, obviously). From
Manchester with some top tunes.

Harking back to the good old days
of Charlie Feathers and Sun
rockabilly with a vocal style that can
sharpen country or make rock’n’roll
a smoother option.
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21.00 2 Bears DJ set

12.00 Vance Joy

A brief smattering of two-step,
house and soul to prime the arena
for Four Tet...

There’s a twang to this Australian
singer/songwriter’s vocal that
recalls Loudon (father of Rufus and
Martha) Wainwright III and his
songs are similarly entertaining.

21.30 Four Tet
Multi-layered, genre-defying
electronic music from Kieran
Hebden, an evocative and pulsating
journey into your psyche with
sounds that envelop the listener
and, as the sun disappears over
The Park, the perfect way to unwind
– completely. And relax.

Vance Joy

23.00 Metronomy
Cate Le Bon
14.10 Saturday

15.30 Courtney Barnett

18.30 Parquet Courts

Infamous for her deadpan lyrics and
dour worldview plus a suitably
rambling scattergun style, there’s
something wonderfully engaging
about this Aussie singer-songwriter.

Wild and irreverent Brooklyn rock
that’s a strange hybrid of punk and
modern indie pop, with a wry sense
of humour and some fulfilling rants
on society into the bargain.

17.00 Jimi Goodwin

20.00 Danny Brown

The man from Doves now out on his
own with a new album of wellstrummed, thought-provoking tales
of Northern life delivered in a
glorious knowing snarl.

Highly-rated ( Rolling Stone, etc)
Detroit hip-hop star with a fine line
in samples and some fast-paced
rhyming, not to mention an esoteric
line in guest vocalists.

With their most complete and
commercially successful album yet,
Love Letters, the Metronomy
experience has evolved into a truly
uplifting slice of electronic oddness
that bears all the hallmarks of
sunshine pop of the '60s but
remains decidedly modern at
the same time.

Saturday
11.00 Luke Sital Singh
Bristol’s very own Bon Iver with a
subtle and underplayed delivery
and some gorgeous songs too.

13.00 Young Fathers
This is a weird collision of styles, a
three-piece alternative hip-hop outfit
from Edinburgh who sound like a
modern day De La Soul, adding
noise rock and a soulful chorus to
make a compulsive brew that is
pretty hard to pigeonhole.

14.10 Cate Le Bon
The wonderful Cate has let her postVelvet Underground sound ferment
into something that’s simple yet
amazing, her Welsh lilt taking the
resultant groove to dizzy heights.

THE RABBIT HOLE
A stage within a stage? A party
within a play? A hole within a Hole?
Like all good journeys, it’s not
the arriving that matters. At
Glastonbury, a traveller may find
many strange ports, but few are
stranger than this. Far away and yet
close enough to touch, The Rabbit
Hole beckons all-comers. Follow The
White Rabbit down, further into the
riddle matrix. And there music and
theatre will enchant you.
Underground DJs will take you
deeper as time machines take you
through space.
Carrots, tunnels, playing cards
and queens. The caterpillar, the
dormouse and the hare…. Could you
have found Wonderland? By day you
can see singer-songwriters and new
folk acts. By night you can see
banging bands, drink cocktails and
dance to the DJs.
The Hatter says: “We are all mad
here.” But who is to say?

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

SUNDAY

14.00
15.00
16.00
17.30
19.00
20.30
22.00
22.30
00.00
02.00

14.30
15.30
17.00
18.45
19.45
20.30
22.00
00.00
01.30
03.00

Zoe Phillips
ToddD origo
SuspectA libi
LyzaJ ane
GibsonB ull
ADA
Lekiddo Lord Of The Lobsters
Credit To The Nation
MadC ows
KeithA llen
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14.30
15.15
16.30
17.30
18.45
20.00
22.00
23.45
00.30
02.00
03.00

PerhapsC ontraption
We Are Goose
GemmaR ogers
PortE rin
StickmanC artel
Bustamento
Ngaiire
These Reigning Days
DermotO ’Leary
Glitches
Age Of Glass

SATURDAY
13.00
14.00
15.00
16.30
18.00
19.15
21.00
22.15
00.15
01.30
02.45

Brushy One String
JakeI saac
OllieF orrest
JakeI saac
PluckyP urcell
Furs
Bernhoft
NewB uild
Sultan Of The Disco
Air Guitar Champ Guy Thompson
Cherub

PandrE yez
IzzyBizzu
M+A
RailingS tains
TheD in
RHODES
The Fat White Family
TheE gg
SecretD J
The Smoke Eaters
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THE BIMBLE INN
In the legendary Tipi Behemoth you’ll
find this famously friendly, solarpowered stage featuring music and
mayhem. The Bimble Inn houses a
magical late-night music venue and
a fully stocked bar serving frozen
cocktails, real ale and cider. Run by
a collective of like-minded, creative
individuals, the Inn considers itself
to be a family-run venue. Acts
performing this year include
The Sweet Life Society, Dutty
Moonshine, Hong Kong Ping Pong,
John Fairhurst, King Vegas, Will &
The People and Too Many Ts.

Charles Hazlewood
& Orchestival Present:
Thunderbirds Are Go!
13.00 Sunday

17.00 Jagwar Ma
Psychedelic dance music from
Down Under courtesy of this duo,
who were inspired by everything
from Motown to electronica. The
result is a heady brew of soulful
alternative trip-hoppery.

20.00 Anna Calvi
Her latest album, One Breath, was
a clever mix of her virtuoso guitar,
simple off-kilter electronic elements
and her amazing vocal range that
flutters gracefully between a deep
operatic bass and a wispy falsetto.

15.30 Nina Persson
The former lead singer of The
Cardigans and an occasional
sparring partner for the Manics,
Nina Persson’s Animal Heart
album from earlier this year was
dipped in all the right kinds of synth
melancholy. This Swede goes from
strength to strength!

edgier version of Tom Tom Club with
great songs.

21.30 John Grant
Jagwar Ma

18.30 ESG
Legendary late-'70s South Bronx
all-girl funky indie trio – consisting
of Emerald, Sapphire & Gold – still
retain that post-punk edginess and
dancefloor shuffle of old, like an

The magnificent John Grant has
made swearing in songs almost
essential. A maverick songwriter
whose vocal is simply breathtaking
and whose lyrical content is once
funny and alarming. He is the GMF!

23.00 Mogwai
The post-rock tag is pretty limitless,
allowing these longtime Scottish

sound experimenters to dabble in all
kinds of genres as they build their
esoteric soundtrack into an epic and
all-engaging sonic adventure of the
greatest kind.

Sunday
11.00 The Rails
The return of folk rock at the hands
of the daughter of Richard and Linda
Thompson, and a man who’s played
guitar for The Pernice Brothers and
the much-loved Son Volt, among
many others.

12.00 Lau
Fiddles! Accordions! They’re all
here, so what better way to soothe
that Saturday hangover than to listen
to this Scottish trio and their gorg,
traditional folk songs?

FREE UNIVERSITY
OF GLASTONBURY
The Free University of Glastonbury
returns to the Crow’s Nest at the
top of The Park with an eclectic
programme of talks covering
everything from evolution to
time travel – expect surprises, too!

FRIDAY
11.15
12.00
13.30
14.15

PhilosophyH aircuts
JulianC ope
WillH odgkinson
JohnR obb

SATURDAY
11.15
12.00
12.45
13.30
14.15

PhilosophyH aircuts
GruffR hys
SimonD ay
VivA lbertine
Shaun Keaveny & Mark King

SUNDAY

Anna Calvi

11.15
12.00
12.45
13.30
14.30

PhilosophyH aircuts
JohnC race
MarkK ermode
AliceR oberts
ShaunK eaveny

20.00 Saturday
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St Vincent
19.30 Sunday

13.00 Charles Hazlewood
& Orchestival Present:
Thunderbirds Are Go!
An all-star band assembled
especially for Glastonbury –
featuring members of Portishead,
Goldfrapp and Get the Blessing –
presenting the genius music of
Barry Gray, including Thunderbirds,
Joe 90, Captain Scarlet & The
Mysterons. Bring a ray gun. It's sure
to be an FAB occasion!

14.10 Juana Molina
An actress, comedian and singersongwriter whose latest album Wed
21 takes a left-field interpretation of
some of her country’s traditional

sound and reinvents them as a
gorgeous music that’s all her own.

15.15 Connan Mockasin
Psychedlic dream-pop all the way
from New Zealand from this virtuoso
performer who weaves space rock
and loose jazz into a rich tapestry
that’s unlike anything else.

16.30 Phosphorescent
An American singer-songwriter
who’s grown into a truly life-affirming
composer with his seventh album,
Muchacho. A melancholy and
introspective journeyman whose
heart is right there on his modern
Americana sleeve.

Phosphorescent

18.00 Yoko Ono Plastic
Ono Band
The artist, filmmaker and peace
activist continues to perform as
The Plastic Ono Band with a
rotating cast of fellow players.
This will be one of the moments
of the weekend for sure.

James Blake

19.30 St Vincent

21.00 Sunday

Her pedigree is exemplary: Annie
Clark is a former member of The
Polyphonic Spree who’s performed
with both Sufjan Stevens and David
Byrne. She's a multi-instrumentalist
and singer-songwriter who sounds
like she could instantly soundtrack
any of David Lynch’s films.

21.00 James Blake
The live mix of Blake’s exotic soulful
vocal and the ground-moving
electronic throb from his tip-hop
meets post-dubstep basslines is
something to behold. It’s that use
of light and dark that makes him a
must-see as he closes this stage.
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HMS SWEET
CHARITY
After a year spent sailing the seas,
HMS Sweet Charity is again
dropping anchor in The Park
for the juiciest tropical night
this side of the Equator.
Our crew of risqué mermaids
will be enticing you from high atop
rocks, while our native dance
troupe shakes what their mamma
gave them as you sweat and dance
the night away beneath cloudcapped mountains and palm trees,
all the while getting your land legs
back with sweet nectar cocktails
from our Rhumba Rum Bar.
Featuring bands and DJs to bring
out the savage in you.
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album (following up the brilliant
Here Come The Bombs ), with
recent singles suggesting that he’s
found a deeper, more emotional
and expressive edge to his music.
Quite simply, he's a total legend,
so welcome back!

17.00 We Were Evergreen
These Parisians make those kind
of songs that worm their way into
your psyche: clever, intricate
arrangements that appear to defy
genres and make huge tunes, far
bigger than seems humanly
possible. Chapeau!

Spector

The Rails
17.00 Saturday

‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT ! ››

In the east of the
site,
on the road betw
een The
Pyramid and the
Acoustic
Stage, opposite
the
Meeting Point

WILLIAM’S
GREEN STAGE

Movies on Thursday, weird indie, lo-fi gems, krautrock, nu-folk and
a Psyched Out Psaturday, plus pop-up club nights – and The Smyths!
Thursday
12.00 Rio 50˚ – Carry On
CaRIOca
Julien Temple's film on journeys
through the Brazilian metropolis.

14.00 Midlake, Live In
Denton, TX
Premiere of the film about the mighty
Midlake (on the Other Stage on Sat).

Ol’ DBs play Beyoncé and Daft
Punk before Mr Rowley spins all the
hits you really shouldn’t love.

Friday
11.00 Ralfe Band
"A whiskey-soured folk trip... Ralfe has
one vivid imagination," MOJO. Fact:
they appeared in The Mighty Boosh.

Documentary on backing singers,
whose “oohs” and “aahs” usually go
unheralded. Cameos include Bowie.

22.30 Sean Rowley’s
Guilty Pleasures featuring
Ol’ Dirty Brasstards
The rub of brass and tweed as The
036
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14.00 East India Youth

15.00 Summer Camp

17.00 Musical Bingo

20.00 Live Music

Catch them early before the
weekend catches them, it's Fat
White Family, who are prone to
yobbish good humour, nudity and
wild irreverence. They're set to be
one of the most-talked-about things
this weekend.

There’s something remarkably
soulful about William Doyle and
his austere but precise electronic
sounds. He exudes an air of instant
disaster as his excellent Total Strife
Forever underlines.

15.30 The Guardian presents
20 Feet From Stardom

Eyes down, DJs on, it’s the start of
the William’s Green launch party.

13.00 Fat White Family

Stringerbessant

12.00 Stringerbessant
It’s those two blokes from Reef in
their brand new band. Piano and
acoustics rattle and some groggy
vocals give it that down-home
bluesy back-porch feel. Both West
Country and Western.

If EIY (above) are bittersweet
naysayers, Summer Camp couldn’t
be any more cheerful, as they deliver
gorgeous lo-fi indie pop that sounds
like it’s plucked from the summer of
love circa ’66.

16.00 Gaz Coombes
The former Supergrass superstar is
readying himself for his second solo

18.00 Spector
Heroic bravado and swaggering
chords vibrate from the very heart of
Spector, a brash and effervescent
nonchalance that makes them
absolutely irresistible.

19.00 Young Knives
The sound of swinging Ashby-de-laZouch, from this very English
and suitably eccentric trio whose
punky indie rock remains suitably
angular and awkward in the best
possible way. Expect tracks from
last year's excellent Sick Octave.

20.00 Connan Mockasin
Psychedlic dream pop all the way
from New Zealand from this virtuoso
performer who weaves space rock
and loose jazz into a rich tapestry
that’s unlike anything else. Pretty
much out there, man.

21.00 Polica
Channey Leanagh’s vocal is soulful,
affected, off-kilter and beautiful. It’s
a new kind of soul music set against
the dreamy synthpop of her
compadres. Exquisite.

23.00 Club De Fromage
Bringing back the days of stilettos
on the dancefloor and gin and tonics
at the bar... join club legends (and
close friends of Abba and Dot
Cotton) Fat Tony and his son Slow
Alfie for a complete cheese-fest!

Saturday
11.00 Dark Bells
Swirling psychedelia with a heavy
bass thud, phasers on full and a
dizzying echoey lead guitar and
vocal. Like Loop meeting early Pink
Floyd – weird!
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12.00 The Moles
All the way from Australia, Cardinal’s
Richard Davies’ original band
re-formed for a series of muchpraised album re-issues, offering
baroque pop with a psychedelic
colour wash.

courtesy of a duo who include the
daughter of Richard and Linda
Thompson and a man who’s played
guitar with Son Volt and The Pernice
Brothers. Cred intact for sure – and
their songs are stunning.

TOY
21.00 Saturday

18.00 Smoke Fairies

13.00 Coves
More echo! Based around Beck
Wood’s ethereal vocal and John
Ridgard’s weird sounds, think
theremins, Bunnymen, Spiritualized
with Neil Young’s harmonica.

Further into the realms of folk-rock
with a psyche hue, some thudding
drums and some exotic harmonies.
Imagine if Jesus & Mary Chain were
girls on downers with no key to the
electric guitar cupboard.

14.00 The Wytches

19.00 Fujiya & Miyagi

Heavy psyche-rock from this super
young three-piece harking back to
the great daze of Atomic Rooster,
The Pretty Things and The
Incredible Hog! They're all chunky
riffs and plenty of hair.

Mixing Krautrock with techno synths,
whispered vocals and a sequencer
gone mad. If Can went to Ibiza in its
heyday it might have sounded
something like this.

20.00 Temples
Blank Realm

Timeless evocative psyche-pop
that’s wildly catchy and filled with
Byrdsian charm, Zombies-like
quirkiness and gorgeous melodies.
For all that, it sounds so effortlessly
modern. Certainly one of the groups
of the weekend. Don’t miss them!

21.00 TOY
15.00 Blank Realm
Brisbane’s Blank Realm carefully
blend the Bunnymen (they’re
becoming a theme today), Zombies
and Big Star to make short, sharp
shocks of lysergic oddness as
displayed on their raved about
recent Grassed Inn album.

16.00 The Bevis Frond
Loved by Dinosaur Jr and Teenage
Fanclub, the Frond are a 20-year/
overnight success, mixing psyche
and prog into an evocative
and addictive brew. Like
The Beatles but with two
blokes from Hawkwind
joining them.

17.00 The Rails
And now for
some folk rock

And don’t miss this! If ever a group
came of age, it’s TOY on their latest
album Join The Dots. If Fujiya &
Miyagi are Can, then TOY are Neu.
And it rhymes. Superb!

23.00 Buttoned Down Disco
The largest indie dance party in the
UK, taking place once a month at
KOKO in Camden and treating
music fans to a dancefloor-kicking
mash-up of electro, indie and pop!
Now in this field in Somerset.

12.00 Lost Map presents
The Pictish Trail & Tuff Love
Direct from the Island of Eigg,
Johnny Lynch’s label showcases
the off-kilter Pictish Trail and the
exuberant youth of Tuff Love.

Ahead of the release of his debut
album, Josh returns to WGS on the
back of his glorious For Your Love. If
the sun is shining, it will be time for
the first Mojito of the day (NB: other
drinks are good too).

14.00 Superfood
After the calm, the new wave of
British guitar noise sets the
afternoon off. OK, so we know they
do “mellow”, their version of The
Beastie Boys’ Fight For Your Right is
grand, but plug in and lift off here.

Superfood

15.00 The Bohicas
More riffs, more franticness. The
Bohicas deliver old-school light and
dark, heavy and restrained, all for
maximum effect. Glorious, uplifting,
tub-thumping and life-affirming.

Disturbingly haunting with Kate
Bush-ery in reserve, Lyla Foy is a
singer/songwriter from London
signed to Seattle’s Sub Pop, playing
emotional show-and-tell stories
that linger long after.

13.00 Sunday

17.00 Glitches

21.00 Sunday
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Two men, two ladies, all the way
from Oz, they play air-punching
anthems laced with synth and
topped by Hayley Mary’s expressive
vocal. It’s time for the final frenzy!

There’s more than a hint of
melancholy to some of FOTY’s
music, and the seven-million-plus
viewed video for Hero suggests that
their aching Americana has touched
more than a few hearts.

16.00 Lyla Foy

Jagwar Ma

19.00 The Jezabels

20.00 Family Of The Year

11.00 The Smyths

Josh Record

Straight from a Pyramid slot, Nick
Mulvey brings his troubadour folk to
the more intimate WG setting, close
enough to touch, near enough to
hear the subtleties of his storytelling.
Nick Mulvey

13.00 Josh Record

Sunday
They said it couldn’t happen!
Morrissey and Marr. And the other
two. Wash away that Saturday-night
hangover with 40 minutes of
Mancunian madness. William,
it was really nothing.

18.00 Nick Mulvey

The introspection continues with
Glitches, a trio whose music is like a
group therapy session. Stories
emerge, characters are built, tales
are told and it’s all set to music and
sung by a man with a moustache.

21.00 Jagwar Ma
Psychedlic dance music from Down
Under courtesy of this duo who were
inspired by everything from Motown
to electronica. The result is a heady
brew of soulful alt trip-hoppery.

23.00 DJ Yoda
Just what we need: post-Kasabian,
cartoony hip-hop samples from the
man Yoda – got to be consumed, it’s
work tomorrow, no-one wants that,
one for the road, etc.

01.00 The Fox Problem
And, finally, they have their own
ludicrous TV show, and now
Georgina Lewis Anderson, Radio
1’s Gem Cairney and Georgie
Okel take to the decks for the last
World Cup-like 90 minutes of
William’s Green 2014. What
could possibly go wrong?
037
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THe ACOusTiC sTAge
Sea shanties, granddaughters of country legends, a host of simply sensational
singer-songwriters, a gospel choir and a bloke singing about shopping centres.

‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT ! ››

At the far east en
d of
the site, north of
Pilton Palais and the
Theatre,
in a stripey tent
next
to a real ale bar

Alison Moyet
21.10 Sunday

Friday

skiffle-styled shuffling beat – a cross
between The Legendary Stardust
Cowboy and Seasick Steve.

12.00 James Bay
Weaned on the West Coast
Americana of Crosby, Stills & Nash
and James Taylor, this 22-year-old
singer-songwriter is equipped with
an assured gritty vocal and some
suitably warm summer strumming.

13.40 Hozier
The huge viral success of Take
Me To The Church almost
overshadowed Hozier’s other tunes
but his From Eden EP suggests that
there’s a lot more to come and Work
Song’s neo-gospel feel and bluesy
rhythm suggests he’s one to watch.

14.30 Danny & The
Champions Of The World
The Reverend
Peyton’s Big
Damn Band

Amazingly Danny Wilson is now
on his eleventh album of virtuoso
UK Americana. The voice remains
the key in what is always a top-notch
live experience.

12.55 The Reverend Peyton’s
Big Damn Band

15.30 Holly Williams

The bearded Rev plays a mean
back-porch bottleneck guitar with
some heavy foot-stomping over a

The granddaughter of country
troubadour Hank, Holly was raised
in Nashville and has assimilated the
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best elements of that scene into her
own aching country sound.

16.25 Tony Joe White
An original ’60s country soul man
whose brooding delivery remains
gritty and unnerving. A southern
boogie permeates his sound.

17.25 Fisherman’s Friends

The Blues Band

Where would we be without a quick
sea shanty? Port Isaac’s Friends
have been spreading new life into
the genre for nearly 10 years and
their multi-harmonies and choice of
material never fail to impress.

20.00 The Blues Band

18.30 Dr Feelgood

21.30 Tinariwen

No Wilko or Lee but the natural
descendants of the original oil city
rockers, whose roots lie in the
original blues of the Chess label,
are in full chugging effect. Expect
Roxette, Back In The Night and all
the other immense hits.

Having relocated to Joshua Tree
national park in California to record
their sixth album, these Grammywinning Tuareg musicians seem to
have soaked up some of the frazzled
psychedelia of America and mixed it
into their trance-like music.

Former Manfred men Paul Jones
and Tom McGuinness started this
“back to their roots’ project back in
1979 to earn beer money. They
clearly have a great thirst!
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Fisherman's
Friends
17.25 Friday

Sturgill remains in good country
company with latest LP, Metamodern
Sounds In Country Music.

16.15 Rainy Boy sleep
There’s a strange innocence to
RBS. He’s like Jake Bugg’s innocent
brother who only comes out of his
shell when he straps on a guitar, his
sweet voice and natural Irish brogue
adding spin to his songs about
shopping centres.

17.35 Jake Bugg
After headlining the Peel Stage,
Jake Bugg opts for a more intimate
Sunday-afternoon set for his second
appearance of the weekend.

18.50 House gospel Choir
Time to raise the roof with a proper
Gospel Choir for Sunday evening.
It’s the Songs Of Praise slot.
Clannad

Saturday
11.30 Hero Fisher
There’s something a little bit
unsettling about Hero Fisher’s
vocals. It sounds like she’s bearing
her soul and she surely is: like a
female Leonard Cohen.

Aoife
O'Donovan

16.40 John illsley
(Dire straits) & Band

A mix of Irish folk and Americana
powered by harp and the Henry
sisters’ three-part harmonies that
easily lift them into the world of
Gillian Welch and the Indigo Girls.

18.00 Kacey Musgraves

13.00 Booka Brass Band

Straight-talking (or some might say
outspoken) country singer whose
Same Trailer Different Park album
took her from her independent roots
to last year’s Grammy Awards,
an overnight success that actually
began with her debut album way
back in 2002.

A New Orleans brass band from
Ireland? Surely some mistake. No,
this frighteningly young seven-piece
are just that.

19.00 Nick Lowe

USA Today says she's the “new
darling of the Americana set”; Q
says she's “Moody Americana – with
teeth – the Stateside Laura Marling”.

An Acoustic Stage staple,
guaranteed to make grown men cry
with his stories of heartache and
lost love standing proudly next to
his well-recognised anthems.
What’s So Funny 'bout P, L & U
is essential Glastonbury.

Dublin’s RM have been gently
simmering since 2006, their pert
rock sound constantly hinting at
their traditional rolling roots while
occasionally breaking into a more
gritty mid-Atlantic groove.

14.30 ethan Johns
Former producer (Macca, Kings Of
Leon, Marling, Ryan Adams), now a
performer with a spirited take on
Americana with a dollop of Southern
fried country and a bit of vaudeville.

15.40 Thea gilmore
Last year’s Regardless album
was Thea Gilmore’s most complete
outing yet, like the album Kate
Bush never made.
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12.00 The Henry girls

The original Straits bass player still
retains that lightness of touch that
provided the backbone of their
earlier rootsy ballads, and his latest,
Testing The Water, strikes the same
vein with a hint of Celtic soul too.

12.20 Aoife O’Donovan

13.20 The Riptide Movement

Sunday

14.00 galia Arad
A gifted American singer-songwriter
based in Dublin with the kind of
maturity in her lyrics and voice that
you might not expect from someone
who looks so young. Clever, quirky
and a touch eccentric.

15.00 sturgill simpson
Originally compared to Waylon
Jennings and Merle Haggard,

20.00 Clannad
Best remembered for their Celtic
inflections on a string of TV series,
the Brennans and the Duggans take
a trip through their back pages.

21.10 Alison Moyet
After returning to her electronic
roots for last year’s album The
Minutes, Alison’s ageless voice
continues to amaze. Tonight’s
selection will undoubtedly travel
way back through her career.

22.30 suzanne Vega
With the splendidly titled Tales
From The Realm Of The Queen Of
Pentacles just out, Suzanne seems
to be on a spiritual high and at the
peak of her songwriting powers.
Great to see out the weekend.

20.00 Paul Heaton &
Jacqui Abbott
With a more mature worldview on
their recent What Have We Become
album, two of the original singers
from The Beautiful South return for
a set spiced with both new and old
material. Should be a dream.

21.30 Dexy’s
Performing their acclaimed show
One Day I’m Going To Soar, the
whole album in its entirety, in
sequence, plus a few classics
from the Dexy’s repertoire, this
promises to be the perfectly
dressed antidote to Metallica.

Tinariwen
21.30 Friday
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the field of avalon

Skinny Lister

‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT! ››

17.15 Saturday

On the trek to the South
East Corner of the site,
to the north of the Green
Fields, to the south of
Theatre & Circus

THE FiElD OF AvAlON
Like a village fete gone mad, with tug-of-war, odd happenings and the Avalon Stage, which nestles
next to the Avalon Café and the timber-framed Avalon Inn, serving a fine selection of real ales.

T

HE FiElD OF AvAlON HAS THE
largest vegetarian café at the
Festival, now in two marquees.
The Café also has a full live line-up,
including The Gentlemen Of The
Road Stopover (see listings)
starting on Wednesday evening. In
the Field you’ll also find a Helter
Skelter and swingboats, plus the
Head For Heights circus skills
company, the Speaking Tree book
stall and, if you need to seek some
spiritual calm, visit the Iona
Community (in the top left hand
corner) to sit around the fire and
escape all the hustle and bustle.

14.20 Blackbeard’s Tea Party

18.45 Hazel O’Connor

Vibrant folk-rock and sing-along
nonsense from these foot-stompers.

Expect an eclectic mix from the
former pop-punk princess. Her
recent album hinted at jazzy pop
with a nod to Kirsty MacColl and
she’s currently revisiting her Celtic
roots, but no doubt she’ll be up for
a bit of Breaking Glass-styled
futurism too.

15.45 Michael Kiwanuka
Just ahead of the release of his
second album, the much-touted
singer-songwriter upgrades his folky
take on cool soul, letting his dreamy
vocal carry the groove.

20.15 Sophie Ellis-Bextor
Hudson Taylor

Friday
13.00 Hobo Jones & The
Junkyard Dogs
Off-the-rails skiffle and laugh
merchants with a West Country
brogue and compulsory beards.
A cracking start to the Avalon!
040
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17.15 Hudson Taylor
Irish duo armed with acoustic
guitars and layers of beautiful
harmonies for anthemic songs.

The Strictly favourite followed her
dance exploits with a return to
singer-songwriting on her
Wanderlust album, a thoughtful
slice of full-blown pop was the
result. Add a bit of Murder On
The Dancefloor and this is set to
be a classic night.

21.45 Newton Faulkner
A master of fleet-fingered acoustic
guitar and feel-good, easy-going
tunes, the dreadlocked dreamer
returns to Avalon with a new album

and some old faves in his
biodegradable carrier bag.

23.15 The Selecter
Original exponents of Two-Tone’s
ska punk social awareness, The
Selecter are still fronted by the
soulful Pauline Black, the queen of
British ska, and fellow vocalist
Arthur “Gaps” Hendrickson. Too
much pressure!

Saturday
11.30 Rusty Shackle
Alt-folk and bluesy Americana with
a nod to The Pogues from this violintoting Welsh outfit.

12.50 Marika Hackman
Hailed as the new voice of British
post-folk and one to watch by MOJO
magazine, or “the lovechild of Nico
and Joanna Newsome” according to
NYLON magazine.
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14.15 larkin Poe

20.15 Beth Orton

12.35 CC Smugglers

Multi-instrumentalist sisters often
compared to The Dixie Chicks,
mixing folk-rock and old-school
Americana all served up with
captivating harmonies.

Celebrated singer-songwriter whose
early mix of folk and electronica
predated the folk revival, returning
with an acoustic-based sound that
perfectly complements her
gorgeous vocal style.

Acoustic roots band, known for
guerrilla busking and spirited live
shows. Manfully endorsed by
Seasick Steve and others.

21.45 Emiliana Torrini

Larkin Poe

Emiliana is a wonderful Icelandic
singer-songwriter whose music
embraces elements of folk,
electronic pop and trip-hop, with
a vocal that has earned inevitable
comparisons to a certain fellow
countrywoman: Björk.

15.45 Dervish

23.15 Jonny lang

Award-winning Irish traditional
music played out on fiddle, flute,
bouzouki, mandola, bodhran and
accordion, and fronted by enigmatic
singer Cathy Jordan.

At 13, Lang’s voice was compared
to a 40-year-old blues veteran, now
20 years later his blues, gospel and
rock mix has elevated him to awardwinning status. A seasoned
guitarist, he’s championed by
Clapton, the Rolling Stones and
a host of others. Plus, he always
plays barefoot!

17.15 Skinny lister
Not your average folk band, “more
like an English Pogues but with
better teeth,” according to one
waggish journalist. Expect bar-room
folk and good-time sing-along tunes.

18.45 The Bad Shepherds
Punk-rock songs with folk musicality
and great banter from comedian
and sometime chef Ade Edmondson
making for a slightly surreal and
winning combo.

Emiliana Torrini
21.45 Saturday

Sunday
11.30 Gibson Bull
A finalist in this year’s Glastonbury
Festival Emerging Talent
Competition, this London-based
singer-songwriter fuses indie
folk with trip-hop for maximum
atmosphere. Worth catching!

13.50 3 Daft Monkeys
Rousing, Cornish alt-folk band,
weaving world music influences with
ancient and modern melodies.

15.15 The Mariachis
The band from the Doritos advert
that has now clocked up 13.5 million
online video views for their covers of
popular songs with a Mexican twist.
The Mariachis

THE AvAlON CAFÉ
WEDNESDAY
17.30
18.15
19.00
19.45
20.30

THURSDAY
10.30
11.30
12.30
13.30
14.30
15.30
16.30
17.30
18.30
19.30
21.00

16.45 North Mississippi
Allstars
Hill-country blues brought bang up
to date by this Grammy-winning
band, who are taking time off from
supporting Robert Plant.

18.15 Gabrielle Aplin
With a staggering 41m views on
Youtube and a No.1 single with her
The Power Of Love, Gabrielle's
brittle vocal and aching delivery is
all about tingling the spine.

19.45 Johnny Flynn & The
Sussex Wit
JF is an actor who has appeared at
the Royal Court Theatre in London,
no less. But he’s also a Communion
contemporary of Mumford and
Marling, with an eclectic take on
roots music that spreads as wide as
Hank Williams and Peruvian Chica.
Dry The River

Abi Baker
Al O'Kane
Barney Goodall
The Drystones
Glastonbury Film Challenge

22.30
00.00
01.30

Rutter Moore Moss
Freddie Vernon & Co.
The Seniors
The Keston Cobblers
India Electric Co.
Mr Duffle’s Suitcase
Jazz Disaster
CoCo & The Butterfields
Gaz Brookfield
The Vodka Jellies Live
Karaoke Band
Loyd Grossman
& The New Forbidden
Yes Sir Boss
The Hornby Brothers
RSVP

FRIDAY
10.30
11.30
12.30
13.30
14.30
15.30
16.30
17.30
18.30
19.30
21.00
22.30
00.00
01.30

Rutter Moore Moss
Merry McLoud
Gaz Brookfield
Mik Artistik
The Keston Cobblers
Jazz Disaster
Freddie Vernon & Co
Carousels & Limousines
India Electric Co.
Richard McNevin (Space
Monkeys – acoustic)
Duologue
Flipron
Gringo Ska
Dirty Gentlemen

SATURDAY
10.30 Gentlemen Of The Road
Stopover
19.30 Dan Clews
21.00 TBA
22.30 Killamonjambo
00.00 Rusty Shackle
01.30 Hobo Jones & The
Junkyard Dogs

SUNDAY

21.15 Dry The River
Much-tattooed, festival-friendly band
whose amalgamation of rootsy folk,
prog fervor and psychedelic
phrasing creates a swirling
soundbed for Peter Liddle’s vocals.

22.45 Peatbog Faeries
One of Scotland’s leading traditional
bands who have won multiple
awards for their live shows and their
stylish blend of pipes, fiddles and
Celtic dance music.

10.30
11.30
12.30
13.30
14.30
15.30
16.30
17.30
18.30
19.30
21.00
22.30
00.00
01.30

The Wraiths
The Drystones
Lazibyrd
Kim Churchill
Hodmadoddery
Ragsy
The Seniors
Elle & The Pocket Belles
Only Girl
CoCo & The
Butterfields
Kangaroo
Moon
Fat Stanley
Blueneck
Scratch
Sisters

Newton Faulkner
Avalon Stage
21.45 Friday
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LEFT FIELD

Dan Le Sac Vs
Scroobius Pip
21.00 Saturday

17.00 Comedy with Robin Ince

19.30 Jon Langford

The engaging and radical raconteur
and political thinker, half of The
Infinite Monkey Cage and often
prone to shouting.

A former regular touring partner of
Mr Bragg, now resident in Chicago,
the one-time Mekon and Three
Johns axis plays with his Welsh
henchmen The Men Of Gwent.

18.00 The Tuts
Acclaimed as a female version of
The Libertines, an all-girl punk trio
who drop their “haitches” and come
from ’ayes, bringing pop nuggets.

‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT ! ››

On the road betw
een
The Other Stage
and West Holts,
opposite the Phon
e
Recharging Tent

19.30 Speech Debelle
Mercury-prize winner, top-notch
chef and curator of The Strength &
Vulnerability Bunker art exhibition at
the South Bank (look it up when
you get home), the UK rapper
remains a socially aware
spokesperson for her generation.

LEFT FIELD
It’s 10 years of Left Field, the Billy Braggpowered centre for comedy, debates and music
– the meeting place of pop and politics. Let the
man himself remember how it all began…

T

HE FIRST LEFT FIELD WAS PULLED
together by Geoff Martin and
the Worker’s Beer Company in
2002. We had a small marquee
opposite where the ATM machines
are today. The stage was knee-high.
Tony Benn spoke and I played.
After a couple of years, we moved
to a much larger tent at the Meeting
Place. It was a busy corner and,
after Michael Eavis allowed us to put
up the Left Field Monument, you
could see our bright red star from
everywhere on the Festival site.
In 2007, we launched the Jail
Guitar Doors initiative with a concert
featuring some of the participants of
our first JGD intervention at Guys
Marsh prison in Dorset. While the
rain poured down outside, we raised
over £1000 in donations from the
appreciative crowd. That evening is
my favourite Left Field memory of
the whole 10 years.
After taking a break in 2009, we
returned the next year, rejuvenated,
in a new prominent position in the
markets, from where we’ve
continued to be the beating political
soul of the Festival.
Now we’re back again with
another eclectic mix of topics,
speakers, comedians,
songwriters,
rappers and bands.
Come along and
recharge your
activism!
BILLY BRAGG
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Friday
12.00 Opening tribute to Tony
Benn by Michael Eavis

Speech
Debelle

21.00 Billy Bragg
It’s the main man, he who knows
Peter Buck and Johnny Marr! He'll
knock out a tune or two and might
tell a few stories.

Saturday

12.05 The Politics of
Foodbanks with Jack Monroe

The old three-party system is
breaking down – what are the other
options for the progressive voter?

Everyday Sexism, No More Page
Three, Daughters of Eve: the fourth
wave of feminism is well and truly
rolling. So how can the women’s
movement set
the agenda for
progressive politics?

15.00 The Radical
Round-Up hosted
by Billy Bragg
With Australian folk
singer Kim Churchill,
Luc Ward, the BBC
Folk Awards’ best
newcomer in 2012,
and, taking a brief
day out from their
Jon Langford
tour, the much19.30 Saturday
touted Young 'Uns.

Sunday
12.00 Towards The Next
Election, with Ken Livingstone
Can Labour win the 2015 election
and do they deserve your support?

Want to make change happen?
Come along and learn how to plan
protests that are both creative and
effective.

12.00 What’s Left? Leftwing
alternatives to vote for, with
Francesca Martinez

13.30 The Revolution Will Be
Feminised with Nimco Ali

Pairing the heavy beats and
powerhouse electronic sound of
Dan Le Sac and the incisive poetry
and prose of Scroobius Pip, these
festival regulars return on the back
of their new opus Repent Replenish
Repeat. Not to be missed!

13.30 DIY Revolution – direct
action workshop with UK
Uncut

The outspoken and avuncular
Glastonbury Festival-regular Tony
Benn remembered by Michael.

The past 12 months has seen an
expeditious rise in the number of
people relying on Foodbanks in the
UK. What is behind this worrying
trend and what can we do to
address the root cause of it?

21.00 Dan Le Sac Vs
Scroobius Pip

13.30 Beyond Tuition Fees –
what’s next for the student
movement, with Paris Lees
The anger we saw on the streets in
2010 seems to have dissipated –
can a new generation of students
make a difference?

15.00 The Radical Round-Up
hosted by Billy Bragg
Featuring Yorkshire-based
traditional Irish music descendants
O’Hooley & Tidow, Matt Skinner
and Get Cape. Wear Cape. Fly.

15.00 The Radical Round-Up
hosted by Billy Bragg
Featuring renowned folk songwriter
Robb Johnson, the haunting sound
of SOAK and Blizzard’s fast-talking
rap and soulful social studies.

17.00 Comedy with Mark Steel
The social columnist, author,
occasional lecturer and stand-up
comedian with more than a few
theories on what’s going on and
what we can do about it.

18.00 Alba Roma
Formed in 2012 as a musical
reaction to Tory austerity and landfill,
indie rock with a gypsy-Celtic vibe
and some witty one-liners, no less.

19.30 Kate Tempest
Much-talked about poetess and
spoken-word specialist whose
street-friendly style began when she
rapped at unsuspecting coves on
night buses. Look out!
Anti-Flag

17.00 Comedy with
Francesca Martinez
The former Grange Hill and
Extras actress and stand-up
comedian offers her “wobbly”
take on life.

18.00 The Hurriers
Barnsley’s very own “proper
Socialist punk rock band”
with some jagged Clash and
Redskins-inspired political
pop tunes.

21.00 Anti-Flag
Legendary US punk quartet who’ve
travelled all over the globe delivering
fiery anthems and air-punching
tirades. A great end to the weekend!
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A TO Z OF BANDS

a TO Z Of Bands
A handy guide telling you where and when the main acts are appearing this Festival. Now all you
need to do is narrow your choice down and get to the right stage at the right time with your gang...
King Charles
The John Peel Stage
17.00 Sunday

Venue Key
pyr
o t her
hoLt S
peeL
pa rk
W ILL
acou
aVa
L eF t
GL a
SoNIc
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The Pyramid Stage
The Other Stage
West Holts Stage
John Peel Stage
The Park
William’s Green Stage
The Acoustic Stage
The Field of Avalon
Left Field
The Glade
The Sonic Stage
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A
Above & Beyond DJ SoNIc Sunday 22.00
Alabama 3 GL a Friday 12.00
Lily Allen p y r Friday 18.15
All We Are pa rk Friday 11.30
Angel Haze p y r Saturday 13.15
Gabrielle Aplin aVa Sunday 18.15
Galia Arad acou Sunday 14.00
Arcade Fire p y r Friday 22.00

B
The Bad Shepherds aVa Saturday 18.45
Bajofondo o t her Sunday 11.00
+ SoNIc Sunday 16.30
Band Of Skulls o t her Friday 15.10
Courtney Barnett pa rk Friday 15.30
+ peeL Saturday 17.00
James Bay acou Friday 12.00
Bernhoft LIVE SoNIc Sunday 13.00
The Bevis Frond W ILL Saturday 16.00
Bi-Polar Sunshine pa rk Friday 12.45
Blackbeard’s Tea Party aVa Friday 14.20
The Black Keys p y r Sunday 19.45
The Black Tambourines peeL Saturday 11.00
James Blake pa rk Sunday 21.00
Blank Realm W ILL Saturday 15.00
Bleachers peeL Sunday 18.05
Blondie o t her Friday 12.15
The Blues Band acou Friday 20.00
The Bohicas W ILL Sunday 15.00
Bomba Estereo LIVE SoNIc Sunday 14.30
Bombay Bicycle Club o t her Sunday 18.50
Bondax DJ SoNIc Friday 14.15
Bonobo

Bonobo hoLt S Sunday 20.30
Booka Brass Band acou Sunday 13.00
The Brian Jonestown Massacre peeL
Sunday 19.15
Danny Brown pa rk Friday 20.00
Brushy One String GL a Sunday 15.30
Jake Bugg o t her Saturday 22.30
+ acou Sunday 17.35

C
Anna Calvi pa rk Saturday 20.00
CassetteBoy & DJ Rubbish GL a
Sunday 12.35
Don Cavalli pa rk Friday 14.00
CC Smugglers aVa Sunday 12.35
Chance The Rapper peeL Sunday 20.45
Dinos Chapman GL a Saturday 18.55
Clannad acou Sunday 20.00
Chromeo peeL Saturday 21.15
Chvrches peeL Friday 19.45
Circa Waves o t her Saturday 12.30
Clean Bandit peeL Saturday 18.15
Maya Jane Coles DJ SoNIc Friday 19.45
Gaz Coombes W ILL Friday 16.00
Coves W ILL Saturday 13.00
Crystal Fighters peeL Friday 17.00
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D
Danny & The Champions Of The World
acou Friday 14.30
The Daptone Super Soul Revue featuring
Sharon Jones & The Dap-Kings hoLt S
Saturday 16.30
Dark Bells W ILL Saturday 11.00
Darlia peeL Sunday 11.00
Davos GL a Sunday 11.45
De La Soul p y r Friday 15.15
Lana Del Rey p y r Saturday 16.00
Deltron 3030 hoLt S Friday 14.30
Dervish aVa Saturday 15.45
Dexy’s acou Saturday 21.30
Disclosure hoLt S Sunday 22.00
DJ Antz GL a Friday 00.30
+ SoNIc Saturday 16.15
DJ Curley GL a Saturday 17.00
DJ Monkey Pilot GL a Friday 21.50
DJ Spinn & Taso GL a Saturday 19.55
DJ Yoda W ILL Sunday 23.00
Dreadzone GL a Friday 17.00
Drenge peeL Friday 14.00
Dr Feelgood acou Friday 18.30
Drumsound & Bassline Smith GL a
Sunday 23.00
Dry The River peeL Sunday 16.00
+ aVa Sunday 21.15
Dub Pistols GL a Friday 18.15
Doulogue GL a Saturday 14.40

E
East India Youth W ILL Friday 14.00
Eats Everything DJ SoNIc Friday 18.15
Echo & The Empress peeL Friday 11.00
Elbow p y r Friday 20.00
Elle & The Pocket Belles GL a Sunday 13.25
Sophie Ellis-Bextor aVa Friday 20.15
Caro Emerald p y r Sunday 12.15
English National Ballet p y r Sunday 11.30
ESG pa rk Saturday 18.30
Ella Eyre LIVE SoNIc Saturday 18.10
George Ezra peeL Sunday 13.50

F
Family Of The Year W ILL Sunday 20.00
Fat Boy Slim DJ SoNIc Saturday 22.30
Fat White Family W ILL Friday 13.00
+ peeL Saturday 15.00
Newton Faulkner aVa Friday 21.45
Bryan Ferry hoLt S Saturday 22.15
Hero Fisher acou Saturday 11.30
Fisherman’s Friends acou Friday 17.25
Johnny Flynn & The Sussex Wit
aVa Sunday 19.45
Foster The People o t her Friday 17.50
Four Tet pa rk Friday 21.30
The Fox Problem W ILL Sunday 01.00
Lyla Foy W ILL Sunday 16.00
Foxes LIVE SoNIc Saturday 20.10
Fujiya & Miyagi W ILL Saturday 19.00

G
Gentle Mystics GL a Saturday 13.20
Gibson Bull aVa Sunday 11.30
Thea Gilmore acou Saturday 15.40
Glitches W ILL Sunday 17.00
Goldfrapp hoLt S Saturday 20.30
Jimi Goodwin pa rk Friday 17.00
Gorgon City PA/SS SoNIc Friday 15.25

Ellie Goulding o t her Sunday 20.30
John Grant pa rk Saturday 21.30
Gringo Ska GL a Friday 13.20

H
Marika Hackman aVa Saturday 12.50
Haim o t her Friday 16.25
Yasmine Hamdan GL a Sunday 17.40
Richie Hawtin DJ SoNIc Friday 23.00
Charles Hazlewood & Orchestival Present:
Thunderbirds Are Go! pa rk Sunday 13.00
Paul Heaton & Jacqui Abbott
acou Saturday 20.00
The Henry Girls acou Sunday 12.00
Steve Hillage Fuses Gong & System 7
GL a Friday 22.55
Jon Hopkins GL a Saturday 22.10
The Horrors o t her Sunday 17.20
House Gospel Choir acou Sunday 18.50
Hozier acou Friday 13.40
+ peeL Saturday 13.00
Hudson Taylor aVa Friday 17.15

I
John Illsley (Dire Straits) & Band
acou Saturday 16.40
Imagine Dragons o t her Saturday 18.00
The Internet hoLt S Saturday 14.45
Interpol o t her Friday 19.15
Jake Isaac o t her Saturday 11.30

J
Jagwar Ma pa rk Saturday 17.00
+ W ILL Sunday 21.00
The Jezabels W ILL Sunday 19.00
Ethan Johns acou Saturday 14.30
Hobo Jones & The Junkyard Dogs
aVa Friday 13.00
Vance Joy pa rk Saturday 12.00
Jungle peeL Friday 13.00
Jurrasic 5 hoLt S Friday 20.30

K
Kaiser Chiefs peeL Friday 22.45
Kasabian p y r Sunday 21.45
Kelis p y r Saturday 14.30
Kiesza LIVE SoNIc Saturday 15.15
Killerwatts GL a Sunday 00.00
King Charles peeL Sunday 17.00
Michael Kiwanuka aVa Friday 15.45
Kodaline o t her Saturday 16.30
Seun Kuti & Egypt 80 hoLt S Saturday 19.00

L
Jonny Lang aVa Saturday 23.15
Larkin Poe aVa Saturday 14.15
Lau pa rk Sunday 12.00
Cate Le Bon pa rk Saturday 14.10
Lewah GL a Friday 13.00
Little Dragon peeL Saturday 19.45
Lykke Li peeL Friday 21.15
Loco Dice DJ SoNIc Friday 21.15
London Grammar peeL Sunday 22.15
The London Sinfonietta & Jonny Greenwood
hoLt S Friday 11.10
Lonely The Brave peeL Sunday 12.50
Lost Map presents The Pictish Trail & Tuff
Love W ILL Sunday 12.00
Nick Lowe acou Saturday 19.00
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A TO Z OF BANDS

The Jezabells

Smoke Fairies W ILL Saturday 18.00
The Smyths W ILL Sunday 11.00
Son Of Kick GL a Friday 19.20
Spector W ILL Friday 18.00
St Vincent pa rk Sunday 19.30
Stanton Warriors GL a Friday 20.35
The Stepkids hoLt S Friday 13.00
Stringerbessant W ILL Friday 12.00
Stromae LIVE SoNIc Sunday 18.30
The Subways o t her Sunday 12.10
Summer Camp W ILL Friday 15.00
Sun Ra Arkestra hoLt S Friday 16.00
Superfood W ILL Sunday 14.00

William's Green Stage
19.00 Sunday

T

M
Annie Mac DJ SoNIc Saturday 20.55
Machinedrum GL a Saturday 20.55
Mad Professor featuring General Levy
& Joe Ariwa GL a Friday 15.45
Manic Street Preachers o t her Saturday 19.30
The Mariachis aVa Sunday 15.15
Massive Attack o t her Sunday 22.00
Melt Yourself Down hoLt S Sunday 13.00
Metallica p y r Saturday 21.45
Metronomy pa rk Friday 23.00
M + A hoLt S Sunday 11.45
MGMT peeL Saturday 22.45
M.I.A. hoLt S Friday 22.15
Midlake o t her Saturday 13.40
MNEK LIVE SoNIc Saturday 14.30
Connan Mockasin W ILL Friday 20.00
+ pa rk Sunday 15.15
Mogwai pa rk Saturday 23.00
The Moles W ILL Saturday 12.00
Juana Molina pa rk Sunday 14.10
Money For Rope peeL Friday 11.50
Alison Moyet acou Sunday 21.10
Nick Mulvey p y r Saturday 11.00
+ W ILL Sunday 18.00
Kacey Musgraves acou Saturday 18.00

N
John Newman o t her Friday 13.50
Nihal GL a Saturday 00.30
The 1975 p y r Sunday 14.45
North Mississippi Allstars aVa Sunday 16.45
Paolo Nutini o t her Friday 20.45

O
Hazel O’Connor aVa Friday 18.45
Aoife O’Donovan acou Saturday 12.20
Yoko Ono Plastic Ono Band pa rk
Sunday 18.00
Beth Orton aVa Saturday 20.15

P
Parquet Courts pa rk Friday 18.30

glastonbury festivals.co.uk
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Dolly Parton p y r Sunday 16.20
Parov Stelar Band LIVE SoNIc Sunday 20.30
Peatbog Faeries aVa Sunday 22.45
Nina Persson pa rk Saturday 15.30
Phosphorescent pa rk Sunday 16.30
Pixies o t her Saturday 21.00
Robert Plant p y r Saturday 17.30
Polica peeL Friday 16.00 + W ILL Friday 21.00
The Preatures peeL Sunday 11.50
Pretty Lights GL a Sunday 21.15
Public Service Broadcasting hoLt S
Sunday 16.00

R
Radiophonic Workshop GL a Saturday 17.30
The Rails W ILL Saturday 17.00 + pa rk
Sunday 11.00
Rainy Boy Sleep acou Sunday 16.15
The Ralfe Band W ILL Friday 11.00
Josh Record W ILL Sunday 13.00
Redlight DJ SoNIc Saturday 19.00
Reignwolf peeL Saturday 11.55
The Reverend Peyton’s Big Damn Band
acou Friday 12.55 + hoLt S Saturday 11.45
The Riptide Movement acou Saturday 13.20
Rodrigo y Gabriela p y r Friday 13.45
Lucy Rose o t her Sunday 13.30
Royal Blood peeL Saturday 14.00
RSVP GL a Saturday 12.00
Rudimental p y r Friday 16.45
Rusty Shackle aVa Saturday 11.30

S
Nitin Sawhney p y r Saturday 12.00
Saz GL a Sunday 14.25
The Selecter aVa Friday 23.15
The Shaolin Afronauts GL a Friday 14.40
Ed Sheeran p y r Sunday 18.00
Adrian Sherwood GL a Sunday 16.30
Simian Frenzy GL a Sunday 19.00
Sturgill Simpson acou Sunday 15.00
Luke Sital Singh pa rk Saturday 11.00
Skinny Lister aVa Saturday 17.15
Skrillex o t her Friday 22.30
Sam Smith o t her Sunday 16.00

Alexis Taylor GL a Saturday 16.00
Temples peeL Friday 15.00
+ W ILL Saturday 20.00
Lee Thompson’s Ska Orchestra
hoLt S Sunday 17.30
3 Daft Monkeys aVa Sunday 13.50
Tiga DJ SoNIc Friday 16.45
Tinariwen acou Friday 21.30
Emiliana Torrini aVa Saturday 21.45
Toumani & Sidiki p y r Sunday 13.30
TOY WILL Saturday 21.00
Troker hoLt S Sunday 14.30
Tune-Yards hoLt S Friday 19.00
Turtle Island p y r Friday 11.30
2 Bears DJ set pa rk Friday 21.00

V
Suzanne Vega acou Sunday 22.30
Vintage Trouble hoLt S Friday 17.30

W
The Wailers hoLt S Sunday 19.00
Hannah Wants DJ SoNIc Friday 13.00
The War on Drugs p y r Friday 12.30
Warpaint o t her Saturday 15.00
We Were Evergreen W ILL Friday 17.00
Jack White p y r Saturday 19.30
Tony Joe White acou Friday 16.25
The White Lamp GL a Sunday 19.55
White Lies o t her Sunday 14.40
Wild Beasts peeL Friday 18.15

Holly Williams

Holly Williams acou Friday 15.30
John Wizards hoLt S Saturday 13.15
Wolf Alice peeL Saturday 16.00
The Wytches W ILL Saturday 14.00

X
Charli XcX LIVE SoNIc Saturday 13.15

Y
Young Fathers pa rk Saturday 13.00
Young Knives W ILL Friday 19.00
045
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12.30 The War on Drugs

13.45 Rodrigo y Gabriela

12.00

13.00

01.00

00.00

23.00

22.30 Skrillex
22.15 M.I.A.
22.45 Kaiser Chiefs

22.00 Arcade Fire

22.00

19.45 Chvrches

18.15 Wild Beasts

17.00 Crystal Fighters

16.00 Polica

15.00 Temples

14.00 Drenge

13.00 Jungle

11.00 Echo & The
Empress
11.50 Money For Rope

JOhn PEEL

21.15 Lykke Li

20.30 Jurrasic 5

19.00 Tune-Yards

17.30 Vintage Trouble

16.00 Sun Ra Arkestra

14.30 Deltron 3030

13.00 The Stepkids

11.10 The London
Sinfonietta and
Jonny Greenwood

WEST hOLTS

21.00

20.45 Paolo Nutini

20.00

20.00 Elbow

19.15 Interpol

17.50 Foster The People

16.25 Haim

15.10 Band Of Skulls

13.50 John Newman

12.15 Blondie

11.00 TBA

OThER STAgE

19.00

18.00

18.15 Lily Allen

16.45 Rudimental

16.00

17.00

15.15 De La Soul

15.00

14.00

11.30 Turtle Island

11.00

PYRAMID

ThE PARk

23.00 Club De Fromage

21.00 Polica

21.00 2 Bears DJ set
21.30 Four Tet

23.00 Metronomy

20.00 Connan Mockasin

19.00 Young Knives

18.00 Spector

17.00 We Were Evergreen

16.00 Gaz Coombes

15.00 Summer Camp

14.00 East India Youth

13.00 Fat White Family

12.00 Stringerbessant

11.00 The Ralfe Band

WILLIAM’S gREEn

20.00 Danny Brown

18.30 Parquet Courts

17.00 Jimi Goodwin

15.30 Courtney Barnett

14.00 Don Cavalli

12.45 Bi-Polar Sunshine

11.30 All We Are

FRIDAY TIMETABLE

21.30 Tinariwen

20.00 The Blues Band

18.30 Dr Feelgood

17.25 Fisherman’s
Friends

16.25 Tony Joe White

19.20 Son Of Kick

18.15 Dub Pistols

17.00 Dreadzone

15.25 Gorgon City
PA/SS

15.45 Mad Professor
featuring General
Levy & Joe Ariwa

23.15 The Selecter

21.45 Newton Faulkner

00.30 DJ Antz

22.55 Steve Hillage
Fuses Gong &
System 7

21.50 DJ Monkey Pilot

23.00 Richie Hawtin

21.15 Loco Dice DJ

19.45 Maya Jane Coles DJ

18.15 Eats Everything DJ

16.45 Tiga DJ

14.15 Bondax DJ

13.00 Hannah Wants DJ

SOnIc

14.40 The Shaolin
Afronauts

13.00 Lewah
13.20 Gringo Ska

12.00 Alabama 3

ThE gL ADE

20.15 Sophie Ellis-Bextor 20.35 Stanton Warriors

18.45 Hazel O’Connor

17.15 Hudson Taylor

15.45 Michael Kiwanuka

14.20 Blackbeard’s Tea
Party

14.30 Danny & The
Champions Of
The World

15.30 Holly Williams

13.00 Hobo Jones & The
Junkyard Dogs

AvALOn

13.40 Hozier

12.00 James Bay
12.55 The Reverend
Peyton’s Big
Damn Band

AcOuSTIc
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Steve Rawlings
NoFit Howie
Bella Kinetica
Zara McBeth

Tumbellina
Paul Evans
Pete Matthews
Wookey Hole Circus

Black Eagles
Zara McBeth
Yvette Du Sol
Tumbellina

14.08
14.33
14.46
14.56

15.07
15.20
15.32
15.47

16.07
16.37
16.48
16.59

15.00

16.00

17.00

23.00 Feeding The Fish
23.15 Tony Law
23.50 Tom Stade

00.30 Les Ooh La Las
00.40 TBA

01.30 Wheel Of Four Tunes

00.25 Holly Walsh

01.00 Mark Steel
01.35 Phil Nichol

01.00

23.00 Weapons Of Mass Percussion
23.40 The Iluminaughty Ball

00.00

Angeliki Nikolakaki
Ivan G Torre
Grant Goldie
Feeding The Fish
Briefs

23.10
23.22
23.33
23.45
23.58

23.00

21.30 Les Ooh La Las
21.50 Phil Kay

20.15 Paul Currie
20.50 The Cuban Brothers

22.25 Nicky Doody

20.00 New York Brass Band

22.47 Grant Goldie
22.59 Silvia Pavone

Paul Evans
Venus
Ivan G Torre
Angeliki Nikolakaki
Ms Merlin
Oceane
Josh M & Rosie Circome
Yvette Du Sol
Josh B Circomedia
Anna Sand
The Monster Sideshow

19.05 Vicky Arlidge
19.40 Shazia Mirza

22.00

21.00

20.05
20.17
20.28
20.39
20.51
21.02
21.15
21.25
21.36
21.46
21.57

19.25 Rob Roy Collins

19.05 Leo & Yam
19.45 Dino Lampa

19.00

18.05 The Beatbox Collective

18.25 Venus
18.50 Herbie Treehead

18.16
18.28
18.43
18.54

18.00

18.15 Shappi Koursandie
18.50 Steve Rawlings

17.30 The Monsters Of Schlock

17.05 Faces Of Disco
17.20 Pete Matthews
17.40 Jeff Green

15.20 Felicity Footloose Show
15.55 Touretteshero & Captain
Hotknives

17.15 Dino Lampa
17.50 The Famous Rubberband

15.05 The Lounge Kittens
15.40 Four Poofs & A Piano

14.25 Michael Campari &
The Solar System

17.11 Jon Undry
17.26 Circus Kathmandu

15.00 Le Navet Bête
15.45 Kiki & Pascal

14.05 Kevin Eldon
14.30 Josh Widdicome

18.00 The Fugitives

17.05 Abe Nouk
17.30 Sara-Jane Arbury

16.10 Marcus Moore
16.40 Kevin P Gilday

15.20 Molly Case
15.45 Stephen James Smith

14.05 Antosh Wojcik
14.30 Aisling Fahey
14.55 Johnny Fluffy punk

01.15 Airnadette – We Will Dub You

23.20 BlackSkyWhite –
Magritte RGB

18.10 Circus Geeks – Down Up

17.00 Demon Barbers XL

15.30 Jonathan Kay

14.30 Twin Primes – X&Y

13.05 The Black Eagles
13.30 Stephen Frost Impro Allstars

13.15 Raymond Antrobus
13.40 Sally Jenkinson

13.10 Professor Elemental
13.45 George Orange

13.15 Eliott Steel
13.30 Josie Long

13.00 Snap Boogie
13.35 Maple Staplegun

14.10 Gazzo

12.30 Andi Neate

12.00 Chris Redmond
12.25 Jess Green
12.50 Andy Craven-Griffiths

11.30 Le Navet Bête

12.00 The BeauBowBelles
12.35 Scarlet Lady

16.30 George Egg
16.55 The Sirens

20.00

ASTROL ABE
Compères: Dan Evans and
Charmain Hughes

12.00 Attila The Stockbroker
12.40 Steve Gribbin

11.30 Giant Twister with Dick Pulsing 11.45 Benita Johnson

16.15 Eleanor Tiernan
16.50 Emily Bee

Christopher “Anaspitos”
Arbor Circus
Sebastian Valade
Silvia Pavone

POETRY & WORDS
Compères: Paula Varjack and
Dreadlockalien

SuMMER hOuSE

01.30 Pronghorn

20.02 Attention To Detail
20.17 Bowjangles
20.42 Cardboard Fox

19.40 Beyond Repair

18.25 Guns Of Navarone

17.20 Donald Grant
17.25 Mik Artistik’s Ego Trip

16.40 Weapons Of Mass Percussion

15.00 1623 Theatre Company
15.55 Gloriator

14.25 Paul Dabek

13.20 Exception-Elle
13.35 Attention To Detail

12.20 Beyond Repair
12.45 Lekkido Lord Of The Lobster

11.00 The Low Keys &
The Wilder Men
11.40 Exception-Elle
11.55 Bowjangles

Compères: Ed Petrie and Aileen Wilkie

gLEBEL AnD

12.25 Kiki Bittovabitsch

11.00 Carnival Collective
11.50 Mr Vita – The TNT Show

Compères: Scarlet Lady, Arif and
Pete Dobbing

SEnSATIOn SEEkERS

cABARET TEnT
Compères: Stuart Goldsmith,
Sally-Anne Hayward, Arthur Smith
and Craig Campbell

OuTSIDE cIRcuS

Compères: Famos Bramwells and
Gareth Jones

BELL A'S FIELD

16.20 The Chain
16.40 Monsters Of Schlock

13.00

12.00

14.00

11.00

Bella Kinetica
Oceane
Jon Undry
Excerpt from FLOWN
Swing Circus
Joanna Palmer
Sebastian Valade
Arbor Circus
Donald Grant
Joanna Palmer

11.35 Wookey Hole Circus

10.00

12.05
12.15
12.28
12.43
12.55
13.10
13.20
13.31
13.46
13.58

Compères: Bunny Morethan,
Mike Raffone, Miss Behave,
Dave Chameleon, Mighty Gareth
10.45 Big Beat

cIRcuS BIg TOP

cIRcuS FIELD
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01.00

00.00

23.00

22.00

21.00

20.00

21.45 Metallica

22.30 Jake Bugg

21.00 Pixies

19.30 Manic Street
Preachers

19.00

19.30 Jack White

18.00 Imagine Dragons

17.30 Robert Plant

17.00

18.00

16.30 Kodaline

16.00 Lana Del Rey

14.30 Kelis

14.00

13.40 Midlake

16.00

13.15 Angel Haze

13.00

12.30 Circa Waves

15.00 Warpaint

12.00 Nitin Sawhney

12.00

11.30 Jake Isaac

OThER STAgE

15.00

11.00 Nick Mulvey

11.00

PYRAMID

15.00 Fat White Family

14.00 Royal Blood

13.00 Hozier

11.00 The Black
Tambourines
11.55 Reignwolf

JOhn PEEL

22.15 Bryan Ferry

20.30 Goldfrapp

19.00 Seun Kuti &
Egypt 80

22.45 MGMT

21.15 Chromeo

19.45 Little Dragon

18.15 Clean Bandit

17.00 Courtney Barnett

16.30 The Daptone Super
Soul Revue ft.
16.00 Wolf Alice
Sharon Jones &
The Dap-Kings

14.45 The Internet

13.15 John Wizards

11.45 The Reverend
Peyton’s Big
Damn Band

WEST hOLTS

23.00 Mogwai

21.30 John Grant

20.00 Anna Calvi

18.30 ESG

17.00 Jagwar Ma

15.30 Nina Persson

14.10 Cate Le Bon

13.00 Young Fathers

12.00 Vance Joy

11.00 Luke Sital Singh

ThE PARk

SATURDAY TIMETABLE

23.00 Buttoned Down
Disco

21.00 TOY

20.00 Temples

19.00 Fujiya & Miyagi

18.00 Smoke Fairies

17.00 The Rails

16.00 The Bevis Frond

15.00 Blank Realm

14.00 The Wytches

13.00 Coves

12.00 The Moles

11.00 Dark Bells

WILLIAM’S gREEn

18.55 Dinos Chapman

18.45 The Bad
Shepherds

23.15 Jonny Lang

21.45 Emiliana Torrini

00.30 Nihal

23.15 TBA

22.10 Jon Hopkins

20.55 Machinedrum Live

20.00 Paul Heaton &
Jacqui Abbott

21.30 Dexy’s

19.55 DJ Spinn & Taso

20.15 Beth Orton

17.00 DJ Curley
17.30 Radiophonic
Workshop

16.00 Alexis Taylor

14.40 Doulogue

13.20 Gentle Mystics

12.00 RSVP

ThE gL ADE

17.15 Skinny Lister

15.45 Dervish

14.15 Larkin Poe

12.50 Marika Hackman

11.30 Rusty Shackle

AvALOn

19.00 Nick Lowe

18.00 Kacey Musgraves

16.40 John Illsley (Dire
Straits) & Band

15.40 Thea Gilmore

14.30 Ethan Johns

13.20 The Riptide
Movement

12.20 Aoife O’Donovan

11.30 Hero Fisher

AcOUSTIc

22.30 Fat Boy Slim DJ

20.10 Foxes Live
20.55 Annie Mac DJ

19.00 Redlight DJ

18.10 Ella Eyre Live

16.15 DJ Antz DJ

15.15 Kiesza Live

14.30 MNEK Live

13.15 Charli XcX Live

SOnIc
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19.25 Rob Roy Collins

17.11 Pete Matthews
17.26 Rod Laver
17.41 Circus Kathmandu

18.31 Christopher “Anaspitos”
18.43 Arbor Circus
18.58 Sebastian Valade

19.09 Silvia Pavone
19.20 Leo & Yam

17.00

18.00

19.00

01.25 Lee Nelson

01.15 Airnadette – We Will Dub You

00.30 Les Ooh La Las
00.45 The Cuban Brothers
01.45 Wheel Of Four Tunes

00.05 Marcus Brigstocke
00.40 Feeding The Fish
00.50 Craig Campbell

00.04 Briefs

00.00

01.00

23.20 BlackSkyWhite –
Magritte RGB

23.00 Weapons Of Mass Percussion
23.40 The Iluminaughty Ball TBC

Grant Goldie
Silvia Pavone
Angeliki Nikolakaki
Grant Goldie
Feeding The Fish

23.30 Matt Richardson

18.25 Circus Geeks – Down Up

17.15 Demon Barbers XL

15.45 Jonathan Kay

23.04
23.16
23.27
23.39
23.51

19.10 The Dinner Party

18.05 John Hegley

17.15 Aisling Fahey
17.40 Johnny Fluffypunk

16.25 Scott Tyrell
16.50 Abe Nouk

15.15 Molly Case
15.40 Porky The Poet AKA Phill
Jupitus

23.00

18.05 The Beatbox Collective

17.30 The Monsters Of Schlock

16.30 George Egg
16.55 The Sirens

15.20 Felicity Footloose Show
15.55 Touretteshero & Captain
Hotknives

14.30 Rod Laver
14.45 Twin Primes – X&Y

13.05 The Black Eagles
13.30 Stephen Frost Impro Allstars

12.30 Andi Neate

11.30 Le Navete Bête

22.20 John Cooper Clarke

21.05 Cardboard Fox
21.25 Les Ooh La Las
21.35 Attila The Stockbroker
& John Otway

20.10 Frank Sanazi
20.20 Four Poofs & A Piano
20.50 Frank Sanazi

19.00 Vicky Arlidge
19.35 Mik Artistik’s Ego Trip

18.10 Tom Binns
18.45 Pete Matthews

17.10 Steve Rawlings
17.35 Stuart Goldsmith

16.20 Mitch Benn
16.35 Simon Evans

15.10 Eleanor Teirnan
15.45 Rod Laver

14.15 Andy Craven-Griffiths
14.40 The Antipoet

13.50 Chris Redmond

12.00 Kevin P Gilday
12.25 Sally Jenkinson
12.50 Open mic (Hosted by Stephen
James Smith)

11.45 Benita Johnson

ASTROL ABE
Compères: Dan Evans
and Charmain Hughes

22.03 Anna Sand
22.14 The Monster Sideshow

20.00 New York Brass Band

16.20 The Chain
16.40 Monsters Of Schlock

15.00 Le Navet Bête
15.45 Kiki & Pascal

14.25 Michael Campari &
The Solar System

POETRY & WORDS
Compères: Paula Varjack and
Dreadlockalien

SUMMER hOUSE

01.30 Pronghorn

20.15 Attention To Detail
20.30 Bowjangles

19.50 Beyond Repair

18.35 Guns Of Navarone

17.35 Mik Artistik’s Ego Trip

16.05 Gloriator
16.50 Paul Dabek

15.10 1623 Theatre Company

14.05 Exception-Elle
14.20 Attention To Detail
14.35 Faces Of Disco

13.30 Lekkido Lord Of The Lobster

12.20 Beyond Repair
12.45 Donald Grant
12.55 Torran Drummers

11.00 The Low Keys &
The Wilder Men
11.40 Exception-Elle
11.55 Bowjangles

Compères: Ed Petrie and Aileen Wilkie

gLEBEL AnD

22.00

21.00

20.00

Dino Lampa
Paul Evans
Venus
Ivan G Torre
Angeliki Nikolakaki
Casey Woods
Oceane
Josh M & Rosie Circome
Yvette Du Sol
Josh B Circomedia

18.25 Venus
18.50 Herbie Treehead

Black Eagles
Zara McBeth
Yvette Du Sol
Tumbellina

16.07
16.37
16.48
16.59

16.00

20.00
20.20
20.32
20.43
20.54
21.06
21.19
21.32
21.42
21.53

17.15 Dino Lampa
17.50 The Famous Rubberband

Tumbellina
Paul Evans
Jon Undry
Wookey Hole Circus

15.07
15.20
15.32
15.47

15.00

14.25 Emily Bee
14.35 Matt Kirshen

13.10 Professor Elemental
13.45 George Orange

13.15 New Art Club
13.35 Palfi
13.50 Paul Dabek

13.00 Snap Boogie
13.35 Maple Staplegun

14.10 Gazzo

12.00 The BeauBowBelles
12.35 Scarlet Lady

12.00 Jeremy Hardy
12.40 Arthur Smith

11.45 Giant Twister with Matt
Barnard

Compères: Scarlet Lady, Arif
and Pete Dobbing

SEnSATIOn SEEkERS

BELL A'S FIELD

12.25 Kiki Bittovabitsch

Steve Rawlings
NoFit Howie
Bella Kinetica
Zara McBeth

13.00

12.00

14.08
14.33
14.46
14.56

11.00 Carnival Collective
11.50 Mr Vita – The TNT Show

14.00

11.00

Bella Kinetica
Oceane
Jon Undry
Excerpt from FLOWN
Swing Circus
Joanna Palmer
Sebastian Valade
Arbor Circus
Donald Grant
Joanna Palmer

11.35 Wookey Hole Circus

10.00

cABARET TEnT
Compères: Paddy Bramwells,
Carl Donnelly, Charmain Hughes
and Andrew Maxwell

OUTSIDE cIRcUS

Compères: Famos Bramwells and
Gareth Jones

12.05
12.15
12.28
12.43
12.55
13.10
13.20
13.31
13.46
13.58

Compères: Bunny Morethan,
Mike Raffone, Dave Chameleon,
Mighty Gareth
10.45 Big Beat

cIRcUS BIg TOP

cIRcUS FIELD
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13.30 Toumani & Sidiki

14.45 The 1975

13.00

14.00

01.00

00.00

23.00

22.00

21.00

21.45 Kasabian

19.45 The Black Keys

19.00

22.00 Massive Attack

20.30 Ellie Goulding

18.50 Bombay Bicycle
Club

18.00 Ed Sheeran

18.00

20.00

17.20 The Horrors

16.00 Sam Smith

14.40 White Lies

13.30 Lucy Rose

12.10 The Subways

11.00 Bajofondo

OThEr STAgE

17.00

16.00

16.20 Dolly Parton

12.15 Caro Emerald

12.00

15.00

11.30 English National
Ballet

11.00

PYrAMID

12.50 Lonely The Brave

11.00 Darlia
11.50 The Preatures

JOhN PEEL

22.00 Disclosure

20.30 Bonobo

19.00 The Wailers

22.15 London Grammar

21.00 James Blake

19.30 St Vincent

19.15 The Brian
Jonestown
Massacre
20.45 Chance
The Rapper

18.00 Yoko Ono Plastic
Ono Band

17.00 King Charles

17.30 Lee Thompson’s
Ska Orchestra

16.30 Phosphorescent

15.15 Connan Mockasin

14.10 Juana Molina

01.00 The Fox Problem

23.00 DJ Yoda

21.00 Jagwar Ma

20.00 Family Of The Year

19.00 The Jezabels

18.00 Nick Mulvey

17.00 Glitches

16.00 Lyla Foy

15.00 The Bohicas

14.00 Superfood

22.30 Suzanne Vega

21.10 Alison Moyet

20.00 Clannad

18.50 House Gospel
Choir

17.35 Jake Bugg

16.15 Rainy Boy Sleep

15.00 Sturgill Simpson

14.00 Galia Arad

13.00 Booka Brass Band

22.45 Peatbog Faeries

21.15 Dry The River

19.45 Johnny Flynn &
The Sussex Wit

18.15 Gabrielle Aplin

16.45 North Mississippi
Allstars

15.15 The Mariachis

13.50 3 Daft Monkeys

12.35 CC Smugglers

12.00 Lost Map presents
The Pictish Trail
and Tuff Love

AvALON
11.30 Gibson Bull

12.00 The Henry Girls

AcOUSTIc

11.00 The Smyths

WILLIAM’S grEEN

13.00 Charles Hazlewood
and Orchestival
Present:
13.00 Josh Record
Thunderbirds
Are Go!

12.00 Lau

11.00 The Rails

ThE PArk

18.05 Bleachers

16.00 Dry The River

14.35 TBA

16.00 Public Service
Broadcasting

14.30 Troker

13.00 Melt Yourself Down 13.50 George Ezra

11.45 M + A

WEST hOLTS

SUNDAY TIMETABLE

00.00 Killerwatts

23.00 Drumsound &
Bassline Smith

21.15 Pretty Lights

19.00 Simian Frenzy
19.55 The White Lamp

17.40 Yasmine Hamdan

16.30 Adrian Sherwood

15.30 Brushy One String

14.25 Saz

13.25 Elle & The
Pocket Belles

12.35 CassetteBoy &
DJ Rubbish

11.00 Breakfast With
Howard Marks
11.45 Davos

ThE gL ADE

22.00 Above & Beyond DJ

20.30 Parov Stelar
Band LIVE

18.30 Stromae LIVE

16.30 Bajofondo LIVE

14.30 Bomba Estereo LIVE

13.00 Bernhoft LIVE

SONIc
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Steve Rawlings
NoFit Howie
Bella Kinetica
Tumbellina

Paul Evans
Jon Undry
Wookey Hole Circus
Black Eagles

14.08
14.33
14.46
14.56

15.09
15.21
15.36
15.56

16.26 Zara McBeth
16.37 Yvette Du Sol
16.48 Rod Laver

15.00

16.00

17.00

22.15 Simon Evans
22.50 Andrew Maxwell

20.00 New York Brass Band

20.09
20.20
20.33
20.43
20.54

21.04 Anna Sand
21.15 The Monster Sideshow

22.05
22.17
22.28
22.40
22.52

23.00 Briefs

20.00

21.00

22.00

23.00

01.00

00.00

21.30 Les Ooh La Las
21.40 Joey Page

19.25 Rob Roy Collins Band

19.37 Dino Lampa
19.57 Paul Evans

19.00

Grant Goldie
Silvia Pavone
Angeliki Nikolakaki
Grant Goldie
Feeding The Fish

Venus
Oceane
Josh M & Rosie Circome
Ivan G Torre
Josh B Circomedia

23.25 Doc Brown

20.30 Frank Sanazi
20.45 Feeding The Fish
20.55 Matt Richardson

19.05 Eleanor Teirnan
19.40 Frank Sanazi
19.55 Steve Rawlings

22.00 Weapons Of Mass Percussion
22.40 The Iluminaughty Ball

18.05 The Beatbox Collective

18.25 Venus
18.50 Herbie Treehead

18.08
18.20
18.35
18.46
18.57

18.00

18.00 Alasdair Beckett-King
18.15 Kernow King
18.30 Nathan Caton

17.30 The Monsters Of Schlock

17.30 Paul dabek
17.45 Rod Laver

17.15 Dino Lampa
17.50 The Famous Rubberband

17.03 Pete Matthews
17.18 Circus Kathmandu

Christopher “Anaspitos”
Arbor Circus
Sebastian Valade
Silvia Pavone
Leo & Yam

16.30 George Egg
16.55 The Sirens

16.10 Mitch Benn
16.45 Emily Bee
16.55 Vicky Arlidge

16.20 The Chain
16.40 Monsters Of Schlock

14.25 Michael Campari &
The Solar System
15.20 Felicity Footloose Show
15.55 Touretteshero & Captain
Hotknives

15.00 Le Navet Bête
15.45 Kiki & Pascal

14.10 Nick Doody
14.45 Pete Matthews

17.00 Slam (Hosted by Marcus
Moore and Sara-Jane Arbury)

16.15 Deanne Rodger
16.45 Helen Gregory

15.20 Raymond Antrobus
15.45 Victoria Shineman
(2013 Slam Winner)

14.00 Michael Rosen
14.50 Rob Auton (Poet In Residence)

13.15 Attila The Stockbroker

13.10 TBA
13.45 George Orange

13.00 Robin Ince
13.35 Mark Steel

13.00 Snap Boogie
13.35 Maple Staplegun

14.10 Gazzo

12.00 Antosh Wojcik
12.25 Scott Tyrell
12.50 Jess Green

12.00 The BeauBowBelles
12.35 Scarlet Lady

11.45 Benita Johnson

12.45 New Art Club

11.30 Giant Twister with Matt
Barnard

POETrY & WOrDS
Compères: Paula Varjack and
Dreadlockalien

12.25 Kiki Bittovabitsch

11.00 The Lounge Kittens
11.40 Marcus Brigstocke’s
Policy Unit

Compères: Scarlet Lady, Arif and
Pete Dobbing

11.00 Carnival Collective
11.50 Mr Vita – The TNT Show

SENSATION SEEkErS

cABArET TENT
Compères: Peewee Murray,
Charmain Hughes, Dave Thompson
and Barry Casagnola

OUTSIDE cIrcUS

Compères: Famos Bramwells and
Gareth Jones

BELL A'S FIELD

15.00 TBA
15.35 Sally Anne Hayward

13.00

12.00

14.00

11.00

Bella Kinetica
Oceane
Jon Undry
Excerpt from FLOWN
Swing Circus
Joanna Palmer
Sebastian Valade
Arbor Circus
Donald Grant
Joanna Palmer

11.35 Wookey Hole Circus

10.00

12.05
12.15
12.28
12.43
12.55
13.10
13.20
13.31
13.46
13.58

Compères: Bunny Morethan,
Mike Raffone, Miss Behave,
Dave Chameleon, Mighty Gareth
10.45 Big Beat

cIrcUS BIg TOP

cIrcUS FIELD
ASTrOL ABE

00.30 Airnadette – We Will Dub You

23.20 BlackSkyWhite –
Magritte RGB

17.30 Jonathan Kay

16.00 Andi Neate
16.30 Demon Barbers XL

15.00 Twin Primes – X&Y

14.05 Rod Laver
14.20 Circus Geek – Down Up

13.35 The Black Eagles

12.30 Le Navete Bête

11.30 Roy Hutchins’ Poetry Army

Compères: Dan Evans and
Charmain Hughes

SUMMEr hOUSE

01.30 Pronghorn

20.00 Beyond Repair
20.25 Attention To Detail
20.40 Bowjangles

19.05 Weapons Of Mass Percussion
19.50 Donald Grant

18.05 Mik Artistik’s Ego Trip

16.05 Paul Dabek
16.50 Guns Of Navarone

15.20 Gloriator

14.25 1623 Theatre Company

13.20 Exception-Elle
13.35 Attention To Detail
13.50 Faces Of Disco

12.20 Beyond Repair
12.45 Lekkido Lord Of The Lobster

11.00 The Low Keys &
The Wilder Men
11.40 Exception-Elle
11.55 Bowjangles

Compères: Ed Petrie and Aileen Wilkie

gLEBEL AND

The glade

Drumsound &
Bassline Smith
23.00 Sunday

THE GLADE

‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT ! ››

A world of one-string guitars, IDM, prog rock, beats
and the people who made the Doctor Who theme tune!

T

HE GLADE STAGE iS bAcK in iTS
home in the trees featuring
a line-up of experimental
electronica, ambient and cuttingedge music, together with live
festival favourites and world music.
Around the main stage you’ll find a
host of unannounced happenings
including a whopping line-up of oldand new-school electronic dance
acts in the Spaceport Bar and the
Glade Lounge. Also new to the area
is The Spike – a sliver of enchanted
woodland hosting impromptu Spike
Sessions with acclaimed artists
from across the site playing their
favourite tunes through the night.
The Spaceport Bar (10.00-03.00
Thurs to Sun) welcomes all
intergalactic travellers to reconnect
with the cosmos, a deep-space
music venue, specialising in audio
visual electronic beats, virtual reality
and quantum cocktails... Here you’ll
find music from Nick Warren,
054
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London Elekricity/Hospital Records
and Will White plus the Glastonbury
Film Challenge – Glastonbury’s own
Oscars of award-winning short films.
The Glade Lounge (18.00-03.00
Thurs to Sun) has music from Tristan,
Mirror System (Steve Hillage),
Avalon, Josko, Lucas and KillerWatts

Heading south fro
m
the Other Stage
and
Left Field, in the
woods
on the way to the
Green Fields...

Thursday
21.00 James Monro
In search of a state of euphoria
through his mix of chunky, funky,
deep and hypnotic music.

22.00 Sasha
He came to fame playing acid house
in the '80s and has mixed tracks
for Madonna, Hot Chip and the
Brothers Chemical. Not bad, eh?

Friday
12.00 Alabama 3

among others. The Spike (10.0003.00 Thurs to Sun) is a place to
chill, eat wood-fired pizza and grab a
drink, with music from The Shellac
Sisters, Don Letts, Howard Marx,
Rimski’s Piano and more.

Like all good eclectic collectives,
Alabama 3’s sound and line-up has
grown as they’ve dabbled in a host
of styles from country and blues to
rockabilly and electronica.

13.00 Lewah
Jungle, drum'n'bass, breaks and
rootsy reggae are all in the mix here.

13.20 Gringo Ska
Playing a homage to the ska of
Roland Alfonso and Tommy
McCook. What could be better?

14.40 The Shaolin Afronauts
Afrobeat from Australia! Horn-heavy
and pretty damn funky sounds from
this engaging and spaced-out crew.

15.45 Mad Professor
featuring General Levy
& Joe Ariwa
The now veteran dubwise producer
who has worked with everyone from
Sade, Lee Perry, The Orb and
Massive Attack. He now teams up
with General Levy and Joe Ariwa
for a special session.

17.00 Dreadzone
It wouldn’t be Glastonbury without
Dreadzone and their esoteric mix
of folk, ska, dub, techno and all
points between.

18.15 Dub Pistols
Ditto the above on Dub Pistols.
More hip-hop and big beat in the mix
but truly eclectic and party perfect
for The Glade.

19.20 Son Of Kick
He's a producer, DJ, vocalist and
multi-instrumentalist, and whoever
Mr & Mrs Kick are, they must be very
proud that their Son is playing here.

glastonbury festivals.co.uk
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The glade

Yasmine Hamdan

the Mystics and exclaimed:
"About as gentle as a baked Alaska
in an over-heated oven...” He’s
lying down now. Their video for
Spralling Breeze is like one of
those nightmares you have when
you’ve had too much cheese.
That said, crazy stuff.
Stanton Warriors

20.35 Stanton Warriors
The Bristol-honed DJs/producers
mixing breakbeat, house and more.

21.50 DJ Monkey Pilot
Hot from Whirl-Y-Gig, the longestrunning world dance club in London.

22.55 STEVE HiLLAGE fuses
GOnG and SYSTEM 7
A special set from the man Hillage
as tribute to Gong who sadly
couldn't appear due to Daevid
Allen's illness.

00.30 DJ Antz
The Ibiza regular brings sun, sea and
shape-throwing sounds to close.

Saturday
12.00 RSVP
The new sound of bhangra.

13.20 Gentle Mystics
A man from Resonance FM heard

Radiophonic
Workshop
17.30 Saturday

17.40 Sunday

14.40 Doulogue
These guys, if their website is
anything to go by, are snowbound
masters of esoteric atmospherics,
like Sigur Ros with more reverb.

16.00 Alexis Taylor
The Hot Chip man with a second
solo album released on Domino.
Deep words and squiggly noises
underpin this dark visionary – a bit
like the Talk Talk guy who was
brilliant but then wouldn’t speak
to anyone because they didn’t get
his music - Glastonbury loved him,
of course.

17.00 DJ curley

18.55 Dinos chapman

15.30 brushy One String

Half of the Proclaimers of Young
British Artists, Dinos leaves his
Goya fixation in the cupboard and
offers glitch electronics of similarly
disturbing proportions.

Outdoing Seasick Steve, Jamaican
singer Brushy One String sports just
one string on his guitar, soulfully
singing songs that he hopes will
bring the world back together.

19.55 DJ Spinn & Taso

16.30 Adrian Sherwood

20.55 Machinedrum Live

UK reggae production legend and
the head honcho of On-U Sound.

Electronic mix guru spins the discs.

17.30 Radiophonic Workshop
It’s the BBC Radiophonic
Workshop, the people who did the
Doctor Who theme, the original
innovators of found sound and DIY
nonsense that soundtracked TV and
radio in the 1960s and beyond.

The brainchild of US producer Travis
Stewart with an IDM, glitch, hip-hop,
pop, jungle concoction that worms
into the lobes.

22.10 Jon Hopkins
More IDM for your dollar from the
Eno- and Coldplay-associated
producer who regularly turns out an
electronic masterpiece given a
13-amp plug and a soldering iron.

23.15 TbA
00.30 DJ nihal
Radio 1’s very own disc spinner.

17.40 Yasmine Hamdan
Mesmerising Lebanese singer who
performed as Soapkills before
briefly joining the esoteric
CocoRosie, now based in Paris and
working with Nouvelle Vague’s Marc
Collin to make beautiful sounds.

19.00 Simian Frenzy
Large beats, proper songs and
heavy bass from this duo.

19.55 The White Lamp
Secretive duo spawned on the M4
where London meets Bristol whose
It’s You single was haunting.

Sunday
11.00 breakfast With
Howard Marks
Mr Nice and a frying pan? How do
you like your eggs? Surreal
shenanigans as told by Mr Marks.

11.45 Davos
A pianist with a need to play the
Hacienda house club classics.

12.35 cassetteboy &
DJ Rubbish

glastonbury festivals.co.uk
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Pretty Lights

21.15 Pretty Lights

Cut-up mixes, comedic interludes
and madcap music with politics.

Like hearing your whole record
collection in one song – Pretty
Lights specialise in samples from
'60s soul to jazz to classical.

13.25 Elle & The
Pocket belles

23.00 Drumsound &
bassline Smith

Vintage glad-rags and smooth jazz
with covers of Jessie J from this
odd-looking five-piece. Elle is tall,
the Belles are small (or far away).
Hungover attendees may struggle.

Electronic production masters with
a string of bangers over the last
decade who’ve worked with Utah
Saints, Fleur and Tom Cane on
2012’s anthemic Through The Night.

14.25 Saz

00.00 Killerwatts

Hip-hop Palestinian keen to build
bridges and educate about his home.

Trance duo Avalon and DJ Tristan
with some face gurning classics.
055
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S i lv e r H ay e S

Stromae

The Sonic Stage
18.30 Sunday

SILVER HAYES

‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT ! ››

Welcome to the second year of Glastonbury's shiny new dance village, with a ton
of stages for you to come and shake your booty at – and party the Festival away.

T

HIS YEAR, SILVER HAYES HAS An
amazing line-up with over 200
global artists. Continuing to
specialise in dance music, having
listened to your feedback, the
world’s best techno, dance and
global acts have been booked
perform in the flagship Sonic Stage.
056
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The Wow! stage features
underground dance and has daily
boat parties from midday with live
DJ-ing (weather permitting) from the
deck. La Pussy Parlure Nouveau
features global acts plus the best
new UK and continental Europe
live acts and DJs.

Gully Outer-national features
live reggae and DJs, and The Blues
has that carnival feel with plenty
of dancehall and dub, and on
Saturday they’ll be broadcasting
simultaneously live on Radio 1 and
1Xtra until three in the morning!
Meanwhile, The BBC Radio1

You'll find it all we
st
both the Pyramid of
and
Other stages and
it's
south of the John
Peel Stage

Introducing Stage showcases some
of the best new music acts.
Finally, we are looking for your
involvement, we want to hear about
the acts you like. The best tweets
and pictures will be displayed live
on the arena screens, so remember
to hashtag all with #SilverHayes

glastonbury festivals.co.uk
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T H e S o n i c S Tag e

THE SOnIC STAGE

A world of dance from Belgian's Stromae to Montreal's Tiga – and,
of course, a certain big beat brother will also be spinning his records...
‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT !h››of

18.10 Ella Eyre LIVE

ut
Silver Hayes is so e
th
Peel and west of
and then
mighty Pyramid,
ntre
Sonic is in the ce
ea
ar
ole
wh
e
th
of

Possessed of a fantastic deep and
soulful voice and some great hair,
Elle Eyre reached No.1 guesting on
Rudimental’s Waiting All Night and
her own tunes are top stuff too.

19.00 Redlight DJ
Another Bristol export, a producer
and remixer straddling dancehall,
grime, garage, UK funky and d’n’b.

20.10 Foxes LIVE
Foxes

20.10 Saturday

Friday
13.00 Hannah Wants DJ
From DJing in Ibiza in 2012 to a
string of jackin’ house and bass
mixes including the much-spun
Dappy, Ms Wants is on her way.

14.15 Bondax DJ
Originally discovered by BBC
Introducing, this northern duo
dabble in electronic music and
future garage.
Gorgon City

19.45 Maya Jane Coles DJ
Moving on with deep house,
electronic and maybe even a touch
of dubstep from this versatile DJ.

21.15 Loco Dice DJ
Dusseldorf’s king of techno and
electronic music who drops in film
dialogue and all kinds of bleeps and
electronic notation.

23.00 Richie Hawtin
The champion of minimal techno,
Richie was instrumental in the
development of the second wave of
Detroit techno in the ’90s and
continues to experiment.

One more mention of Rudimental!
Foxes was guest vocalist on Right
Here, she also won a Grammy
Award for Clarity with Zedd. Since
then, the vocalist has had some
huge tracks all of her own.

20.55 Annie Mac DJ
Radio 1’s very own disc spinner
straight from her electronic dance
programme for the station, building
the suspense for...

22.30 Fat Boy Slim DJ
The big beat brother and acclaimed
remix artist whose groundbreaking
You’ve Come A Long Way Baby
album from 1998 still sounds as
good today. Right here, right now.

Sunday
Bernhoft

Saturday
13.15 Charli XcX LIVE
15.25 Gorgon City PA/SS
Deep house, UK garage and
electronic music are all in the mix
from this north London production
duo. Their debut album is due with
collaborations with Kiesza, Bipolar
Sunshine, Jess Glynne and more.

Anyone who is an exponent of witch
house is good with Glastonbury. Mix
in some synthpop, darkwave and
indietronica and you’ll have an idea
of where Charli is coming from.

14.30 MnEK LIVE
Nineteen-year-old Nigerian-born
singer-songwriter with a dance-pop,
R&B, house and UK garage mix.

16.45 Tiga DJ

15.30 Kiesza LIVE

Montreal-born producer and DJ with
a lengthy career behind him and
credits that include remixes for LCD
SoundSystem and Scissor Sisters.

With a No.1 single in the UK with
Hideaway this hugely talented
singer-songwriter will be serving up
a pop version of house.

18.15 Eats Everything DJ

16.15 DJ Antz DJ

On the back of great 12-inch singles
– Entrance Song, Vertigo – Dan
Pearce has forged a name mixing
house, UK bass and techno.

An Ibiza veteran, DJ Antz has
worked with everyone from the
Stones to Michael Caine. He also
DJed at the legendary Shoom.

glastonbury festivals.co.uk
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13.00 Bernhoft LIVE

HEDS PARTY
THURSDAY
CHANNEL 1
20.00 EclecticB allroom
00.00 JalapenoR ecords
04.00 Couple Of Mums
CHANNEL 2
01.00 We Don't Play
04.00 Paul F Stevens
CHANNEL 3
20.00 MixNots

FRIDAY
CHANNEL 1
Wall Of Sound
01.00 MarkJ ones
02.00 Will White from
Propellerheads
03.30 Derek Dah Large
05.00 JonC arter
CHANNEL 2
00.00 Feel the Real
CHANNEL 3
01.00 PropagandaD Js

SATURDAY
CHANNEL 1
00.30 Energy Union – Matt
Black (Cold Cut)
01.30 AddictiveT V
02.30 Immersive
03.30 Hellcar & Lewis
04.30 The Smoke Eaters
05.30 Save The Arctic VJs
CHANNEL 2
02.00 Peeping Tom (Live)
03.30 Trufix
05.30 SpecialG uests
CHANNEL 3
00.30 Mi7D Js
03.30 Animalism
05.30 ChixD igme

SUNDAY
CHANNEL 1
00.30 SoulT rain
04.00 Serahim
CHANNEL 2
01.00 DJO rigi
04.00 Dan "Danger" Ferro
CHANNEL 3
01.00 TheR ewinder
04.00 Lee Pattison

A live set from the man who claims
to be equal parts Sly Stone, Richie
Havens and the Dap Kings.

hint of an African guitar, an
electronic melody line and a mix of
sounds that move from ballad to rap.
His real name is Paul Van Haver!

14.30 Bomba Estereo LIVE

20.30 Parov Stelar Band LIVE

Colombia’s Bomba Estereo play
upbeat tropicalia with a nod to
reggae, hip-hop and Manu Chao’s
distorted soul. Don't miss it.

We’ve done Belgium, Norway
(Bernhoft), Columbia, Argentina,
where next? Austria! Parov Stelar’s
chosen tools are old-school swing
music mixed with electro beats.

16.30 Bajofondo LIVE
Bajofondo bring a taste of Argentina
with theremins, violins and violas.

18.30 Stromae LIVE
A Belgian singer with more than a

22.00 Above & Beyond DJ
Originally this trio were producers
(Madonna, Radiohead). Over the
past 10 years they’ve run labels and
slipped deep into house. Get in!
057
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WOW!

WOW!

‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT ! ››

In Silver Hayes,
south of Peel, we
of The Other Stag st
e – just
look for the stage
that
looks like a boat
!

17.00 A Sagitarriun LIVE
Live set from the Elastic Dreams
label head honcho, renowned as
techno’s masked dreamweaver.
A Sagitarriun

Featuring boat-party happenings
throughout the Festival with a string of DJs
marooned on the good ship Wow!. With great
live bands too, you'll be wanting to hop aboard!

The Fabric regular on a tech-house
tip to bring Saturday to a climax.

Sunday

Bringing melody back into techno,
the half-Irish, half-Danish DJ and
producer was championed by Pete
Tong this year as one to watch.

19.00 Hot Since 82 DJ
Sensuous shifting house sounds
from the modestly named Daley
Padley (he was born in ’82, see).

20.30 Swamp 81 ft Loefah,
Paleman & Chunky DJ
Three DJs from Loefah’s dubstepfriendly Swamp 81 label (named
after the Stop & Search law of 1981
and the subsequent Brixton riots).

Thursday
New Build
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19.30 Kove DJ

The xx beat-maker, producer and
go-to remix man with an eclectic
selection of sounds.

20.30 Matrix & Futurebound
with MC Rhymemaster

00.30 Ben Klock B2B Marcel
Dettmann DJ

With three chart-topping hits
over the past three years, the
drum'n'bass groove revs up with the
duo alongside MC Rhymemaster.

13.00 Toddla T Takeover –
Boat Party presents Toddla T,
Redlight, Gotsome and Jus
Now DJ

21.30 Sigma DJ
The drum'n'bass duo of Cameron
Edwards and Joe Lenzie increase
the dancefloor frenzy.

22.30 Wilkinson & Ad-Apt DJ
After blowing up with the
gorgeously soulful Afterglow that
added new angles to drum'n'bass,
expect more eclectic work.

00.00 Richy Ahmed DJ

18.00 Emperor Machine LIVE

Specialising in the re-arrangement of
house (now there’s a Channel 4
show asking to be made) by adding
disco, funk, techno and hip-hop.

Ambitious bulky, ballsy disco made
perfect with the addition of
twanging guitars and the sound of
flying spaceships taking it to another
dimension altogether.

Award-winning DJ whose house,
garage and electronic mix has a
strange, otherworldly sound to it.

Having dabbled in dubstep as
Dream, Rowan Jones has moved
into the world of deep house, hitting
big with My Love with Jess Glynne.

Electronics meet psychedelia.

18.30 Snakehips LIVE
Renowned production duo whose
deeply soulful On And On became
a huge dancefloor smash last year.

23.30 Kidnap Kid

01.30 Route 94 DJ

22.00 Psychemagik

Mixing drum'n'bass and hardcore
with house rhythms, the Child
extended his remit with the huge
String Thing from 2012.

Toddla T takes time out from his
radio show etc for a lengthy session.

20.00 New Build LIVE

A DJ set from EIY fleshing out his
own stark Cold War electronic
sound with austere future goodies.

17.30 Shadow Child DJ

Flamboyant, energetic, humorous
and rather popular duo of DJ mix
masters who’ve reshaped house
music with their 12-inch releases.

The night is hosted by Normski and
first up is New Build, featuring Hot
Chip and LCD Sound System
veterans bringing some great tunes.

21.15 East India Youth DJ

Will Saul and Fink bring the gang
from their Oz Music label.

23.00 Jamie xx DJ

Saturday
23.00 Detroit Swindle DJ

13.00 Aus Music Boat Party
presents Will Saul, Midland,
Bicep and Dusky DJ

More soulful down-tempo
drum'n'bass sounds from the man
who mixed up Iodine.

A straight fight between these two
German DJs and producers: Klock
with his techno hat on and Dettmann
keen to broaden electronic music.
The gloves are off!

19.00 Saturday

A face-off between two top DJs,
with Hot Natured’s Jamie Jones
sparring with the US underground
house/techno extrovert Seth Troxler.

01.00 Craig Richards

18.00 Kolsch LIVE

Shit Robot

23.00 Jamie Jones &
Seth Troxler

Friday
13.00 Numbers Boat Party
presents Jackmaster, Optimo
and Spencer DJ
The website, club night and label
bring a four-hour afternoon session.

Breach

19.00 Shit Robot DJ
Electronic dance sounds from the
Robot whose latest album features
the monster track Do That Dance,
featuring LCD Soundsystem’s
Nancy Whang.

21.00 Waze & Odyssey DJ
Electronic dance-music pioneers
and remixers (Disclosure, TEED),
championed by the Feel My Bicep
team among many others.

01.00 Breach DJ
Last year was the big one for Ben
Westbeech: a hit remix for Maya
Jane Coles and a hits under the
name Breach. A monster end to this
major stage! Bring it on!
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23.00 Carroll Thompson,
Queen of Lovers' Rock LIVE
The Queen Of Lovers' Rock was
trained in classical piano and
developed her singing style through
gospel music before hitting big in
the 1980s, since when she has
worked with everyone from Michael
Jackson to The Pet Shop Boys.

Sunday
11.30 Gonne Choi LIVE
A second chance to see this singersongwriter from Seoul, Korea.

Eternal Taal
Bhangra
Entertainment
Team

‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT ! ››

13.00 Saturday

Over in the Silve
r
Hayes field, which
is
south of the John
Peel
and west of The
Other Stage

GULLY
OUTER-NATIONAL
Now in its second year, this is a party place on an open-air stage with
ska, bhangra, lovers’ rock, cumbia and roots reggae all on the agenda.
Friday
13.00 Eternal Taal Bhangra
Entertainment Team LIVE
Dhol drummers, samples and
bhnagra. They're back tomorrow too!

Korean traditional instruments – the
haegeum, piri and geomungo –
mixed with guitar and electronics to
make a post-hardcore avant garde
mantra that’s unlike anything you’ll
hear all weekend.

16.00 Ladi6 LIVE
Of Samoan descent, this New
Zealand-born singer mixes elements
of reggae and hip-hop to create
a strange hybrid rhythm that
percolates behind her earthy vocal.

Che Sudaka

are in mid-party mode, this should
be a spectacular appearance.
Expect sudden fast-paced rap too.

23.00 Maxi Priest LIVE
Hailing from the UK Saxon Sound
System, Maxi Priest has charted
consistently ( Close To You, Easy To
Love ) since the early '90s with his
smooth brand of lovers' rock.

17.45 Mo’Kalamity LIVE
Cape Verde-born singer who grew
up in France and has developed a
reputation for militant lyrics and
driving reggae rhythms.

19.30 Paqua LIVE
Intense looped guitars, funky bass
and a jazz funk vibe that verges on
the Balearic at times.

Saturday

16.30 Cornerstone Roots LIVE
From New Zealand (all the way from
Waikato in the North Island), their
take on reggae has a rootsy-butaccessible edge in the style of '80s
Aswad and UB40.

Be-suited Two Tone-styled ska in
the realms of Madness and The
Specials with some clever wordplay
and plenty of socially commentary.

An Australian six-piece playing rock
steady ska with steel pans and
honking saxophones adding
momentum to their rootsy humour.

16.15 Robbo Ranx Presents
This Is Dancehall with Wayne
Marshall & Special Guests
DJ/LIVE

20.00 The Beat LIVE
Fronted by Ranking Roger, one of
the biggest Two-Tone bands whose
anthemic Stand Down Margaret,
Mirror In The Bathroom and a
skanked up version of Tears Of
A Clown set a generation dancing.
The Beat

The Sony award-winning 1Xtra
reggae and dancehall DJ, whose
radio show Dancehall Splurt was
one of the BBC’s highest rating
shows ever, presents a three-hour
session featuring Wayne Marshall,
a collaborator and contemporary
of Sean Paul, and many more.

“One of the finest slices of a Anglo
Carribean fusion since The Specials,
artfully mixing in funk and Afrobeat
to their deep dub,” says Uncut.

21.00 Che Sudaka LIVE

11.30 Gonne Choi LIVE

Barcelona-based four-piece whose
mix of cumbia and punk is very
reminiscent of Manu Chao.
Outspoken and sounding like they

Singer-songwriter from Seoul whose
vocal sounds like a harmonious mix
of Carly Simon and Carole King at
the peak of their '70s success.

A mammoth 30-piece Australian
orchestra bringing a modern take on
ska in a big band setting, like
Madness doing the Proms.
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Daughter of the Pistols' drummer
who's skanked it up with Prince
Fatty and been in The Slits. Expect
some cracking tracks from her
brand new album Twice.

Authentic pulsating dhol drummers
with dancers and DJs in an all-out
attack on the senses. A visual feast!

21.00 Melbourne Ska
Orchestra LIVE

glastonbury festivals.co.uk

14.45 Hollie Cook

18.15 Gentlemen’s Dub
Club LIVE

19.15 Soothsayers LIVE
Maxi Priest

Afrobeat from Australia! Horn heavy
and pretty damn funky sounds from
this engaging and spaced out crew.

13.00 Eternal Taal Bhangra
Entertainment Team LIVE

14.15 Nicky Bomba’s
Bustamento LIVE

14.30 Jambinai LIVE

13.00 The Shaolin Afronauts
LIVE

21.30 The Dutty Inspectors DJ
“Unbelievable dancehall, bashment
and soca with a constant party vibe,
free and fun loving...” says Now
Then Magazine.

22.30 Jus Now LIVE
Fast-paced double-speak from this
electric reggae duo from Bristol and
Trinidad who reset the boundaries of
traditional Caribbean music. It’s
party stuff with a big, big sound
and a final chance to party here!
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‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT! ››

In Silver Hayes, west of
The Other Stage and
south of the Peel Stage –
it's the most westerly
venue in this area
Lady Lykez

22.00 Lady Lykez PA/SS
Breathless, rapid tongue-twisting
raps and fast-talking tales of
everyday life, with the inevitable
mention of her collection of bras.

22.30 LV DJ
00.00 Seani B, Toddla T &
Robbo Ranx DJ
01.30 Chase & Status DJ
Closing the night these giants bring
their heavy industrial electronics,
drum'n'bass rhythms and then some.

Electric
Punanny
16.30 Saturday

Sunday
13.00 John Stapleton DJ

THE BLUES
It’s Carnival time, with sound-systems and
PAs amid the DJ sets and high-stepping!
Thursday
20.00 Circo Loco Presents DJ
One of the original Ibiza parties
that began back in 1999 providing
a precursor to this weekend’s
shenanigans. It's on till 3am – just
don’t peak to early.

21.00 Saz PA
The Palestinian rapper and
beatboxer whose socially aware
commentaries are delivered in
Hebrew and English.

13.00 Dubkasm DJ

15.00 RSD DJ
The Bristolian DJ Rob Smith, who
served time as part of the legendary
Smith And Mighty, now with his
eclectic mix of breakbeat, hip-hop,
dub, reggae and dubstep.

17.00 Laid Blak Sound
System SS
More sound-system action from this
more relaxed but no less loud crew.
Expect them to bring a few tunes.

19.00 Mungo’s Hi Fi DJ
It’s a shop, a sound system, a label –
spinning pioneering new reggae and
classic roots music.
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Saturday
13.00 Bridges For Music
Presents DJ Fosta & Thibo
Tazz DJ
Put together by the music business
organisation, which works to develop
music artists around the world. DJ
Fosta’s South African house music
is straight from the townships.

22.00 General Levy with
DJ Joe Ariwa DJ
Ragga master General Levy with
dub sparring-partner Joe Ariwa
step up for this special DJ set spiked
with Levy rhymes no less.

17.00 DJ Badly DJ
Malawi-born veteran disc spinner.

Bringing Afrobeats and comedy.

16.30 Electric Punanny PA/SS

The latest endeavour from Bristol’s
DJ Die, combining the city’s rich
tapestry of dub, drum'n'bass,
dubstep and house.

With 25 years in the business,
2 Kings’ Henry and Louis continue
to mix new dub and roots revival
sounds to maximum effect.
Mungo's Hi Fi

20.00 DJ Die Presents
Gutterfunk Set PA/SS

21.30 Congo Natty DJ
One of the many pseudonyms for
Rebel MC, the renowned toaster.

22.30 Mista Savona PA/SS
One of Australia’s leading reggae
and dancehall producers.

23.30 Shy FX & Stamina MC
DJ
A stalwart of the drum'n'bass and
jungle scenes with his roots in
reggae, Shy FX has remixed
everyone from Plan B to Dizzee,
as well as having his own hits.

The performer formerly known as Ms
Dy-Na-Mi-Tee takes to the decks for
a mix of hip-hop, R&B, two-step and
all points between.

It’s the other half of Smith & Mighty,
Ray Mighty, whose mash-up remixes

Top rankin’, champion skankin’
dub and reggae lovers spinning
the sounds.

18.30 Abrantee DJ

00.00 Ms Dynamite DJ

01.00 Sledgehead AKA Ray
Mighty DJ

15.00 Dub Smugglers Sound
System DJ

Bristolian widely regarded as one of
the top dubwise breaks producers
and no mean DJ too.

18.00 2 Kings DJ
General Levy

Playing breakbeat, jungle, hip-hop,
French house, old reggae, and,
most intriguingly, his soul version of
the Beatles track Dear Prudence.

15.00 Jinx In Dub DJ

Jasmine Solano and Melo-X mixing
grind-friendly digital dub into a hot
and indeed sweaty gyration-friendly
soundtrack. Oh yes!

Friday
Original purveyors of digital dub
back in the ‘90s and still at the heart
of the roots and dub scene.

for 2 Kings from a few years ago still
sound as fresh today.

20.00 Mungo’s Hi Fi DJ
It’s still a shop, a sound-system, a
label – and their crew will be playing
new reggae and classic roots music.

01.00 Mungo’s Hi Fi DJ
It’s all back to the shop tomorrow –
but first of all a last set of new
reggae and classic roots music.
Bringing the curtain down in style!
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Thursday
20.00 N’toko PA/SS
Slovenian rapper brings his chunky
and often brooding hip-hop to town.

21.00 Ngaiire LIVE
An impressive vocalist hints of jazz,
deep soul and future folk.

22.20 The Girl & The Robot LIVE
Not the computer game or that song
by Röyksopp and Robyn, but some
slowly-evolving electronic sound.

23.20 Garden City Movement
LIVE
Soft, dreamy electronic sounds from
this Israeli three-piece.

LA PUSSY
PARLURE
NOUVEAU

20.30 Blonde DJ

Where Taiwanese punk-electro meets Swedish
reggae and a man plays music for “sexy people”!

00.30 TOKiMONSTA PA/SS

00.15 Adi Ulmansky PA/SS

‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT ! ››

From Tel Aviv, Adi makes blustering
high-octane pop that’s equal parts
R&B, electronica and rap.

In the Silver Haye
s
universe, it's sout
h of
the John Peel St
age
and west of The
Other Stage

01.15 Elliphant LIVE
A Diplo- and Skrillex-approved
Swedish singer with an innovative
mix of styles from M.I.A. to R&B.

Messy’s Adam Englefield and Jacob
Mason mixing electro sounds with
R&B, garage and heady rhythms.

21.30 Eton Messy DJ
The other half of Blonde is back.
Would you like some meringuey
dessert with that?

22.15 Gramatik PA/SS
Slovenian producer adding new
dimensions to the EDM scene.

23.30 Swindle DJ
Inspired by reggae and jazz.

Jennifer Lee firing hip-hop, electro,
funk and jazz into new realms.

01.45 Little Dragon DJ
With elements of trip-hop, dreamy
neo-soul and electronica.

Sunday
12.45 Shaa'ir & Func LIVE
Great sounds to bring in Sunday.

02.00 Skip & Die LIVE

14.00 Little Simz LIVE

S&D exude tropical, hip-hop,
electronica and a host of
otherworldly influences.

UK rapper and occasional actress.

15.00 DJ Doctor D DJ
Probably not a proper doctor.

15.30 Raleigh Ritchie LIVE
TOKiMONSTA
00.30 Saturday

20.00 Mella Dee DJ
Skip & Die

Friday
13.00 Abby LIVE
Berlin-based quartet grooving
somewhere on an autobahn
between rock and techno.

14.30 Lianna La Havas (solo)
15.30 Andres Cervero DJ

17.00 DJ Doctor D DJ
Saturday

DIY specialists as likely to draw on
Radiohead as they are on Caribbean
Gospel, bass culture or grime.

17.00 Andres Cervero DJ
17.30 Elli Ingram LIVE
Switching easily from soulful jazz
with a hint of Amy and Billie Holiday
to more upbeat hip-hop rhythms.

Is it Michael Eavis’ secret set?

The Guardian: “Stevie Wonder
jamming with The Human League”.

21.00 Mo LIVE

14.20 Jess Glynne LIVE

19.15 Credit To The Nation DJ

Spiky electro pop from Karen Marie
Orsted, filled with soulful vibes.

Smooth soulful singer who lent her
vocal to Clean Bandit’s Rather Be.

The veteran duo return.

22.00 Ossie DJ

15.00 King Farmer DJ

Hooky electro pop from Nashville.

Master of the shuffling house groove
and prone to drop in some heavy
synth lines. Ossie’s most recent
tune, Heartbeating, was a peach.

13.00 King Farmer DJ

21.45 Lizzo PA

Vocalist of choice with DaVinche,
Plan B, Wretch 32, among others.

The Guardian: “Think Salt-n-Pepa
and Queen Latifah for some idea of
the comically frank and feisty lyrics.”

16.10 King Farmer DJ

Taiwanese singer-songwriter on the
margins of twee pop and electronic
soul – so kitsch it hurts.

17.00 Nina Nesbitt LIVE

00.00 Oshi DJ
Mashed-up genre-busting mixes
from this French DJ who’s as likely to
stray into ghetto tech as dubstep or
bassline. Anything could happen!

00.45 Go Chic LIVE

19.00 Chloe Howl LIVE
BRITS Critics’ Choice nominee with
an electro-pop sound.

01.35 Oshi DJ
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20.30 Cherub LIVE

15.30 Etta Bond LIVE

23.10 Joanna Wang LIVE

Lo-fi shouty electro-pop from an allfemale Taiwan five-piece as much
old-school Kleenex punk as it is
modern day electronica. Mental!

18.30 Andres Cervero DJ

18.00 Kwabs LIVE

Spinning sounds that mix garage,
hip-hop and house under the darker
shroud of UK funky and dubstep.

Tunes throughout the afternoon.

16.00 Troumaca LIVE

Mellow Bristolian soul man – also
Grey Worm in Game Of Thrones.

Following her big hit Stay Out and
her debut album Peroxide the
singer-songwriter from Edinburgh
brings her sing-along strumming.

22.30 Marc JB DJ
Future disco is what Marc brings.

23.30 Myron & E LIVE
A smooth soul throwback to the
heydays of the ’70s.

18.00 King Farmer DJ

00.30 Marc JB DJ

18.30 Bernhoft LIVE

01.00 Sultan Of
The Disco

A “mad” cross between Sly & The
Family Stone, Richie Havens and the
Dap Kings – and from Norway.

19.30 Eton Messy DJ
Half of Blonde, with an undying love
of eclectic electronic music.

Supergroup from
the Korean Boonga
Boonga Record label.

02.00 Marc JB DJ
Bringing it to a close!

Myron & E
23.30 Sunday
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BBC INTRODUCING

BBC INTRODUCING
Some cracking bands, super-spinning DJs, highly recommended new talent and
amazing special guests presented by a plethora of disc jockeys from the Beeb.
with Annie Eve in 2014,” said
Drowned In Sound of this sublime,
super songwriter.

14.15 Gengahr
Echoey sub-psyche nudging into
dreamy indie-pop in the style of
Unknown Mortal Orchestra with
two great tracks on YouTube.

‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT ! ››

In the Silver Haye
s
field, south of th
e
John Peel Stage
and
west of the
Pyramid Stage

minimal-yet-striking electronic music
with achingly beautiful vocals, the
kind of sound you want to hear
before you slip into oblivion.
Låpsley

15.00 Radio 1 presents...
15.45 One Bomb
Rampaging electronic dance
duo with double-speed raps and
a pulsing sound now assisted by
a conga player.

Marmozets
20.15 Sunday

16.30 SOAK
Thursday
20.00 LXURY

melodies, Izzy Bizu is an astonishing
singer whose songs sound like Billie
Holiday meets Ben Howard.

21.30 My Nu Leng

16.45 Violet Skies

23.00 Jen Long & Ally McCrae
Three DJ slots to open proceedings
and blow you all away.

Friday
11.25 Beaty Heart
Inspired by everyone from The
Beach Boys and Lee “Scratch”
Perry to Olivia Tremor Control,
Peckham’s Beaty Heart’s eclectic
influences have allowed them to
create a hypnotising soundscape.

12.15 Radio 1 presents...

“A vivid portrait of teenage deepthinking: intricate, ambiguous
psychodramas!” The Guardian says
of this 17-year-old singer-songwriter.

A bittersweet Welsh singersongwriter as much inspired by
Joni Mitchell as classical piano, or
the soundscapes of James Blake
and Massive Attack. A spine-tingling
voice over the throb of trip-hoppy
drum’n’bass. Gosh!

17.15 Radio 2 presents...

17.30 Molly

19.00 George Ezra

Straight from the Eurovision Song
Contest and no beards in sight.

Complete with a Bristol twang,
spinning yarns and stories into
melodic pop.

19.00 Annie Mac and
Pete Tong

18.05 Aquilo
The vast and open surroundings of
the Lake District is firmly instilled in
the music of this minimal but hugely
atmospheric electronic duo.

21.00 1XTRA

Saturday

Sunday

13.00 Dan Hyde

12.00 Polly Money

12.00 F.U.R.S.

Emotionally wracked tales of love
and other evenings out, given a
huge production with a dry, almost
deadpan and moody delivery..

Her voice is sun-kissed and
melodious, her music upbeat – pop
with a capital P and her tender years
belie a simple new folk charm.

The London trio who released the
magical single Just Kids, a proper
slice of new indie pop, with a great
vocal and so much going on around
the melody line that it's contagious.

13.45 The Wood Burning
Savages

12.45 6Music presents...

Supercharged alt-rock from
Northern Ireland with some fuzzy
guitar and a great take on things.

13.30 Annie Eve
“If you fell under Daughter’s spell in
2013 then you’ll likely be obsessed

14.30 Carnabells

Drums, guitar, aggression! A nod to
Jack White, Black Keys and a secret
smattering of old-school metal
bands from this chunkily riffed duo.

15.15 6Music presents...
16.00 Izzy Bizu
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One for the new batch of UK noise
bands, a touch of grunge, some
metal moments and plenty of quiet
bits to accentuate the monster riffs.

13.30 Gallery Circus

Vaccine-y good-time pop with a
jangle and some catchy vocals.

With a vocal range that allows her to
float precariously over the simplest of

12.45 Kagoule

Annie Eve

14.15 Låpsley
Holly “Låpsley” Fletcher makes

15.00 Radio 1 presents...
15.45 Findlay
Whoa! Imagine if Sonic Youth were
all inside one person and they were
emerging now into a world of new
tech with traditional musical walls
broken down – they’d sound just
like this. Sassy.

16.30 Glass Animals
Hard-to-define trippy soul music,
with tongue-tied wordplays from
Dave Bayley who claims his songs
sound like a “man-made wilderness”.
Yeah, we get that. Definitely worth
checking out.

17.15 Kizzy Crawford
A Welsh-speaking – and indeed
singing – Bajan descendant playing
a weird hybrid of world music that
revolves around driving rhythms and
her engaging ethereal vocal.

18.00 Dolomite Minor
18.45 Flights Of Helios
“Exceptional and odd, bringing
evocative hints of Elysian ’60s pop
like the Zombies to some serenely
medicated Spiritualized passages,”
says Artrocker.

19.30 Port Isla
Hard-strumming folky sounds mixed
with good-time indie pop in sight of
some well-thrashed guitars. “Quirky”
is the word that comes to mind.

20.15 Marmozets
Hotly tipped in the United States,
this UK outfit embrace short,
sharp punk next to more complex
prog-rock epics, like an angry
Paramore with the impressively
angsty Becca on vocals.
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Mayito Rivera
& The Sons
Of Cuba

‹‹ WHERE IT'S ATst! ››

in the south-ea
ed in
corner, sandwich
and The
between Block9
the
Common, next to
e
Lin
ay
ilw
ra
Old

THURSDAY
22.00-23.00 Ají Pa’ Tí

FRIDAY
13.00 Salsa Class – Nigel May
14.00 Cuban Carnival –
Son Yambu
15.00 Salsa Class –
Mauricio Reyes
16.00 Cuban Carnival –
Son Yambu
17.00 Salsa Class – Nigel May
18.00 SonY ambu
00.00-01.30 SalsaC eltica

Ají Pa’ Tí

22.00 Thursday

gLASTO LATinO

A feast of music, dance, song, percussion, colour, food and drink from
the world of the senses that is Latin culture… Come and learn to salsa!

E

vErY nighT, AfTEr ThE mAin
stages finish, Glasto Latino
hosts sets from world-famous
Latin bands, including one of the
world’s top vocalists, an
international drum maestro, and
British artists who are stars in Latin
America. In the afternoons there’s a
Cuban carnival, with costumed
dancers, musicians and percussion.
All of this comes on top of the
ever-popular beginners’ salsa
classes, held three times each
afternoon by two of the country’s
top teachers. Whether you already
bust some fine moves, or whether
you think you have two left feet, the
teachers – Mauricio and Nigel – will
get you shaking your stuff in ways
you’d never imagine. Salsa is a
partner dance but you don’t have to
bring one as everyone gets
swapped around.
The space also houses the Latino
Beat bar, set in a striking Cuban
street scene, offering the best
cocktails this side of Havana.

mayito rivera &
The Sons Of Cuba
Mayito Rivera – “The Poet of
Rumba” – is one of the best singers
worldwide, a giant of Cuban music,
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renowned for the power and
atmosphere that he brings with him.
He was the front man with Los Van
Van for 15 years, an act who were
uncontested as Cuba’s top band,
winning countless awards (and
Grammy-nominated). His guest
appearances are legendary, creating
the feeling that history is taking
place before your eyes. This
Glastonbury show will be the final
night – and only UK appearance –
of his tour with The Sons Of Cuba,
an eight-piece with some of the
island’s best young talent.

Salsa Celtica
Imagine a band with congas and
a banjo, a full brass section and
bagpipes, and vocals in Spanish
and Gaelic. Imagine numbers that
flow seamlessly from furious rumbas
to foot-stomping jigs and reels. This
is Salsa Celtica, whose fusion of
Latin music and Scottish/Irish folk
has no parallel anywhere.
Originating when top traditional
music players and expatriate South
Americans met up in the pubs of
Edinburgh, their unique fusion has
led to six albums, and sold-out
shows not just in the Highlands,
but in Venezuela and Colombia.

SATURDAY
13.00-18.00 Please see Friday
00.00-01.30 EdwinS anz’s
“San Agustin” Salsa
Orchestra ft Alex Wilson

SUNDAY
13.00-18.00 Please see Friday
23.30-01.30 Mayito Rivera &
The Sons Of Cuba

heady mix of cumbia, dub, salsa,
bolero, bambuco and more, on an
array of instruments from traditional
to modern, topped off with Indira
Román’s smoking hot vocals.

Son Yambu & Cuban Carnival

Salsa Celtica

Edwin Sanz’s “San Agustin”
Salsa Orchestra ft Alex Wilson
San Agustin is the barrio in Caracas,
Venezuela where percussionist
Edwin Sanz was born and raised.
He is now paying tribute to this
hotbed of creativity with a band that
features some of the top salsa
musicians in Europe. Edwin is a
master of rhythm, a professional
dancer since the age of six, and has
been percussionist for some of the
best including The Gypsy Kings,
Rodrigo Y Gabriela, Africando and
Cheo Feliciano. The leading light in
his band is the legendary keyboard
player Alex Wilson.

Playing authentic Cuban Son, an
intoxicating fusion of Spanish and
African rhythms that gave rise to
salsa, the band features a new
generation of Cuban musicians who
are all passionate about maintaining
the traditions of the genre while, at
the same time, giving this irresistible
music a contemporary edge. For
Glastonbury they’ll be teaming up
with a troupe of costumed dancers
from Santiago de Cuba, plus a
truckload of percussion, to offer
a daily dose of Cuban carnival.

Ají Pa’ Tí
Featuring 10 musicians from Latin
America and beyond who have
come together in Bristol’s eclectic
musical scene, where they play a
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KIDZ FIELD

KIDZ FIELD
This is the year of magic in The Kidz Field with a fantastic special guest in Dynamo – Magician
Impossible, who will be appearing, as if by magic, around the whole field over the weekend!

I

t’s the 20th anniversary of the
Kidz Field at Glastonbury, now
a veritable cornucopia of fun! Come
here, youngsters to find a Big Top,
a vintage helter skelter, an inflatable
slide, an inflatable assault course,
chairoplanes, swingboats,
roundabouts, inflatafun, trampolines,
climbing walls, gyroscopes, the Ping
Pong Thunderdome, Aerial Runway,
Spider Mountain, The Travelling
Pliosaur, puppet shows, Make
& Do... and that's not all! There’s an
amazing castle to climb, circus skills
to learn, drums to bang and plenty of
face painting, too.
064
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THE BIG TOP
Here you'll find award-winning stage
shows that include the National
Theatre’s Dr Seuss’s The Cat In The
Hat and Julia Donaldson’s What The
Ladybird Heard. DNA presents
Chicken Licken, Playground Theatre
Co & Tucked In Theatre present
Billy’s Birthday Bash and Rhubarb
Theatre bring the splendid The Case
Of The Curious Suitcase.
Television’s Alex Winters offers
his Stage Extravaganza along with
his CBeebies playmates The Rhyme
Rockets; Mr Yipadee plays sunshine
songs from the other side of the

party; and Oliver Broad’s The
Princess And The Frog is a delight.
Mayhem is predicted from The
Flying Seagull Project, Zaz The
Clown & Mike Hancock, and Seikou
Susso’s magical Kora. On Sunday
evening the Field closes with the
Muzikademy Show’s 20 Years Of
The Kidz Field song.

PROF PANIC’S
PUPPET ARENA
world; One Wheel Sam brings
bicycular brilliance; Signor Baffo &
Mrs Macaroon are throwing a tea

Professor Panic hosts all-day puppet
lunacy, circus skills and story
workshops, including The Coat Of
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KIDZ FIELD

‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT ! ››

At the top of the
site,
north of William’
s Gr
and the Meeting een
Point,
and west of The
Acoustic Stage

Theatre, Clive ‘The Storyfella’ Pig
and Donald ‘Story Don’ Nelson.
There’s also Christine Willison, the
renowned Welsh mistress of tales,
with her trusty sidekick Mitzi on
accordion, and there's Mark ‘Walk
The Line’ Frazer – author, illustrator,
storyteller and performer.

THE WORLD FAMOUS
MAKE AND DO TENT
It's here that recycled materials are
given new life. Sessions are held by
Makendoo with the star of Hart Beat
and Have A Kazoo Gabrielle
Bradshaw and her colleague Katie
English. They are aided by a whole
host of make and doers including
The Hammers & Nails Carpentry
Corner, Buzz Stop’s mystical beast
wands, moonlight graffiti boards and
magical outfits, Recycled Jewelry,
WoW Create with Mrs Recycle –
who make bees and bugs – DNA,
who offer puppet making, and JF
Hero Arts, who encourage everyone
to make their very own superhero
capes! Sticky Fingers Crew tackle
hats, puppets, brooches, badges
and pop-ups; The Picktish Paper
People do origami and paperoriented creativity; Kajamagoo Arts
make masks; and Mad Hatters do
festival hats. Also look out for
Bejewelled’s recycled jewellry,
Crowning Glories’ crowns, Noona’s
Puppet Stew’s stick puppets, Scrap
Happy’s instruments, puppets,
windmills, butterflies, costumes and
hats, Mo’s Mosaic Madness,
Cre8ivity 4 All’s clay objects,
Wicked Wings, Sian’s Workshops,
Modrock Masks, Nicada Puppets,
Dream Dragon, Basket Weaving
and so many, many more!

THE KIDZ FIELD
MUZIK ADEMY

100 Pockets and his Punch & Judy
Show. Meanwhile Zu Aerial Dance
hold trapeze workshops. There's
Professor Eek! doing terrible magic...
and Elsie Fanackerpants who'll be
storytelling. Rough Magic Theatre
tell The Case Of The Missing
Jewels... and Mainbrace Theatre
have pirate pandemonium. The Over
The Top Puppet Company are
bringing Willie The Wicked Wolf.
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The place for musical kidz. There's
audio and video recording,
instrument lessons and music
performance and tuition. Re-Play
Music, the biggest stringed
instrument recycling project in the
UK, will have disregarded
instruments for all kidz to have a go.
Songwriting sessions will be on
offer and kidz will have the chance
to be recorded in the Rockhopper
mobile studio.

THE STORYTELLERS
MARQUEE
John Row, the storytelling Wizard,
hosts this Marquee and his
dreamweavers include Pag’s Instant

Wadsworth’s Artist Masterclass,
Experimakers’ camera-less
photography, and Explosive Science
Shows with Coke and Mento.
There’s also The Magic Garden’s
Over The Rainbow. Sircas Circus is
a renewable-energy-powered venue
where you can experience music,
theatre and circus skills workshops.
The Rainbow Theatre presents
A Midsummer Night’s Dream.

Meanwhile the many, mad
walkabouts include Socktopuses
and The Underwater Adventure,
Velvet Marbles, Gorilla Hugs, The
Moaner Lisa, and Bonny & Clyde.

LITTLE KIDZ AREA
Tiny tots will also feel at home in the
Field's little kidz area, a safe, fencedin-space at the top of the Field with
its own mini-playground, sandpit and
helpers. There’s Kidz Karaoke, fab
soft play, the Pirate Ship, and a book
and toy library. Tatty Bumpkin run
yoga-inspired classes for babies
and children. Tumbletots encourage
kids to climb, jump, roll to help
stimulate body awareness. Music
House For Children present
bespoke storytelling and music play.
Silly Science teach how to make
bottle rockets and various other
science stuff. And Creative Kids
Workshop have a UV Den and
sensory experience space with
jungle and underwater themes.
The National Childbirth Trust
provide baby changing, bathing,
food and feeding facilities, as well
as provisions and advice to help
those with very young kidz here.

FREE ENTRY
THE LEGENDARY
KIDZ FIELD FACE
PAINTERS
Here you'll find the most fantastic
facepainters in the world! There’s
also an outbreak of hair braiding,
and beading from Facepak, Richard
Langford’s Facepaint Artists, Nam
Nam’s, Cheshire Cats and Starfish.

OUT & ABOUT
In the Field you’ll find The World
Famous Kidz Field Castle, Circus
Fudge presenting Blunderfudge,
Free Tibet’s workshops, Paul

Glastonbury Festival observes the
UN Convention on the Rights of the
Child, Article 31: “The right of the
child to rest and leisure, to engage
in play and recreational activities
and to participate FREELY in
cultural life and the arts.”
It is for this reason that ALL
children of 12 and under enter
the Festival for free.
The Kidz Field is open 14.0019.00 on Thurs and 09.00-19.00
Fri, Sat and Sun. Detailed
timings for the different shows
will be listed on blackboards
around the Field each day.
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e
To the east of the sit
between the Acoustic
Stage and William’s
Green right up to The
Field Of Avalon

THE THEATRE &
CIRCUS FIELDS
Bursting with a billion brilliant acts, teaming with a trillion thrills and spills,
there is so much to see and do here – make sure you don’t miss a trick!
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I

Briefs: an act
that's all men,
make-up and
serious skills!

f you think you’ve seen it all
before in life, head over and be
prepared to eat your hat. Within
three fields you’ll find a delicious
array of ne’er-do-wells doing
brilliantly, big names giving big
entertainment, funny people,
strange folk, wandering weirdness,
talking, stalking, eye-popping
walkabouts, danger, diversity and
some performances that are just
wonderfully strange. But don’t just
take our word for it. Come spend
your time with us and witness it
yourself at Theatre & Circus!
We’re here to help you create
memories... to experience things
that will stay with you for years to
come – moments that you had to be
there to believe. You’ll definitely
want to be a part of this creative,
varied and downright doolally area
of the Festival.
Did you ever think you’d see a
sword-swallower? OK, maybe…
But did you think you’d ever get the
chance to watch one swallow
swords while back-flipping? Ariel
Manx does just that. Be advised, this
is not a trick, this is life or death in a
single spin of the body. If that fails to
impress, then swing by for outdoor
animated aerial performances,
suspended by counterweight from
the sides of our giant La Folly.
Ladybirds larger than life will be
wandering around a field. There’s
also Titan the Robot – kids and
adults alike love him – and look out
for a 6ft2 Irish woman and an
extremely funny American Clown –
they’re The Very Devils! You can
also link in with The Chain, part of
our partnership with Arts Council
England, a random chain of
slapstick blunders each triggering a
domino effect with hilarious results.
There’s The Anthropic Organ,
an amazing installation – statues,
levers, pulleys and a nefarious
organ grinder who magically brings
everything to life. And, for an
intellectual, funny and thoughtprovoking 60 minutes you can
discover X&Y Twin Primes where
theatre, mathematics and humour
navigate the known and unknown
reaches of the universe.
If a bit of vaudeville, shock-value,
trash tickles your fancy then Briefs
is for you – all men, make-up and
yo-yos, it’s burlesque with balls, a
riot of savage gender benders. Or,
if you’re craving a spot of cheeky

comedy then don’t miss the clean
cut, “future of comedy” that is Mr
Matt Richardson – he’s fast, furious
and a little bit rude.
Throughout the Fields you will be
continuously surprised. You can
catch shows on the Outside Circus
stage, The Summer House or
Sensation Seekers, each of them
packing their own punch with lively
and often bonkers performances.
There are also lots of other stages
that are dotted throughout the area
and which feature world-class street
shows for your delectation. You can
also head into the larger tents,
Circus Big Top, Cabaret and The
Astrolabe, and lose yourself in the
compelling worlds within… Once
experienced, never forgotten.
Whatever you do – get involved!
Contort yourself crazy with the
world’s largest Twister game every
morning; dance yourself dizzy with
the legendary global sell-outs The
Sensational Cuban Brothers, or just
zone out in the garden and let your
eyes feast on the spectacles
passing by and be astonished
by Cardistry – premium card
manipulation – don’t blink or you’ll
miss a trick!

...keep your
eyes peeled for
some deliciously
dark, anarchic
theatre
There’s also the chance to get
physical, go workshop crazy and do
something you never thought you
would… Join the Slackline School
and get a taste of the incredible and
addictive sport of slacklining – a
dynamic balance-based art similar
to tightrope. And, if you want to go
higher still, then do it! Face your fear
with the Crate Stack Challenge step
by step… if you dare? And while
we’re talking daring, check out the
Ninja Parkour and Freerunning team
as they run wild and all over the
place with their freestyle feats.
Maybe, you can try your hand (and
feet) at teetering along a tightrope in
a daredevil workshop with the very
man who walked the highest wire at
last year’s Festival – come and fly in
the face of fear! And staying up in
the air you can catch Paul Evans, an
amazing static trapeze artiste. Look
up, and don’t miss Above and

Beyond’s daily trapeze workshops.
For something refreshingly
different, take one woman, a ukulele,
a piano, a sombrero, a feather duster
and a fake moustache, and be ready
to discover the musical comedian
and YouTube sensation Vicky
Arlidge with her one-woman show.
And keep your eyes peeled for
some deliciously dark, anarchic
theatre as Ramshacklicious return
with a new subversive, mesmerising
show called Grime.
After a two-year visa struggle we
are delighted to host the UK’s
premiere of Swagatam by Circus
Kathmandu, the performing arm
of Nepal’s only social circus
programme, made up of trafficking
survivors rescued from exploitation
within India. It’s a must-see!
Everyone likes to clown around
at the Festival, but none more
spectacularly and impressively than
Le Navete Bete, whose madcap
show, with acrobatics, mime, circus
history and a unicycle on fire, is
totally family-friendly, but remember,
a clown can get away with murder!
There’s a constant stream of
entertainment in these Fields.
Where else would you find a fusion
of the apocalyptic Mad Max
walkabout of High Rise Rubber,
and Shakespeare’s Summer
Of Love, a ’60s stroll through
psychedelic snippets of
Shakespeare’s funniest love scenes,
with the 1621 Theatre Company.
The brilliant Roy Hutchins presents
Heathcote Williams’ The Poetry
Army – giving voice to the radical
words of many musical legends.
While we’re speaking of words,
Michael Rosen, one of Britain’s
best-known children’s writers and
performers, brings us a mix of
poems, chat and songs – with
questions from you and answers
from him. You’re also likely to come
across Touretteshero and Captain
Hotknives, who form the unlikely and
unpredictable duo, Tourettes Bipolar
Alliance, with biscuits, swearing and
songs about animals having sex – if
you’re easily offended, don’t tune
in… otherwise, absolutely do!
You can spend all day in these
amazing Fields. And since night
time is wild, visually impelling and
provocative, that’s the best time
to seek out Joe Rush’s riot of
combustibles with vehicles and fire
and things that go bang in the night!
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‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT ! ››

The Cuban
Brothers

east of the site,
in the theatre &
Circus
Fields, south of
th
Circus Field itself e
, east
of West holts

A glut of delights, a feast of the fantastical, world-class comedy,
poetry, words and late-night cabaret… plus all sorts all over the Field.
The Cuban Brothers. Catch a firm
favourite of comedy, guitar-wielding
Steve Gribbin. Also worth seeking
out are The Lounge Kittens and
their heavy metal covers, and the
weird and wonderful Emily Bee.
New faces in The Cabaret Tent
this year include: Frank Sanazi, the
ubermeister of dark comedy; Paul
Dabek, with his devilishly deceptive
show of shadow puppetry and
magic; and Mik Artistik’s Ego Trip
causing consternation and chortles
with a genre-defying show.
Comperes for the weekend are
Stuart Goldsmith, Sally-Anne
Hayward, Arthur Smith, Craig
Campbell, Paddy Bramwells,
Carl Donnelly, Charmian
Hughes, Andrew Maxwell,
Peewee Murray, Dave Thompson
and Barry Castagnola.

Feeding
The Fish

Poetry & Words
Jam-packed with top quality,
international poetic talent, Poetry &
Words offers you a veritable feast of
spoken word, stand-up poetry,
performance poetry and poetrymusic fusions. The deliciously
verbose performers this year include
Porky the Poet, Phill Jupitus’

Rob Auton

the Cabaret tent
This tent will be filled with names
you know and names you’ll be
looking out for once you’ve seen
them there. Why not bring a
cushion, rug or blanket and make a
day of it? It's a great opportunity to
pass the time laughing, thinking and
then laughing some more. The tent
features a steady stream of around
068
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30 acts throughout the day and
night – mostly aimed towards an
adult audience…
Introduced by the finest MCs,
notably Arthur Smith, the tent
presents some of the finest standups currently on tour: Mark Steel
gives us Reason To Be Cheerful,
there’s "accidental comedian" Doc
Brown, Tom Slade – the stand-up

with magnetic presence – and Paul
Currie, the clown-archist from the
Kesh Republic.
There’s also Josh Widdicombe,
Feeding The Fish, Four Poofs &
A Piano, Robin Ince and Marcus
Brigstocke. Come and see Steve
Rawlings, the juggler who’s as
funny as he is clever. Or shake your
maracas, booty and more with

poetic alter-ego; Rob Auton,
Official Website Poet in Residence;
plus superstars of the poetry world
Michael Rosen and John Hegley.
On Saturday at 19.10 come see
The Dinner Party – Circomedia
Graduates present an intriguing and
clever parody of the middle-class
dinner party. Cringingly honest
and witty, it includes partial nudity
and... raw onions!
Bursting with flavour, inspiration
and jaw-droppingly awesome
wordplay, this is a corner of the
Festival you really won’t want to
pass by. And, if all this is stirring
something in your soul, then you can
take part in the Saturday afternoon
open mic or Sunday evening slam?
Just pop in and ask for more details.
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sensation seekers staGe
Do you want something a little bit
different? Sassy? Stupendous?
Sensational even? Look no further
than this red-curtained, heartpumping stage that features Twister,
the infamous Dick Pulsing, freaks,
crooners, happy-chappy rappers,
ladies up ladders, a man on the
moon, a blast of the '80s, some
sirens, some belles, a taste of
anarchic cooking, a super-hero with
tourettes and the vocal gymnastics
of The Beatbox Collective. And
that’s just in the day!

Wheel of
Four Tunes

At night fun will be drummed into
you with Weapons Of Mass
Destruction, The Illuminaughty
Ball and for one night only there’s
something to get seriously excited
about… The Cuban Brothers.
There’s the ever-popular Wheel of
Four Tunes returns - a guilty
musical pleasure hosted by a couple
of loose-screwed Power Rangers.
There are also BeauBowBelles,
Scarlet Lady, Professor
Elemental, George Orange,
Michael Campari & The Solar
System, Felicity Footloose,
George Egg, The Sirens,
The Monsters of Schlock,
TourettesHero & Captain
Hotknives and a very, very quick
flash of Les Ooh La Las. It will all
be whipped in to shape by your

incredible hosts: Pete Dobbing,
Little Arif, Annabelle Holland
and Hazel Anderson.

on the Ground in bella’s Field
Insect Circus
Museum

the ridGe and FurroW bar
The ever-popular Ridge & Furrow
bar has been transformed to be at
the British seaside this year, with
some extra treats in store. There you
can relax while seagulls swoop
overhead and white fluffy clouds
drift by, surrounded by old-fashioned
beach huts in which to don your
bathing suit. There will be the usual
extras, including sticks of Ridge &
Furrow rock and comfortable places
to sit whatever the weather. The bar
provides DJ entertainment during
the day and, when night falls, you’d
better take your bathing suit off and
put your gladrags on.

MaveriCks
Mavericks’ Late-Night Cabaret is
a warm, friendly, intimate venue
with cherry-picked artists from the
Theatre & Circus Fields performing
late and close-up.
The stars run on improvisation and
live interaction, a rare combination
which keeps the heart of showbusiness pumping. With 100 plush
comfy seats set at tables and further
space for standing, Mavericks
opens at 23.00 with a hot band
before the venue runs full-on from
midnight through to 03.00.
The comperes are: Friday – Amy
Misbehave; Saturday – Dave Id;
Sunday – Peewee Murray.
The line-up changes each night,
but look out for Adrienne Truscott,
Betty Dykes, Pick & Mix Circus
and Professor Elemental.

Monsters
of Schlock

During the day in the Field you can
play mechanised organs, get your
hair crimped, witness sound
installations, do art, see oddities!

the anthropic organ
A gaudy assemblage of reclaimed
organ pipes, automated gilt
statues, bells, gongs and drums;
and levers, pulleys, cogs, wheels
and knobs that you can play.
11.00-18.30 daily, with shows
at 13.00, 15.00 and 17.00.

stuff & things
A sound installation, audiObscura
pop the lid on the conventional
with a surrealist, absurdist and
highly quizzical take on the
everyday. Curious?
By Bella’s Bridge,
13.00-17.00 daily.

ramshacklicious – Grime
A 60-minute show that follows the
trials and tribulations of a family
intent on survival in harsh times.
It's a real-life, modern-day soap
opera that you need to tune in to!
Daily at dusk.

scott Walker’s up against
the Wall
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the People’s Front room
Feel the camaraderie of a
strangely familiar-yet-surreal
environment where creativity,
artistry, live music and
performance combine.
14.00-18.00 and 22.00-03.00,
daily.

sketch out with rose Popay
You’ll be in sketches, painting
without numbers and posing
for portraits
11.00-15.00, daily.

total eclipse of the head
Let the music inspire you – and
have a whole new hairdo! Crimp
it up, why don't you!
12.00-18.00, daily.

sol Cinema
The world’s smallest mobile
movie theatre powered entirely
by the sun.
Six hours of films, daily.

sam sebastian
Witness the impossible with Sam,
Internationally awarded magician
and mentalist.
Bella’s Garden, daily.

Paint pens and the collective spirit
of creativity make gorgeous
artworks. It's playful, funny and
a little bit wild.
13.00-19.00, daily.

titillate & Create

insect Circus Museum

Glam stan

Spanning more than three
centuries – and many continents –
visit the finest museum of its kind
in the whole world!
12.00-00.00, daily.

A one-man musical fiasco,
be prepared to help Glam Stan
lose his status.
12.30, 14.30 and 17.30 in
Bella’s Garden, daily.

daemon & doppelganger

Cardistry with daniel John

Relax and enjoy the tactile
experience of discovering your
lookalike in clay.
11.00-19.00, daily.

Impressive, breathtaking trickery.
Don’t miss an, er, trick!
16:00, Saturday and Sunday
in Bella’s Garden.

Tongue-in-cheek, beautiful
doodles recreated in the form of a
live-art menagerie like no other...
15.00-19.30, daily.
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THE CIRCUS FIELD

To the east of th
e
site, the Circus Fie
sits between gleb ld
eland
and the West
Holts stage

If Willy Wonka opened a theme park called Circus World, then this is what it would look like...
CirCus Big Top
This is where you’ll find cutting-edge
contemporary circus with 14 hours
of non-stop entertainment every day.
Far removed from the traditional
image of slapstick clowns and tailcoated ringmasters, you will find a
pumping, adrenaline-fuelled mix of
physical dynamism coupled with
grace and beauty, stunningly
blended with a dash of comedy and
a great big dollop of “Wow!”.
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Opening each morning with
the banging sounds of Big Beat
before amazing comperes Bunny
Morethan, Mike Raffone, Miss
Behave, Dave Chameleon and
The Mighty Gareth guide you
through over 40 acts a day all the
way to the intoxicating late-night
headliner Briefs, The Second
Coming – a vaudeville trash show
with bare-cheeked comedy, sizzling
skills and a whole heap more.

Before that there’s stunning
aerial rope and silk acts from Zara
Macbeth and Joanne Palmer,
and Arbor Circus defy gravity with
their amazing aerial cradle. From
Tanzania The Black Eagles bring
the liveliest smiliest, acrobatics
show around, and the beautiful
Yvette Du Sol presents the first
ever contortion act on a pole!
Circus Sideshow legend
and multi-world-record-holder

Space Cowboy brings his Monster
Sideshow featuring acrobatic sword
swallower Ariel Manx, the freakish
Lizardman and the voluptuous Zoe
L’Amore – all heartstopping stunts
and feats of daring. You’ll also be
able to see the UK’s premiere of
Swagatam, with Circus
Kathmandu. And there are worldclass jugglers: Jon U, Pete
Matthews, Sebastien Valade and
Steve Rawlings. There are slack
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ouTside CirCus sTage
For an entertaining, family-friendly
outing, the eastern end of the Circus
Field houses the Outside Circus
Stage. Brim-full of street-wise
performers, be prepared for
comperes who heckle and enjoy the
lunatic antics of the showmen and
women. Expect the unexpected…
be ready to go on stage and be
pushed to the edge of public
humiliation, only to be pulled back
in and applauded with respect.
There’ll be risqué glances,
visceral excitement and sudden
rewards, all waiting to be discovered
at this hub of delight. You can catch
Snap Boogie as he combines
popping, locking and breaking with
acrobatics and comedy. Gazzo
astounds with his sleight of hand
and colourful repartee. And bold
as brass, and sliding up the scale,
the funky New York Brass Band
provide a foot-stomping soundtrack.
With its tiered seats and
wonderful ambience, the Outside
Circus Stage produces shows with
a unique and relentless energy with
plenty of anarchy, with a little help
Maple
Staplegun

CirCus ground sHoWs
Around the Field you’ll find even
more going on, such as:

The Birthday party

grow old because we stop playing.
From Thursday to Sunday. See
the Field for times.

Is it your birthday? Celebrate in
style with balloons, cake and a
cracking game of pass the parcel.
But will there be a donkey with
a tail to pin on it?
17.30 in the Juggling Marquee,
daily.

above & Beyond

Howie Bailey

The Cockatoo

Amazing circus archive projections
to come and enjoy.
Dusk till dawn,
Thursday-Monday.

A travelling Cocktail Emporium
with Wild Bird Women Mixologists
and Revolving Bird Cage Stage.
Featuring aerial hooping, fire fans
and contortion from Chivaree
Circus and the Clowns of
Wildheart & Lyric.
Performances on Friday,
Saturday, Sunday at 15.00,
18.00 and 23.00.

rodeo Bull and Milking
parlour
Free rides and games.
12.00-15.00 and 16.00-19.00,
daily.

Joe Hoare’s laughter
Workshops

Feel the freedom, explore and
enjoy trapeze as a workshop
and then as a show!
A three-hour workshop, daily,
and a 50min show. See the
Field for times.

Joseph Peace

The best festival hangover cure:
60 minutes of laughter!
11.00-12.00 in the Juggling
Marquee, daily.

Merry-go-round
Free rides for children of all sizes!
12.00-14.30 and 15.00-17.00,
daily.

andrew parkin
Too many balls are juggled.
Disaster is surely imminent!
Daily.

Bosco Circus

rope walking from the extraordinary
Anispitos; diabolo from Donald
Grant; precision manipulation from
Grant Goldie; and a stunning,
water-drenched straps act from
Angeliki Nikolakaki.
Whether you drop in for 10
minutes or a few hours, you are
guaranteed to witness something
that will take your breath away,
where the impossible happens!
Ariel Manx
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from Rob Roy Collins, Maple
Staplegun, Mr Vita TNT show,
Great Dave and Kiki, Venus,
Carnival Collective, Herbie
Treehead, The Monsters
Of Schlock and the Famous
Rubberband Boy. All under the
watchful eyes of Mr Famos
Bramwells and Mr Gareth Jones.

Try your hands, feet and anything
else at these circus skills
workshops. Learn a new trick!
Three-hour workshop daily.
See the Field for times.

dynamix
Large-scale games. We don’t stop
playing because we grow old; we

Joseph peace
Late-night BMX fire.
Daily.

Triples Trapeze
Performing stunning trapeze from
the side of La Folly. Unmissable!
Two shows daily. See the Field
for times.
ALSO: The Bullzini Family
Funambulists, Lee Hayes Crate
Stack Challenge, F.R.E.E.
North Somerset, The Slackline
School or, for a spot of music by
the river, seek out Railroad Bill,
Jerri Hart, Delores Delight and
Andy Marshall by Bella’s Bridge.

in THe Field
The Circus Field is an exhilarating
wide-open space where non-stop
entertainments vie for your attention
all day and into the night. Famous
for its endless supply of walkabout
characters, musicians and clowns,
this Field is where you will stumble
upon amazing acts.
There’s the Glastonbury Free
Press, flying trapeze workshops and
displays, the juggling tent, silky
cabaret singers by Bella’s Bridge,
the rodeo bull, birthday parties,
slack rope walking and loads of
other crazy stuff! After dark there
are fire shows and the famous flying
trapeze spectacular.

Circus
Kathmandu
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GLEBELAND

ThE suMMEr housE

GLEBELAND

‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT ! ››

This southern slope offers something for everyone –
theatre, dance, music, air guitar... even deck chairs!

north of the Circ
us
Field, east of wi
lliam’s
green and south
of
the Kidz Field an
d
the Pilton Palais

Full of colour and vibrancy, The
Summer House will provide a burst
of flower power come rain (fingers
crossed) or shine! Ed Petrie
returns to bring a bit of BBC
glamour in an oasis of brilliant lowbrow charm while Aileen Wilkie
flies in to deliver her usual acerbic
Hawaiian Punch.
You can grab a deckchair and
check out a diverse mix of dance
styles, from the explosive to the
dynamic, including Exception-Elle,
a duo of female break-dancers, and
contemporary dance company
Beyond Repair, who deliver
innovative performances with
unusual styling. And, if you’re
looking for some laughs, then
look no further than Gloriator,

Gloriator

Mdxxxxx
00.00 Xxxxday

Airnadette

ThE AsTroLABE ThEATrE
This year is the 25th anniversary of
The Astrolabe, a dedicated Theatre
Tent at Glastonbury. You’re more
than welcome to celebrate this in
the 1,000capacity seated Big Top –
the one with the red and yellow
swirly stripes. The venue hosts a
broad range of international dance,
theatre and comedy, a handpicked
crop of great talent.
Highlights for 2014 include
electric folk act The Demon
Barbers, who bring some of the
UK’s most exciting young folk, hiphop and break dancers, and were
voted Radio 2 Best Live Folk Act in
2009, and there's also scratch DJ
Wax On. In addition, you'll find the
Stephen Frost Impro Allstars,
with their particular style of no
script, no rehearsals, with plenty of
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big, big laughs and comedy
improvisation. And there's the wellknown face of Phill Jupitus. The
stunning BlackSkyWhite from
Moscow, return with their new show,
Magritte RGB, a show grounded on
the universes created by artist René

Charmian
Hughes

Magritte and author Lewis Carroll.
Twin Primes, featuring TV
presenter Professor Marcus du
Sautoy, shouldn’t be missed, nor
should the ever-popular Jonathan

Kay, who helps to breathe life into
imaginations long locked away.
Gird your loins for the biggest
airband in the galaxy, Airnadette –
the spoof rock band who deliver
We Will Dub You. And you can also
catch Circus Geeks with their new
show, Down-Up – "Challenging the
idea that a Yo-Yo is something that
comes out of a Christmas cracker,
Down-Up shows you a world you
never knew you could fall in love
with," says one reviewer!
Other acts to watch out for
include: Rod Laver, Roy Hutchins’
The Poetry Army, The
Black Eagles, Le Navet
Bete, Andi Neate,
all served up by
accomplished
comperes Charmian
Hughes and Dan Evans.

a one-woman, awe-inspiring
production of bravery, honour – and
costumes made out of cardboard!
Family friendly, and not to be
missed, are The Low Keys and the
Wilder Men, a troupe of musicians,
actors and poets from Northern
Ireland, who bring the ancient
tradition of Mumming and Celtic
folklore to life through song, story
and dance. Donald Grant gives us
a flash of his Diabolo skills and, yes,
he is wearing a kilt. Pronghorn
return to celebrate their 14th year
at the Festival. Other great acts to
catch: Bowjangles, Cardboard
Fox, 1623 Theatre Company
and the Guns Of Navarone. Finally,
if you need a little pick-me-up
or a whole lot of love, there’s some
lobsterlicious fun with Lekiddo,
Lord of the Lobsters.

Dan
Evans
glastonbury festivals.co.uk
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M UST-SEE AC TS

ground shows
Bramble FM
The cult radio show returns,
bringing chunky sounds and
chunky wheels (on their caravan)
to bring you a non-stop tour of all
the hits – and all the misses.
12.00-15.00, daily.

ZoieLogic dance Theatre
Presenting Stolen Wishes, a
gritty, raw, stomach-churning
experience, via a unique physical
theatre performance around a
360º-rotating metal machine.
15.15, 17.00 and 18.30, daily.

Jaipur Kawa Circus
Let yourself be led into a rarely
seen world through an inventive
show featuring the fusion of live
music, dance, puppetry, theatre
and breath-taking circus skills.
11.00 and 16.00, daily.

Creature Feature
Family favourites the Gorilla’s are
trooping back again this year.
15.00 Thursday and 12.00,
15.00 and 18.00, Fri-Sun.

The Pink Ladies Boutique
You’re invited into the Pampered
Pink Crew’s salon for a celebritystyle pamper and photo shoot.
12.00 and 15.00, daily.

Ministry of happy
This new government
department are sending
motivators down to the farm with
the brief: Get happy, stay happy.
13.00, daily.

The Monster
Sideshow

MUST-SEE ACTS
Hot tickets, high heels, bouffant hair, witticisms, monsters,
self-sculpting and things you should never try at home...
Monster sideshow
Witness the unimaginable daring
of some of the world’s craziest
sideshow freaks. Certainly not for
the faint-hearted!
Circus Big Top, daily.

Clayhead
Performance artist Tom
Campbell’s extraordinary selfsculpturing is always a hit.
15.30, daily.

‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT ! ››

All over Theatre
&
Circus, east of th
e site
stretching from
the
bottom of Acousti
c
down to Avalon

ride through popular culture.
The Astrolabe Theatre,
Glebeland, nightly.

Frank sanazi
This comedy trooper puts the fun
back into fundamentalism – and is
taking Europe by storm.
Bella’s Field, Cabaret Tent, daily.
The Fugitives

John Cooper Clarke

swing Boats
Traditional Victorian six-bay
swing boats. Come "sail" one!
11.00-19.00, daily.

Briefs,
The Second Coming

The name behind the hairstyle
makes a welcome return with his
fast-talking acidic witticisms.
Bella’s Field, Cabaret Tent,
Saturday, 22.40.

The Clayhead show
An enthralling spectacle that needs
to be seen to be believed as Tom
Campbell self-sculpts.
Glebeland, daily.

The Chinese Lion

Briefs, The second Coming

snap Boogie

Mik Artistik’s Ego Trip

Dating back nearly 2,000 years,
this ancient dance offers good
luck and good fortune to all.
18.00, daily.

If you like your circus with a splash
of sauce, be sure to dip in. Just don't
call it pants and don't expect the
Messiah, naughty or not.
Circus Big Top, daily.

This cracking US award-winning
body popper turned entertainment
legend making his debut at the
Festival. Give him a big hand!
The Outside Circus Stage, daily.

Often confrontational, usually
chaotic and always fun, with songs
about heartache, joy, misery and the
mundane. The ego has landed.
Glebeland, The Summer House,
daily.

The demon Barbers XL

dolly Mob

After their foot-stomping debut last
year they just had to return with their
folk, hip-hop, break-dance mix.
The Astrolabe Theatre in
Glebeland, daily.

Listen out for the intro and take part
in spontaneous Parton appreciation,
dancing along to the classic Jolene.
Everywhere, anytime.

After dark
On Thursday, Friday and
Saturday night at a little after
midnight, Joe Rush and The
Mutoid Waste Company will be
presenting their new show,
A Kiss On The Apocalypse in the
north-east corner of Glebeland.
It's a spectacular show. For full
details, see page 14.
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Airnadette
The biggest air-band in the entire
galaxy take you on a kaleidoscopic

The Fugitives
Wildly talented, folk-driven, spokenword artists from Canada.
Poetry & Words, Friday, 18.00.

The BeatBox Collective
Pushing the boundaries of the
human voice, this super-group of
award-wining vocal artists bring
their mesmerising show and mustgo-to workshops – you could be
taking a great new skill home!
Bella’s Field, Sensation Seekers
Stage, daily.
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Andrew Melia

‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT ! ››

They're all over
the
Theatre and Circ
us
Fields, so just he
ad
to the far east of
the
Festival site

Walkabouts
& RiseR stages
These in-your-face acts and satellite stages offer everything from the
ridiculously difficult to the just plain absurd... what’s not to like?
WalKaBouTs
Have your cameras on charge and
prepare to capture those really silly
selfies as the biggest selection of
street theatre acts in the country
take to the Theatre & Circus Fields
once more. Don’t be shy, these acts
won’t bite, so get in amongst them!
Around the fields you find all kinds
of things going on, such as:

influential street theatre acts in the
world, a class above the rest, this
polished company have always been
a Glastonbury must-see. Who can
forget their courting police officers,
'national no smiling day' and the
nudist? This year look out for the
iconic coneheads.

popular acts, this pioneering 8ft-tall,
fully animatronic and articulated,
interactive robot is spellbinding.
Technical wizardry, mesmerising
light and sound effects all combine
to produce a spectacle straight out
of a science fiction film. Even
George Lucas would be impressed!

The Jaipur Kawa Brass Band

Well-travelled and even better
dressed, these two bright and
cheerful characters have seen it
all, courtesy of a two-metre-high
stilt bike and some of the best
patter around.

Cyberstein's
Titan, The Robot

A spectacular group of Rajasthani
gypsies presenting a wild repertoire,
from traditional Indian classics
to popular Bollywood hits. With
authentic brightly coloured
costumes, these highly talented
musicians and dancers deliver
a rousing performance.

The Natural Theatre Company

Cyberstein’s Titan, The Robot

Bootworks Theatre

One of the most popular and

Far and away one of our most

Presenting a range of playful

The Dapper Chaps
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scenes, sketches and performances
in their world-famous Red Box
installations. The Red Boxes are
small, self-contained booth stages
mounted on top of beautiful bright
red tricycles. This year’s show
features the excellent Sleeping
Trees Theatre.

The Cloudmen
Inspired by the popular Belgian
surrealist artist René Magritte, these
serene and sublime ‘walks of art’
incorporate the artist’s signature
elements – the Businessman, the
Umbrella, the Apple and the
magnificent blue sky with perfect
clouds. See them day and night –
either way it's pretty trippy.

Fairly Famous Family
The local Life Guards, perched on
their high chairs, attempt to keep
the fun strictly under control, and
anyone caught petting can expect
to be severely admonished!
Meanwhile, The Liver Cottage
mobile kitchen serves up fusion food
on the move, blurring the boundaries
between ‘traditional’ and
‘contemporary’, ‘urban’ and ‘rural’,
‘fresh’ and ‘best before June 1972’.
The family will also be presenting
their ever-popular parody Anyone
For Tennis?.
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GaTEWaY RIsER sTaGE

1623 Theatre
Company

1623 Theatre Company
Presenting Midsummer Magic –
embracing natural beauty and
mischief in equal measure, this
Midsummer Night’s Dream-inspired
performance follows a mischievous
group of sprites and fairies as they
play a trick on the bossy Fairy
Queen, Titania. With audience
participation and song, 'tis fun for all.
Also performing:
Masters Of The Kazooniverse,
The Curious Eyebrows,
Ozmoses, The Very Devils,
Wayne And Wanda, The
Ladybirds, Original Mixture,
Rimski’s Piano, Strangelings,
Zoid Productions, The
Trifleenees, Artemis, The Sirens,
Fair Play, Peep Show, Mik
Artistik’s Ego Trip, Swank, Big
Rory And Co., The Venetian
Belles, Rishi Gordon, Canopy,

The Tea Ladies
On Tour

Jay Rawlings, The2Men, The
Twitchit Freak Cabaret, Andrew
Melia, Osborne & What, Ear
Dentist Of The Mind, Cocoloco,
The Tea Ladies On Tour,
Madame D’Orificio, Darius
Magic, Sav The Deceptionist,
The Bureau Of Random Acts,
World Roots, The Other Halves,
Vamos Theatre, Twisted
Dreams, The Troll, Amused
Bouche, High Rise Rubber,
Engineering For Dummies,
Noisy Oyster, Vertigo Stilts,
Physical Physicians,
Richard Handley,
Stickleback Plasticus,
The Red Hot Frilly
Kickers, Fantastico,
The Bolshi Ballerinas,
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Ninja Parcour, The Lost Men,
The Buzzing Bees, Kevin (Bozo)
Brooking, Rachel Ponsonby,
Electricat, Miss Mess, Gary
(Gacko) Bridgens, Natural
Diversions, Circomedia,
The Ugs, Lurk Theatre, The
Flamborough Trolls, The Druids,
VIP Giraffes, Tom Campbell, Lily
La Plume, The Dream, Animal
Noise Sound Sculpture, and
The Sergeant Majors.

CIRCus CENTRal
RIsER sTaGE
Needing little more than a blank
stage, the performers here will
showcase a breathtaking array of
skills and unbounded talent. Find
Circus Central in the Circus Field.
Roll up and appreciate the ability
of Angie Mack, a woman who can
throw some serious shapes with
hoops. Find out about The
Independent Caribbean
Republic of Santa Candela – a
territory of peace and good mood. It
has a population of one: Candela
Josefina Del Castillo Silva.
At Circus Central you can go on a
frenzied journey with Dan the Hat,
be amazed at his dazzling yo-yo
tricks and his jaw-dropping hat
manipulation. And, direct from
Australia, and known to the media
as "Comedy’s hottest juggling
sensation", James Bustar has a
show packed full of hilarious antics,
mayhem and juggling. And, talking
of heat, Mamadoo presents a
hypnotic, elegant and original fire
show that is stunningly
beautiful. Moving to
something somewhat surreal,
be certain to watch Barren
Carousel, an aerial show that
combines an otherworldly
garden, outrageous
feats, acrobatic
prowess, ridiculous
displays of
affection and a tapCandela dancing carrot…

Found on the slopes of Glebeland,
the Gateway Riser will, without fail,
deliver you the best in harebrained
tomfoolery, madcap music and a
gamut of everything in between.
Featuring Herbie Treehead, a man
with no skill, no talent and no art, but
full of playful fun, dreams and cake,
with the odd song thrown in.
Also there you’ll find Big Beat
drumming up an audience on
various bits of discarded industrial
waste, it’s irresistible rhythmic fun.
At Gateway, you’ll also find the fun
and impressive Mal Webb on a
vocal adventure. The songwriter
and multi-instrumentalist will be
performing solo on Friday and
Saturday and as part of the
formidable Vegetable Sound
System on Sunday.
Timings will be posted at the stage.

THE PaVEMENT sTaGE
With a strong flavour of London's
Covent Garden – but you won’t
have to part with a penny – the
Pavement Stage is where you can
discover the world-class, ancient art
of serious street performance. Find
it on the corner of Circus Road
and keep your eyes peeled for an
astonishing fusion of street dance,

mime and comedy from Shandy
South. Or you can travel back
in time to the '80s with the.
irrepressible Felicity Footloose.
If you fancy seeing something you
may never have seen before, buckle
up for Silver – funny, off-the-wall
and still in need of medication.
If you want to know what a real man
looks like, then don’t miss the dizzy
heights of Pete Dobbing. And you
can take part in Mike Raffone’s
spectacular dance finale.
Timings will be posted at the stage.

a lITTlE MoRE sENsaTIoN
The home of off-the-wall,
unpredictable, effervescent and
downright bonkers acts who’ve
travelled from the far corners of the
world to entertain you, A Little More
Sensation is a stage that provides
sensations – phenomenal ones!
Look out for George Orange, from
Chicago, via the moon; Maple
Staplegun who has escaped from
the office and onto the streets; and
don’t miss Hijinx Theatre as they
try out for the world's first all-male
synchronised swimming team. Plus
you can get your groove amid the
laughter with Faces Of Disco –
they’re fit, funny and fabulous!
Timings will be posted at the stage.

The Cloudmen
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PILTON PALAIS
Statler & Waldorf, hobbits, space travellers, Minions, Hell’s Angels,
backing singers and a dog wearing glasses. It's the cinema for everyone!
‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT

! ››
At the bottom
of the
Acoustic St
ag
the north ea e field, to
st of the site
,
just above Gl
ebel
Theatre & Ci and in
rcus

14.00 Mr Peabody &
Sherman (3D)
A dog adopts a boy and
travels through time. They
both wear glasses in a
homage to Elvis Costello.

16.00 Film Making Masterclass
Scripting, editing, filming, everything
is laid bare in this special workshop.
Leave with your own movie!

17.30 Mission To Lars
Critically acclaimed docu about one
man with autism whose dream is to
meet the Metallica man.

Muppets
Most Wanted

18.45 Film Making Masterclass

13.30 Saturday

T

He PILTON PALAIS IS A STATe OF
the art digital cinema with
Dolby 3D that will this year be
hosting not only movies but practical
film-making master classes on
Friday and Sunday afternoons from
16.00. Subjects covered will be
scripting, shooting and editing a
short movie, and how to make a
green-screen advert. Sponsored
by members of the UK film-making
industry, these classes will let
anyone involved take copies of their
film or advert home with them.

Thursday
13.00 Despicable Me 2 (3D)
Minion-infested mirth as Gru falls in
love while investigating inevitable
villainous activity – all good slapstick
fun, and with the voices of Steve
Carell and Kristen Wiig.

15.00 ender’s Game
Harrison Ford stars in this sci-fi
shoot-out between alien forces and
a teenager who’s played far too
many computer games.

Come step behind the camera again!
passing George Clooney. Far
fetched? No, it really could happen!

19.00 The Zero Theorem
A computer hacker roams a typically
bizarre world – as created by that
true genius Terry Gilliam – in an
effort to find the reason for human
existence – just like a trip to
Shangri-La, but it’s a movie. With
the brilliant Christoph Waltz.

21.00 Some Kind Of Monster
A documentary filmed in 2004 that
takes a sneak peek at the world of
tomorrow's Pyramid headliners
Metallica. Will get you in the mood
for a little bit of Sandman...

00.00 Dexy’s Nowhere
Is Home
Docu-film tracing Dexy’s Midnight
Runners’ residency at The Duke
Of York Theatre in London and
the release of their album One Day
I’m Going To Soar last year.

01.30 Wake In Fright
A Deliverance-flavoured Australian
horror film originally released in
1971 and now restored and widely
acclaimed as a classic. With Donald
Pleasence. (Ends at approx. 03.28.)

Friday
11.00 The Lego Movie (3D)
Gravity

17.00 Gravity (3D)
Oscar-scooping space drama
starring Sandra Bullock and a
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The perfect hangover cure – a
nation of Lego people are
threatened with glue and one hero
has to save them all. Not as mad as
it sounds... it's madder! Everything
about it is simply awesome !

help families and children who live
on rubbish dumps around the world.

18.00 Beggars Of Life with
music by The Dodge Brothers
A 1928 movie starring Wallace
Beery and Louise Brooks about
everyday American vagabonds with
live music by Mark Kermode’s jazz
combo The Dodge Brothers.

20.00 The Hobbit:
The Desolation Of Smaug (3D)
Part two of The Hobbit trilogy with
dragons, elves and beards. Classic.

23.00 Inside Llewyn Davis
The Coen Brothers’ insightful film
tracing a week in the life of a folk
singer in Greenwich Village in 1961,
with a top song by Justin Timberlake.

01.30 The Double
Richard Ayoade brings
Dostoyevsky's novella to the big
screen as a black comedy with Jesse
Eisenberg and Mia Wasikowska.
(Ends at approx. 03.03.)

Sunday

20.00 Locke

11.00 Frozen (3D)
The Singalong Version

A critically acclaimed drama, it's a
proper suspense movie with Tom
Hardy on the receiving end of a lifechanging phone call.

Disney does Hans Christian
Andersen with princesses aplenty, a
bit of ice and a hilarious snowman. It
just needs you to come singalong!

22.00 Filth

Maleficent

Irvine Welsh’s novel transfers to the
silver screen with James McAvoy as
everyone’s favourite bipolar cop.

00.00 Swedish House Mafia –
Leave The World Behind
Follow the Mafia trio on tour and on
the cusp of major success last year.

01.45 American Interior

13.30 Maleficent (3D)

Super Furry Animals’ Gruff Rhys’
pilgrimage to America to find a lost
tribe of Welsh-speaking Native
Americans who he’s distantly
related to. (Ends at approx. 03.17.)

Angelina Jolie as a vindictive fairy
who meddles with a princess.

Saturday
11.00 Rio 2 (3D)
An everyday tale of a family split
between the joys of city life and a
rural existence, except it’s two
macaws and their three macaw kids.

13.30 Muppets Most Wanted
Rick Gervais. A jewel heist. Kermit’s
double. Tony Bennett. A bear who
tells jokes. A pig who does karate...

15.00 Small Steps
Documentary Premiere –
Children Of The Dump
followed by a Q&A
A film by the Small Steps charity, a
humanitarian project attempting to

16.00 Film Making Masterclass
Scripting, editing, filming. Come be
an auteur! And... action!

20.00 Tracks
The story of a young woman who
decides to travel across the desert
in Australia with her camels.

22.30 Calvary
The story of a priest tackling the big
questions of life after he’s
threatened during confession.

00.30 Grand Budapest Hotel
Wes Anderson’s most recent, with
murder, love and all points between.

02.30 Last American Outlaw
Docu following Hell’s Angel George
Christie as he retraces the Easy
Rider movie. (Ends at approx. 03.47.)
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THE GREEN FIELDS

‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT ! ››

e,
At the south of the sit
stretching from around
the Old Railway Line
right up to the
Sacred Space

THE GREEN FIELDS
The place for new ideas, therapies, traditional crafts, relaxation, solar-powered
entertainment and natural whole food. It's the epicentre of Glastonbury Festival.

I

f the main stage is the pulse of
this vibrant festival, the Green
Fields are its spirit: 60 acres of
quiet optimism, keeping alive the
vision and principles that have
inspired Glastonbury since the first
gathering here 44 years ago.
You can wander up into this
network of small fields from where
you can look down on the immense,
buzzing pop-up city. Here you can
pick a quiet spot to relax, enjoy
some wonderful organic food, and
be entertained in small intimate
venues – while at the same time
enjoying glimpses into the future.
If you believe that humans can live
in a better way, this is where you will
find encouragement from kindred
spirits with inspiring blueprints and
practical guides on how you can
build a fairer sustainable world,
powered by the sun and the wind –
and pure imagination!
Here, among the sound of wind
chimes and drums is a place to
celebrate being alive and to explore

glastonbury festivals.co.uk
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the idea that our survival and
fulfilment does not need to be driven
by consumption and competition.
It’s a chance to participate in new
and old ways of living, from
technological innovations to tribal
dances, from spiritual awakenings to
eco-build solutions – and all in a
truly tranquil environment.
If you are interested in ways of
fulfilling yourself without exploiting
others, take a walk in the Green
Fields and learn how commerce can
be fair, soapboxes can be provoking
and food can be political.
The area is a vast playground for
kids of all ages. In The Field Of
Avalon you can immerse yourself in
music, poems and performance. In
the Healing Field you can have a
laugh at a laughter workshop. Or by
the Stone Circle in King’s Meadow
you can take time out from the
festivities to enjoy some tranquillity.
In the Green Futures and
Greenpeace Fields you will find
ideas for responding effectively to

the Earth’s challenges. And, in the
Green Kids Area you can visit Yoko
Ono’s Peace Tower project and
make a wish under the oak tree.
In the Green Crafts Village you
can learn to use a kiln or a forge.
And, in the Tipi Field, you’ll find the
largest encampment of tipis in
Europe, celebrating traditions from
every corner of the planet.
Peace, compassion and
understanding are big words but in
the Green Fields you’ll meet people
with practical ways of finding them
and making them real – principles
that inspired the first gathering at
Worthy Farm and drove it to become
the great event it is today.

FIRST STOP – INFORMATION
First Stop offers guidance and
support to help you make the most
of the Green Fields. For advice and
recommendations find it at the front
of the Green Futures Field in a
round, blue marquee. First Stop has

timetables for events, workshops
and performances, and they can
direct you to healing therapies, craft
demonstrations, technology ideas,
music, the Tipi Village, kids
entertainment, the speaker’s forum
or delicious whole food.
The tent is in touch with the whole
of the site, so if you have a problem
– a lost child, lost property, a
medical issue, if you want to charge
your phone, buy groceries or wellies
– the volunteers there can help.
Open daily from 10.00 to 22.00

GREEN WELFARE
Festival Welfare is just off the Old
Railway Line inside the Green
Fields. If you are experiencing any
difficulties, they are there to help. It’s
free, confidential and welcoming.
Whether your tent pole is broken, or
you’re having problems with the site
layout or you just need a quiet space
if things get too much, Green
Welfare will do their best to help.
077
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GREEN FUTURES FIELD

‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT ! ››

South of the site,
off
the Old Railway
Lin
south of the Gree e,
npeace
Field, north of th
e
Healing Field

GREEN FUTURES FIELD
Tetrashacks, pedal-powered madness, Bronze Age Earth lodges, movies, music, amazing veggie
food, and all done in a naturally sustainable way. Oh, and there's Otway – The Movie!

T

he Green Futures Field is a
sunshine festival field high on
the crest above the Pilton Levels,
well versed in the search for positive
solutions, free people and fun
themes, striving in pursuit of green
consciousness. It’s a family-friendly
space with literally something for
everybody: archaeology, storytelling,
children’s painting, film, music,
dance and play.

Among the beautiful recycled arts,
amazing Living Henge and the
smiley people there is always
078
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something incredible going on!
Don’t look for massive spurts of
flame or party people hanging from
five-storey buildings because the
Green Futures story goes beyond
that. Famed for its inspiring
installations, the fantastic
permaculture space, its absolutely
brilliant and intimate (open till late)
venues – including solar-powered
Small World and The Lunched Out
Lizard. With the pedal-powered
Mandala Stage and the 100 per
cent natural Toad Hall as well, the
Field has something for everyone.
You can eat well and healthily in
our organic and vegan food spaces
including Organic Henry’s Beard,
Vegan Veggies and the
Permaculture Café. Or you can just
simply browse the green exhibitions
and the masses of Fairtrade and
campaign stalls – Sustrans,
Mooncup, NSPCC, Tat For Tibet,

Anti Slavery International to name
but a few.
With Green Consciousness,
Green Futures is helping to develop
a world that can continue in a

naturally sustainable way. Green
Futures is about saying yes to
renewable energy and yes to a
world free of war, sexual and human
rights abuse. You can get involved
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with the future and join in the
debates and discussions about the
issues of today. With leading
personalities at the Speaker’s Forum
including Penny Poyser, Justin
Rowlett, Baroness Jenny Jones
and our very own Michael Eavis,
there will be a tribute to a good
friend of the festival, Tony Benn,
a regular contributor to the forum
over the years.
The beautiful Hortisculpture
garden leads you in to the Creative
Recycling area next to the solarpowered Groovy Movie Picture
House where you’ll find a
programme of thought-provoking
films, comedy rarities, live
performances and video remixing.
Once again the Field will host Her
Temple, a relaxing and informative
space hosted by Earth Goddesses
featuring ongoing workshops,
meditations and music. It features
the renowned storyteller Xanthe
Greshem (look out for her Sunday
evening performance).
The Field hosts the all-new
Science Tent, a marquee of
interactive science engagement
activities and speakers bringing
together researchers from a variety
of different Universities. At the other
end of the spectrum, the Guerrilla
Glitter Fairies will be embellishing

SMALL WORLD
Wednesday

13.30
14.40
16.00
17.15
18.30

Seize The Day

20.00
22.00
23.45
01.00
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Seize The Day
Rum Buffalo
De Fuego
Tobias Jacob

Thursday

12.00
13.15
14.30
16.00
17.20
18.45
20.30
22.00
00.00
01.45

TOAD HALL
Wednesday

faces in the Field, while The
Travelling Observatory will offer a
night-time view to the cosmos.
Elsewhere you’ll come across
Canal Futures, who promote
sustainable waterways with
breathtaking boat sculptures, the
Cyclean pedal-powered launderette,
a three-hole crazy golf course
with obstacles designed to get
players thinking about eco issues,
The Tetrashack (a building made
entirely from discarded drink
cartons) and Replay, who recycle
musical instruments.
There’s the Campaign For Nuclear
Disarmament’s Action tent, Avalon
Archaeology with displays covering
10,000 years of Somerset history,
and the Green Futures Storytelling
space, both housed in Bronze Agestyle Earth lodges. And Green
Futures also boasts an Anti-Bullying
Village, a whole area with shows
and performances from Wednesday
to Sunday featuring The AntiBullying Olympics, workshops,
empowerment skills and training
sessions. You'll find so much here!

CC Smugglers (Acoustic)
Ayla Shafer
Stevie P
Celeste
Rodney Brannigan

12.00
13.00
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
00.00

Sandy Didge Workshop
Hayley McKay
Ukulele Workshop
Jess Goyder
Sam Batt
Tim Snider
The Sea Kings
Gerald & The Watchmen
Souk Bab El Louk
Sam Walker
Telling The Bees
Susie Ro & Ayla

Thursday

11.00
12.00
13.30
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
20.00

Sandy Didge Workshop
Eastern Drum & Dance
Rhianne
The Black Flowers
The Love Revolution
The Portraits
TBA
Seize The Day
Andrew Maxwell Morris
Band
21.30 Kangaroo Moon
23.00 Robin Brown Blues Duo
00.00 Formidable Vegetable
Sound System
Friday

11.30 Eastern Drum & Dance
13.00 Little Sister Blue
14.00 Danny Chivers Rabble
Rousers Poetry
15.00 Mal Webb
17.00 The Sea Kings
18.00 New York Brass Band

19.00
21.00
23.30
00.30
01.30

The Mayflys
Steve Knightley
Paradise 9
Tankus The Henge
Zubzub

Saturday

11.30 Eastern Drum
& Dance
13.00 Gerald & The Watchmen
14.00 Pulsar Trio
15.00 Telling The Bees
16.00 Guitar Master Class
18.30 Andrew Maxwell Morris
Band
20.00 Billy Rowan
21.00 Duncan Disorderly &
The Scallywags
22.00 Chris Bowsher
00.00 Rodney Brannigan
01.30 Shaa’ir & Func
Sunday

11.00
12.00
13.00
14.00
15.15
15.50
17.00
18.00
19.30
21.30
23.30
00.30
01.30

Sandy Didge Workshop
Seiko Susso
Chris Woods Groove
The Love Revolution
Rachel Dadd
Ichi
The Willows
Shakti Sings
Subroto Roy &
Mitel Purohit
The Mayflys
Pulsar Trio
Phillip Henry &
Hannah Martin
Celt Islam

Mal Webb
Susie Ro & Ayla
Heal The Last Stand
The Little Unsaid
Hattie Hatstar
Coco & The Butterfields
Ushti Baba
Carnival Collective
Tankus The Henge
Duncan Disorderly &
The Scallywags

Friday

12.00
13.20
14.40
15.45
17.00
18.15
19.30
21.00
22.30
00.00
01.45

De Fuego
The Burning Glass
Jessica Goyder
Chris Ellis & Rosie Toll
Souk Bab El Louk
Little Sister Blue
Love Revolution
The Portraits
Fundubmental
Will & The People
Crinkle Cuts

Saturday

12.00 TBA
13.15 Phillip Henry &
Hannah Martin
14.30 Formidable Vegetable
Sound System
15.45 John Fairhurst
17.00 Lizibyrd
18.15 The Seakings
19.45 The Mayflys
21.15 Kangaroo Moon
23.00 Ushti Baba
01.00 Undercover Hippy
Sunday

12.00
13.15
14.45
16.00
17.15
18.45
20.15
21.45
23.15
01.00
02.15

India Electric Company
Tobias Jacob
The Little Unsaid
Pip Mountjoy
Chris Woods Groove
Sculpture Music
Aaron Douglas
TBA
Rum Buffalo
People’s String Foundation
Heal The Last Stand
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THE GROOVY MOVIE
PICTURE HOUSE

John Otway

The Groovy Movie Picture
House is a unique multimedia
performance venue and cinema
with a mix of underground film,
independent documentaries,
award-winning animations,
low-budget shorts and a daily
family feature matinee. Late
shows combine VJs, live
musicians and comedy.
Highlights include John Otway
presenting his hilarious
autobiographical film Rock And
Roll’s Greatest Failure and
England’s favourite hip-hop
steampunk Professor Elemental.

THE WHEELS OF
ASTROLOGERS
The astro take on this year’s
Glastonbury suggests high energy,
deep feeling and a wealth of new
interests, meetings and talk. Come
and talk to us for a planetary take
on what’s new in your life, how to
handle explosive situations, or
maybe just your dreams – your chart
can be your soul mirror.
Come to our free talks and
workshops, get a full-colour birth
chart printed, drop in for an informal
reading in a small group, or book
yourself a private reading with one of
our expert astrologers. It’s surprising
what can emerge from a brief
encounter with the planets.

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

16.00 Family feature FILM
18.00 Taking The Michael
FILM
20.00 Man With The Movie
Camera FILM
00.00 Edwin Brookes &
The Burning Glass LIVE
01.00 Video Mash-Up

Wednesday – Sunday

9.30

Planetary Meditation:
Mercury (Wed), Jupiter
(Thu), Venus (Fri), Saturn
(Sat), The Sun (Sun)
11.30 Beginners Workshops:
Planets (Wed), Signs
(Thu), Houses In An
Astrological Chart (Fri),
Aspects In An Astrological
Chart (Sat), Starting To
Read Charts/Aspects
(Sun)

Sunday

16.00
18.00
20.00
00.00

Family feature FILM
Family feature FILM
Mary & Max FILM
Solar Cinema Video
Cabaret
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Thursday

13.00
14.00
16.00
17.00
19.00
21.00
20.00
22.00
00.00
01.00

The Portraits
Celeste Lovick
Kev & Gregg
Paul Donaldson
Whimwise
Chris Ellis
Sagan Mega Drive
Brian Boothby
Pyramids Of SNAFU
Tribal Voices

12.00
13.00
15.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
20.00
21.00
23.00
00.00
01.00

Illumanoid Fairytale 23
Sam Batt
Pyramids Of SNAFU
Interplanetary Lib. Front
IRobin Brown band
Original Smirkins
Sagan Mega Drive
The Sea Kings
Whimwise
Bubbledubble
Tribal Voices

Saturday

13.00
15.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
20.00
21.00
23.00
01.00
02.00

David Celia
Kev & Gregg
Seize The Day
Brian Boothby
Sagan Mega Drive
Jaki Windmill
Paradise 9
The Portraits
Pyramids Of SNAFU
Gaea Knight

Sunday

Saturday

16.00 Family feature FILM
18.00 Rock And Roll’s
Greatest Failure –
Otway – The Movie
FILM
Followed by a Q&A with
John Otway
21.00 Just Do It – A Tale Of
Modern Day Outlaws
00.00 Professor Elemental
– The Steampunk HipHop Mad Professor
01.00 Solar Cinema Video
Cabaret

Wednesday

16.00 Paul Donaldson
17.00 Mal Webb
18.00 Interplanetary
Liberation Front
20.00 The Portraits
21.00 Andrew Maxwell Morris
22.00 Gaea Knight
23.00 Chris Ellis
00.00 Original Smirkins

Friday

22.00 Jolly Jock
23.30 Hattie Hatstar
01.00 Late-night video jam

16.00 Family feature FILM
18.00 Sita Sings The Blues
FILM
21.00 The Sirens LIVE
22.00 Hattie Hatstar
00.00 Midnight Mash-Up

MANDALA STAGE

13.00 Chart chats
02.30 Workshops
Introduction To Astrology
(Wed), The Phase Of The
Moon At Birth (Thu), AstroDrama Moon Workshop
(Fri), Neptune In Pisces
(Sat), Shamanic Astrology
(Sun)
16.00 Up & Down The Planetary
Ladder (Wed), Age Clocks
(Thu), The Fifth & Twelfth
House (Fri), Chart
Imbalances (Sat), Astro
Drama (Sun)

12.00
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
20.00
21.00
00.00

Illumanoid Fairytale 23
Brian Boothby
The Sea Kings
Paul Donaldson
Jaki Windmill
Interplanetary Lib. Front
Whimwise
Bubbledubble
Tribal Voices

SPEAKER’S FORUM
Wednesday

16.00 Calais Migrant Solidarity
17.00 Direct Action – A New
Retail Therapy
Thursday

10.00 Dexter Dixon – Small Wind
Turbine Design
11.00 Bob Robarts
– Solar PV Workshop
13.00 Time To Act One-Million
Climate Jobs Campaign
14.00 Theo Simon, Stop Hinkley
– Reclaim Our Energy
Future
15.00 Protest The 2014 NATO
Summit
16.00 Giles Miles
– Genetic Modification
17.00 Green Party Drugs Group –
Legalisation Of Cannabis
Friday

11.00 Mary Ellen – Disability
Rights
12.00 Louise Williams – Fracking
13.15 Maddy Harland –
Permaculture
14.15 Simon Arnott – Good
Country
15.15 Natalie Bennett
16.15 Ian Hossack
17.15 Danny Chivers
– Arrest That Poet
Saturday

10.00 Burma Update
11.00 Penny Poyzer
12.00 The Justin Rowlatt
Interview
13.15 Lush 3
14.15 Jenny Jones &
Merrick Badger
– Undercover Policing
15.15 Tamzin Omond
– Climate Rush
16.15 Rabble Rousers Poetry
Sunday

10.00 The Lush Charity Pot
11.00 David Treddinnick MP –
Homeopathy
12.00 Michael Eavis
– Festival Update
13.15 Jonathan Cainer
– Astrology
14.15 Tim Smit
15.15 David Taylor
16.15 Rupert Sheldrake
– Morphic Resonance
17.15 Monica – Hunker Down
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THE HEALING FIELD

THE HEALING FIELD
If you're seeking inspiration in life, spiritual guidance, to be healed or just need
to take time out and relax, this is an excellent area to visit this Glastonbury.

T

he Healing Field is the Festival’s
chill-out field. It’s open and fully
active from Wednesday at midday.
There you can relax in one of the
mystical and creative gardens,
or participate in ceremonies that
celebrate healing and togetherness.
Join in a variety of free workshops
from yoga and Tai Chi, dance and
voice to meditation and massage.
All workshops are free and happen
from around 09.00 to 18.00 each
day (see the Field's notice boards
for timings). In the Field you can
meet an exciting blend of people
from many different spiritual paths.
You can treat yourself to a session
with one of the skilled healers who
work for donations. With so many
highly skilled healers within easy
reach, the Healing Field represents
an amazing opportunity to explore
and learn about the world of healing,
or you can simply enjoy being in the
healing atmosphere.

fire CirCle
The Fire Circle is the circle of
inspiration and vision. This is the
place to get involved in celebration,
singing and chanting, divine music
and dance workshops, and creative
games. There is also the opportunity
to meet practitioners from a variety

glastonbury festivals.co.uk
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the Healing field
is
just north of the
Sacred Space an
d
south of the gree
n
futures field

you are searching for an individual
healing session, the Earth and
Water Circles are the places to go.
You’ll find practitioners offering a
wide range of healing arts, including
massage, osteopathy, chiropractic,
shiatsu, sacral cranial, spiritual
healing, aromatherapy, reflexology,
reiki, counselling and more. You may
find treatments available in one of
our three communal healing
marquees located in the centre of
the Field or from healers working
from their own individual tents.
And near the entrance to the
Healing Field you will also find the
Homeopathy Marquee, the Medical
Herbalists and the Somerset
Independent Midwives.

inforMation Centre
If you need any assistance in finding
the right treatment for yourself, the
team at the Healers’ Information
Centre is available to help with all
your queries. Their information
tent is also situated in the centre of
the Field. All healers are offering
treatments in exchange for
negotiated donations. If you cannot
afford a donation, please go to the
Healers’ Information Centre, they
will assist you in finding a healing
session. Alternatively, you could
join in with a free workshop in the
Self-Help Massage Dome, where
you can learn to both give and
receive massage.

Self-Help MaSSage DoMe
This Glastonbury we are highlighting
the Self-Help Massage Dome where
you can explore the world of
healing massage with workshops
throughout the day. These
workshops can teach you how to
give and receive various forms of
massage and healing.
The design of the Field expresses
the petals of an Elemental Mandala,
so there are circles that focus on
Fire, Air Earth and Water. These
circles seek to create an elemental
dance, with each petal holding and
expressing its own distinct quality of
healing. A major part of our life’s
journey is to bring out the higher
qualities of each element, both in
our self and in society, as well as
creating a harmony between them.
You are welcome to explore, receive
and give your own healing energy,
and be a part of creating the beauty
and the magic of the Healing Field.

‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT ! ››

tHe MuSiC SpaCe

of spiritual groups, go on a
Shamanic journey, or be gonged
into vibrational blissfulness.

air CirCle
In the Air Circle you can discover
healing on a group spiritual level.
Throughout the day there will be
wall-to-wall yoga in one marquee
and in the Big Dome there will be
Chi Gung, Tai Chi and various
dynamic oriental practices and soft
martial arts. In both spaces many
different schools are represented.

You can also find space for quiet
contemplation in the Meditation
Yurt, where, at certain times, there
will be meditation workshops. These
three spaces will be situated around
a quiet garden.

eartH & Water CirCleS
If you want to find out about your
karma or lack of it, you can get a
Tarot, astrology, hand, angel, or rune
reading in the Soothsayers’ Avenue
just below the Air Circle close to the
pathway into the camping field. If

Also in the Earth Circle is the
Healing Field’s own creative,
unplugged and nurturing music
space – home of heartfelt
performances in a multitude of
genres and free sound workshops.
To perform, with or without sensitive
musical support, talk to the Music
Space team at the venue. You can
also enjoy great chai and cakes
while relaxing by the Earth Circle
Healing Garden, while you listen.
The vibration that permeates
the Healing Field is one that
embodies both a deep, relaxed
inner-happiness and an expansion
of our inner-being to the greater
world. From this balance we can
help our world become a saner,
greener, healthier place.
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green crafts village
‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT ! ››

North of the Sacred
Space, south of the
Croissant Neuf Field
and opposite the
Healing Field

A place to make beautiful things to take home, learn traditional skills and see
amazing things all around you. Where else could you find an antler horn ring?
WOrKsHOPs
CERAMICS
■ Raku U Like
Raku glazing and kiln firing.
■ Pottery Workshop
Pottery wheel introduction and
kiln firings.
■ A Drop Of The Ocean
Sgraffito with Glastonbury clay onto
porcelain bells.

COSMETICS
■ Angel Gardens
Vegan and organic bath bombs,
lip balm, soap and creams.
■ Faith & Betty
Essential oil and flower perfume
making plus bath bombs (inside
the marquee).

GLASS AND CANDLES
AND LEDs

t

he Greencrafts Village is
packed with over 100
workshops, all open from
Wednesday to Sunday, 10.00 to
18.00. There are no time limits or
skill levels needed to get involved.
Everyone’s welcome, beginners or
the more experienced, plus kids if
accompanied by an adult. The
villagers will share their love of the
raw materials that this land provides,
the things that have shaped this
country of ours. In a world obsessed
with foreign imports and information
technology, the village offers the
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chance to return to the basics.
You can learn to carve stone,
forge and stamp metal, shape clay,
blow glass and lathe greenwood.
You can find out about bush craft,
kiln firing, timber framing, plus yurt
and wagon building. You can
experience using a pole or peddle
lathe, a blacksmith’s forge or raku
kiln, or just sit back and relax in
the comfy seats among beautiful
outdoor sculptures. There’s Turf-cut
land art by Lee Godfree, Cows by
Juliette Hamilton Design, the Swing
seat by Myburgh Designs, carved

benches by Gary Orange the Wood
nymph and wagon seat by Patsy
Preston, and the Sun seat and
lanterns by Anthony Rogers.
There’s a happy hour in the Field
from 10.00 to 11.00 every day when
all activities are free. All Workshops
will let you “have a go” for free and
most crafts people offer a basic
workshop starting at £2 for
materials. At the Field’s gateways
there are full listing of what’s on
offer. You can just drop by or make
bookings direct with the individual
crafts groups.

■ Angel Gardens
Candle making.
■ Holy Well Glass
Medieval glass painting and firing.
■ Sophie Hussain
Stained-glass wall mobiles.
■ LED Fantastic
Torches, fairy lights, reading lights
and costume décor.
■ The Glass Hub
Glass blowing.
■ Phoenix Candles
Candle making.

JEWELLERY MAKING
■ Angel Gardens
Stamped tin broaches and pendants.
■ Cuttlefish Casting
Cast silver with cuttlefish bone
molds.
■ Dragon Hill Yurts
Wooden bead bracelets, necklaces
and copper pendants.
■ Forking Marvelous
Silver-plated cutlery jewelry (inside
the marquee).
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■ Ground Zero
Stamped pewter rings and badges.
■ Guerilla Archaeology
Prehistoric antler ring making
(inside the marquee).
■ Oaklan Forge
Copper repoussé Celtic leaf
pendants and bangles.
■ Philippine Community
Ring-pull key chain and bracelets.
■ Running Deer
Natural cordage fiber bracelets.
■ The Glass Hub
Glass-bead necklaces.
■ The Jewellry Workshop
Silver earrings, bracelets and key
rings, silver and copper rings and
aluminium pendants.

LEATHER AND TEXTILES/
FABRIC

■ Hapitat
Fabric feather fascinators, corsages,
mini top hats and hairclips (inside
the marquee).
■ Institchyou
Stitched portraits.
■ Leatherworks
Wallets, chokers and pendants.
■ L For Leather
Bracelets, pouches, bags and belts.
■ Rags To Bitches
Rag rug coasters, squares and
pom poms.
■ Stitch Sisters
Headpieces.
■ Wandering Yarns
Knitted wristbands and crochet
flower pin and hairclips.
■ Wildcraft
Dream catchers.

METAL SMITHING

■ Angel Gardens
Felt slippers, baby shoes and
leather sandals.
■ Caorigh Feltworks
Felted phone cases, mats and
pouches (in the marquee).
■ Dandelion Designs
Camp Bunting
Stitched fabric bunting.
■ EM Fountain Felts
Bangles, beads, hair fireworks, bags
and anklets.
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■ Al Fresco Forge
Hand-stamp and forged
Glastonbury 2014 medallion/
pendant.
■ Copperworks
Bracelets and candleholders.
■ Gareth Blacksmith
Hooks, leaf pendants, toast forks,
spoons and candle holders.
■ Garry Johnson
Introduction to sculptural forging.
■ Grindstone Cowboy
Tool sharpening (in the marquee).
■ Ground Zero
Tin can repoussé lanterns.
■ Kate The Blacksmith
Forged hooks, pokers, toasting forks
and more!
■ Milly Peds
Bicycle workshops, repair and
maintenance.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
■ Running Deer
Wooden flutes.
■ Running Horse Shamanic
Drums
Ash drum with deer hide and henna.

STONE WORK
■ Ben & Sam Stonecarving
Introduction to stone carving.
■ Groovetastic Mosaics
Clocks and coasters (inside
the marquee).
■ Mixed Media Mosaics
Mosaic tiles.
■ Rockworx
Carve to music.
■ Southern Stone
Introduction to stone carving.
■ Stoneycraft
Stone carving small items.
■ Tom Clark
Carving designs on stepping stones
for Glastonbury Abbey.

WILLOW & BUSHCRAFT
■ Axe & Paddle Bushcraft
Spoon carving, feather earrings and
bow making.
■ Blithfield Willocraft
Dragonflies, snails, fish, love hearts
and baby’s rattles
■ Juliette Hamilton Design
Willow flowers, butterflies,
dragonflies and stars.
■ Ring A Ring O’Roses
Willow flower garlands, and hat and
hair sticks.
■ Rough Around The Hedges
Make willow stars, wands and spiral
bird feeders.
■ Wilderness Crafts
Survival skills, fire lighting and cord
making for the great outdoors.

WOOD WORKING
■ Clychoed
Timber frame building.
■ Dorset Wood
Introduction to shaft making for
horse-drawn vehicles.
■ Earth Encounters
Try using a pole lathe.
■ Funky Monkey
Hazel and holly staffs, tent pegs,
hemp bracelets and gypsy flowers.
■ Gary Orange
Carved African-style chair.
■ Green Device
Wooden plate carving.
■ North Wind Blows
Pedal lathe mushrooms and spiral
mobiles.
■ Robin Wood
Bowl turner introduction and
wooden spatulas.
■ R J Jones
Introduction to carving/chamfering,
gypsy wagon-style.
■ Roots
Pipes, three-legged stools, spoons.
■ Spinney Hollow
Magic wands, swords, staffs and
headdresses.
■ Waynes Woods
Spoon carving.
■ Woodland Skills Centre
Pole lathe, stools, lanterns, platters
and tent pegs.
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CROISSANT NEUF FIELD

CROISSANT NEUF FIELD
‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT ! ››

Solar-powered songwriters, a bandstand, sustainable knowledge, a little bit
of reggae and a nice cup of tea – plus there's even a glorious pond here!

N

ow in its 28th year, The
Croissant Neuf Field is a fully
sustainable space with no
generators or mains electric, run
entirely by solar power. Featuring a
venue, bandstand and a host of
sustainable experts set on sharing
their thoughts and theories, this is
the perfect place to plan the future.
The venue mixes legends and new
acts and this year’s cast includes
a special performance by iconic
songwriter PF Sloan accompanied
by vocalist and number-one-fan
Rumer who lends her larynx. Also
Moya Brennan
& Family

look out for pop-punk heroine Hazel
O’Connor and Clannad’s Moya
Brennan among many, many others.
In the Field, complementing the
village green vibe, the awardwinning Fat Belly’s Café is powered
by long-time solar-power pioneers
Wind & Sun Ltd. Alongside them,
the Lowestoft-based Solar Energy
Alliance powers many of the market
stalls, which this year include
Ecomotive who work in sustainable
building and can advise on how you
can build your own sustainable
housing development – oh, go on,
you know you want to.
There’s also Cutting Edge, who
work in Oak Timber framing, an
example of which you’ll see at the
Neuf pond. The other market stalls
offer a variety of Fairtrade, organic,
handmade, recycled and upcycled
products, all made from natural
ingredients. What's not to like!
While you’re in Croissant country,
also seek out Sensory Solutions,
England’s new-age witches who’ll
have their own home-made herbal
brews and potions. They’ll also
be offering daily workshops.
In addition, you can discover all
kinds of craftsmanship, from natural
woodcarvings to tables and seating
built from old scaffold planks, plus
proper thatched canopies. Like
any village green, it’s a cornucopia
of invention and ideas.
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CROISSANT NEUF
BANDSTAND

At the South end of
the
site, past the Old
Ra
Line, east of Gree ilway
n Futures.
Tis the village gree
n
of the Festival

Son Of Dave
19.00 Saturday

Mad Dog Mcrea

With performances throughout
the weekend and several
open-mic sessions (see the
blackboard here for details)
including music from Allan &
Moss, Beaubowbelles,
Biggles, Bowjangles, By The
Rivers, CC Smugglers, Jimmy
Davis & The Barefoot
Apostles, Jolly Jock, Hattie
Hatstar, Mad Dog Mcrea, Mik
Artistic, Mr Keep Calm & The
Cancelled Cheques, Will & The
People, Worry Dolls, and Your
Dad. Starts Wednesday.

Friday

17.30 Rev Peyton’s Big Damn
Band

Southern-fried boogie blues, with
stomping rhythms and a fine
bottleneck salvo.
19.00 Son Of Dave

Intense solo bluesman doubletracking harp and vocals for
maximum grooves.
Hazel O'Connor

CROISSANT NEUF VENUE
Thursday

20.30 Gaia Guardian’s Choir

A massed choir mixing traditional
ballads with spiritual and uplifting
songs. Come join in!
21.00 Luke Concannon &
Jimmy Davis

Acoustic strumming veering into
full-on populist parables.

13.00 Hazel O’Connor &
Cormac de Barra

Pop-punk icon discovering her Celtic
roots with harpist Cormac de Barra.
14.30 Moya Brennan & Family

The Clannad vocalist with friends and
family revisiting her Celtic past.
15.30 Shanty

London-based party reggae crew.
16.45 Dive-In

Local Glastonbury band who've come
to play evocative and atmospheric
pop electronica.
18.00 TBA
19.00 Closed
23.30 Killamonjambo

Headstrong rootsy-reggae sounds.
01.00 Mad Dog Mcrea

Penny-whistle-powered jiggery
folkery with a top hat to boot.
Showhawk Duo

21.30 Showhawk Duo

Virtuoso guitar duo with an eclectic
taste that straddles Ibiza faves and
Bohemian Rhapsody.
22.15 Mr B, Gentleman Rapper

Bringing pipe-smoking Chap Hop to
the masses – bring your 'tache and
duly chin stroke.
23.00 CC Smugglers

Backwoods hillbilly sounds with
a slug of Cajun spice for good
measure. Oh yeah!

20.00 Closed

Saturday

13.00 Jimmy Davis & The
Barefoot Apostles

Socially aware rapper backed by
a funky soul outfit.
14.30 The Dodge Brothers

Delivering a film noir take on jug
band blues and rockabilly – straight
out of a David Lynch dream.
16.00 The Worry Dolls

Sublime duo playing quirky, harmonyheavy folk melodies.

By The Rivers

00.00 By The Rivers

Featuring rootsy ska, multi
harmonies and plenty of brass.
01.30 Lazy Habits

Inner-city rap with beats and brass
adding to the general melee.
Sunday

13.00 People’s String Foundation

Fiddle-propelled jug band music.
14.30 PF Sloan & Rumer

The legendary '60s songwriter meets
the engaging British soulstress.
16.00 Will & The People

Pop reggae with some tongue-incheek one-liners and a ton of hooks.
17.30 TBA
18.30 Closed
23.00 The Dirty Gentlemen

Brooding, brass-fashioned deep soul
with a funky edge.
01.00 Charlie Miller’s Soul Agents

Local funk collective bringing the
Neuf party to a close.
glastonbury festivals.co.uk
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THE GREENPEACE FIELD

‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT ! ››

To the north of th
e Ol
Railway Line, on d
the
right as you walk
up towards the
Sacred Space

THE GREENPEACE FIELD
A giant polar bear, Yoko Ono's wish trees, carbon-neutral showers and an orchestra of samples.

T

HE Greenpeace CLiMAX Dome
is the place to see the world
premiere of David Attenborough’s
3D collection, you can also walk
through the D-fuse Extreme Energy
immersive installation and enjoy
Addictive TV’s Orchestra of
Samples. Around the Dome,
Greenpeace will bring you up to
date with our campaigns giving you
all the facts about fracking, flooding
and the current climate chaos.
In the Field, you'll find the
Greenpeace café, the Farmers
Market, walkabout antics by
Sideways Arts and the Greenpeace
stage has daily performances plus
open-mic. The Field is also home
to Aurora, our giant polar bear.
She’s our messenger from the
Arctic reminding you that it’s an
area under threat like never before.
Greenpeace’s Arctic Sunrise boat is
still being held hostage in Russia
after it was illegally seized by the
Russian military. In the field you can
climb aboard our reconstruction of it,
but you’ll have to use the 15ft
climbing wall to gain access. Once
on the bow, experience the real story
of the Arctic 30 activists in an
immersive audio installation and
learn about how the ship.
There’s also the world-famous
skate ramp made entirely from
forest-friendly FSC-approved wood.
You can learn to skate or watch.
Once again our carbon-neutral
hot showers are here, powered by
sustainable wood-pellet boilers.
Come along for a clean up – don’t
forget a towel, we’ll supply soap!

THE WISH TREES

THE GREENPEACE STAGE

Joining up with Yoko Ono’s Peace
Tower project, under the Oak Tree
there will be Wish Trees, where
everyone can make their wishes and
put them on the trees. At the end of
the Festival the wishes will all be
taken to Iceland and placed under
the Peace Tower that Yoko made as
a memorial to John Lennon.

Thursday

12.00 Emerging Species
17.00 New York Jazz Band
Friday

13.00 TBA
16.00 Lyrix Organix
Saturday

13.00 The Woohoo Review
17.00 Too Many Ts

LOST KIDS TENT

Sunday

13.00 Perhaps Contraption
17.00 TBA

THE CLIMAX DOME
Daily

PERFORMANCES INCLUDING:

■ The David Attenborough
3D Collection
A magical journey through the
natural world.
■ D-Fuse
Focusing on the controversial issue
of gas fracking.
■ Holoctronica
The co-founder of Hexstatic
featuring the first ever 3D visual
music album.
■ Hellicar & Lewis
Using art and technology to create
ground-breaking experiences.
■ Addictive TV present
Orchestra Of Samples
Edited from recordings of over 150
musicians from around the world.
Sunday at 15.30.

GREEN KIDS AREA
Kids are catered for at the back of
the Greenpeace Field, 08.00-21.00
each day, with all activities free. The
area hosts a Performance Marquee,
an Arts and Craft Marquee (see the
notice boards for specific times of
activities), and smaller craft tents.
There is also a café and picnic area,
a book club, woodland activities,
face painting and you’ll also find
people building a whole city out of
cardboard! There are DJ workshops,
songwriting, storytelling, games,
sock wrestling and circus skills.

Beside the Ark is a Lost Kids Tent
where staff can provide help for any
child who is lost, or for any adult
who has lost a child. The tent will be
open from 09.00 till 18.00. At other
times, find a steward who can direct
you to the 24-hour on-site lost kids/
welfare system. The Lost Kids Tent
can also be used as a first port of
call by any families for any medical,
emergency or other on-site problem.

TODDLERS’ AREA
There is an enclosed space for the
very little ones – ages 0 to 5. There's
a sandpit, tipis, toys, stories and a
shady space for quiet times. It's next
to the Cat In The Hat Café.

THE NEW ARK – CADMUS
The Cadmus climbing frame is
based on the design for an ancient
Ark, it will be “crewed” from 08.00
to 21.00 each day. Between 08.00
and 19.00 the Cadmus is for the use
of five to 14 year olds only; from
19.00 to 21.00 it’s for over 15s.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT IF YOU’RE A GREENPEACE SUPPORTER AND CAN REMEMBER YOUR NUMBER OR IF YOU SIGN UP TO BECOME
ONE DURING HERE, THERE’S A SPECIAL NIGHT-TIME GREEN ROOM FOR YOU AND YOUR GUESTS – DETAILS AT THE GREENPEACE CAFÉ.
glastonbury festivals.co.uk
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ELSEWHERE IN THE GREEN FIELDS

TIpI FIELD
Find an ambient nirvana in a circle
of native American tipis.
High on the hill the majestic Tipis
watch over the swirling festivities
below. Enter this great circle and
revel in the radiance of the central
fire. This year we raise a new
Red Cedar Totem pole in the
centre of the Field, traditionally
carved in the native Haida tradition
of Western Canada.
In the Field you can sweat your
spirit clean at Lost Horizons Sauna,
turn on with the Whirling Dervishes,
be inspired with stories from Mac
McCartney, the Cartwheels
Collective, the Man from Story
Mountain and more. You can also

‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT ! ››

the tipis are sout
h
of the site, west
of the
sacred space an
d
east of the Park

journey with women in the Moon
Lodge, enjoy a cosy fireside snuggle
at Pacha Mama’s Chai Tipi, enter
the Amazon with Tribal Survival,
have a spiritual reading with
Old Chinese or break into a
spontaneous jam at the Spanish
Moon Tipi Café. You can learn feltmaking and forest crafts in the big
Rainbow Tipi or dance into the night
at the Ancient Futures Stage.
The Field’s opening ceremony
is on Thursday at 12 noon. There’s
a drumming circle at 14.00 daily
and a Fire Ceremony at 12 noon
from Friday. Come join us.

! ››
‹‹ W HERE IT'S frATom

On the path
rcle to
the stone ci low
the Park, be
tipi Village

ELEmENTaL
A kaleidoscope of holy sofas, smoky prayers, makeshift sound-clouds, and gritty love.
Active from Wednesday, the
Elemental space sits on Pennard Hill
overlooking some beat-skipping
vistas... These Christo-centric
pilgrims blend faith and fallibility,
music and coffee, dawdling and
dancing; saturating their off-kilter
sanctuary with a high-altitude
atmosphere, ranging from goosebump spiritual to foot-sore
horizontal. Mountaintop epiphanies
and angelic visitations are always
welcomed… They host wobbly
discussions continuing into the
wee hours, interwoven with acoustic
sessions, short films and blearyeyed daftness.

Daily

13.00 till very late (list of artists
and performances updated daily
at the venue itself):
13.00 Cosy afternoon rest-stop.

early birds hair washing,
revival art, sculpture and
healing workshops, set to
handcrafted soundscapes.
19.00 Gently-does-it evening
getaway. choc and chat,

diddly selectors, with
cinematic visuals. (till 22.00)
01.00 Late-night café capers.
-bed rest and recreation, torch

songs and electroboogie, starlit
memories and fireside stories.

pEacE DomE
Ancient Futures
Thursday

12.30 Luckybus Sound System
15.00 Tea & Jam (Open-mic
sessions)
17.00 Drunken Sailor
18.30 De Fuego
20.00 Janna Goodwille
22.00 Daisy Beau & Gaea Knight
00.00 Rodney Brannigan
01.30 Sophie Baker (Zero 7)
Friday

10.00 New Moon Cacao
Ceremony
13.00 Stevie P DJ/LIVE
15.00 Tea & Jam (Open-mic
sessions)
17.00 Juan Thyme LIVE
20.00 Mixmaster Morris
& Friends
00.00 Alison David
01.30 Duncan Disorderly &
The Scallywags
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Saturday

10.00 Arabic Belly Dance
12.30 Nick The Martian DJ
15.00 Tea & Jam (Open-mic
sessions)
17.00 Ben Ben DJ
20.00 Dr Amaqueen DJ
23.00 Juan Thyme DJ
01.00 The Egg
Sunday

10.00 Indian Dance –
With sitar
12.30 Two Rivers – Ravi &
Adrian Freeman
14.00 Count Skylarkin DJ
17.00 Alison David
18.00 Sophie Baker (Zero 7)
19.30 Forcenra
21.00 Daisy Beau &
Gaea Knight
22.00 Luckybus Sound System
Closing Party

A beautiful, relaxing space for meditation,
quiet reflection and prayer. A sanctuary ‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT ! ››
in the sacred sp
dedicated to the sacred in all things.
ace
at th
This is the tenth year that the
Hiroshima Peace Flame has been
burning in the Peace Dome in The
Kings’ Meadow. The heart of the
dome is the Hiroshima Peace Flame
with its extraordinary history. It was
first lit from the atomic fires that
killed approximately 140,000 people
at Hiroshima in 1945 and has been
kept burning ever since as a symbol
of forgiveness, transformation and,
ultimately, unity. Passed from candle
to candle, it now burns all around
the world and will not be
extinguished until nuclear weapons
have disappeared from the face
of the earth.
The Peace Dome is open day and
night throughout the entire Festival.

e entrance as yo
u
head to the ston
es,
it's on your left

Every morning at dawn, there are
guided peace prayers. Every
evening at dusk, there is a candle
mandala lighting ceremony, followed
by meditational music with harp and
crystal bowls. Everyone is welcome
to light your own peace flame.
Please note that this is a quiet,
alcohol and smoke-free space.
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OUT THERE

EXCESS
ALL
AREAS!
Welcome to a world of late-night reverie
filled with giant mechanical hands, destroyed
Tube trains, tomato fights, zombies, people
expelled from Heaven, lightning bolts,
acid house, cross-dressing DJs, temples
and caves, vengeful bored office workers,
jump blues combos, bearded kittens,
bizarre cocktails and moustaches for hire.

Shangri-La
p90

Arcadia
p88

Shangri-La
p90

Block9
p94

p88
p90
p94
p96
p98

Arcadia
Shangri-La
Block9
The Unfairgound
The Common
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The Unfairground
p96
The Common
p98
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ARCADIA

The Spider is back on the rampage at the heart of Arcadia, there's a heaving DJ line-up,
the Glastonbury Landing show and a new finale, and all in a brand new permanent space.

W

hen the concept of
Arcadia was first forged,
it was at Worthy Farm
that the idea began to take shape.
Setting off on a journey across
the frontlines of global scrap, a
trusty Bristolian crew sought to
transform abandoned military
hardware into environments that
celebrate the human spirit. With
an ethos of recycling, flaming
explosions, sculpture and the
intangible
spark of magic that only the
crowd can bring, the momentum
soon became breakneck.
While Arcadia is far greater than
the sum of its parts, each element
has its own story – from spy plane
engines to helicopter blades. It
has always been about reworking
the refuse of exploitation to
create a primal unity.
This year sees a wave of new
additions to our Spider, including
Glastonbury’s own Mechanical
Playground (from 17:00 each day).
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You’ll find Hand Of Man, a
26ft-long mechanical hand and
forearm built by Christian Ristow,
which is capable of picking up
cars, crushing them and slapping
down the Spider if it gets unruly.
It’s completely interactive,
operated by a cyborg style glove,
and open to the public to have a
crack at controlling it.
Paka and his robotic dragon will
be on patrol breathing fire as they
roll past shards of experimental
Tesla electricity. Spitfire Forge
will be hot-wiring the night with
caged pulse jets that blur the
lines between sculpture and
synthesiser, and Itchy Gorilla will
be whipping up a storm with the
Fire Tornado. Meanwhile, the Bug
Stage takes the party mobile on
six wheels of all-terrain rave.
There will also be an installation
dedicated to the great charity
Alive & Well – a cause close to
the Arcadia crew.
Attempts to go "organic" by

capturing the methane output of
Michael’s cows are still very much
in development.
To get the most out of Arcadia,
head down well before sunset.
Friday

17.00
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.15
22.45
23.45
00.45
01.55

Mr Scruff
Itchy & Scratchy DJs
Opiuo
DJ EZ
Glastonbury Landing Show
Edble (DJ set)
Nero (DJ set)
Friction
Secret Guest B2B
Jack Beats
02.55 Finale
Saturday

18.00
18.30
20.00
21.00
22.15
22.45

Craig Charles
Norman Jay
Lady Waks
Jus Now
Glastonbury Landing Show
Wildlife Takeover –
Seth Troxler

00.00 Totally Enormous Extinct
Dinosaurs (DJ Set)
01.00 Disclosure (DJ Set)
02.00 Jackmaster
02.55 Finale
Sunday

17.00 TBA
17.45 Soul II Soul Sound System
18.45 Zion Train – 25 Years –
Dubwise, No Compromise
19.45 David Rodigan MBE
21.15 Jinx In Dub featuring
Parly B & Gardna
22.15 Glastonbury Landing Show
22.45 Hospitality Takeover –
hosted by Dynamite MC,
London Elektricity B2B
High Contrast, Metrik B2B
Fred V & Grafix
00:35 Digital Sound Boy Takeover
– Shy FX & B Traits
01:35 Virus Recordings Takeover
– Ed Rush & Optical Optiv
& BTK (Blackjack LP
showcase)
02:55 Finale
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ARCADIA

‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT ! ››

On your right as
yo
head to The Park u
from
The Other Stage,
in th
field to the north e
of
The Park itself
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SHANGRI-LA

SHANGRI-L A

‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT ! ››

A shimmering, ephemeral city that appears magically, once a year,
within Glastonbury. Welcome to Heaven, Hell and Purgatory!

S

hangri-La is an immersive
installation, a vast
interactive fictional
world brought to life by a
creative team of over 1,500
crew, performers and artists.
Renowned for its originality,
artistic quality and attention
to detail, Shangri-La is an
entire realm to fall into, with
layers upon layers of creativity
to explore.
Previously, at Shangri-La:
there once stood a dystopian
pleasure city dedicated to
fun. Throughout its turbulent
history it suffered a corrupt
administration, followed by
a rebel overthrow, a deadly
virus, a failed colonisation
and hungry aliens. All this
and still people continued to
rave. Chronically failing to
prevent their world from
destruction, the inhabitants of
Shangri-La were annihilated,
along with their home in the
fallow year of 2012.
In 2013 there was The
Shafterlife, which concentrated
on contemporary sins and
salvations. This year Shangri-La
explores the way heavens and
hells are created for ourselves,
here on earth, right now.
Shangri-Hell is revealed to
be a corporation, the source of
power behind all of the world’s
most corrupted and cynically
profiteering elite. It has
bulldozed the old shantytown
alleyways and built a shiny
new headquarters divided into
a maze of offices and
bureaucratic departments.

In the south-east
corner, south of
The
Common. See ma
p on
page 91 for acce
ss
details after 22.00

S H A N G R I - H E AV EN
Shangri-Heaven’s recent
accessibility initiative has
imploded the pearly gates to
reveal a new open-air arena for
inspirational electronica and
staggering visuals. It offers fluffy,
bouncy vibes to counter the
darkness and grime. If you seek
true inspiration and elevation,
journey into the Heavenly Dome.
From 10.00-14.00 you’ll find a
suspended medicinal garden by
permaculturist Claude Oprea,
spiritually uplifting ragas by
Sheema, birdsong symphonies,
Utopian Talks with actual
solutions, an infinite AV mandara
installation by artist Doug Foster,
and fruity cocktails mixed with
love. So if it’s all a bit rough for
you one morning, come to this
place of beauty and hope.

THE HEAVENLY ARENA
The Heavenly Arena is a brand
new stage for Shangri-La,
showcasing our artists’
interpretation of an aural heaven
through their DJ sets. Expect
some very special music brought
to you by Vintage REMIX records,
Sound Approach, the wonderful
Mixmaster Morris and others.
Thursday

WELCOME TO SHEAVEN
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00

New York Brass Band
Gaia's Guardians
The 2 Bears
Flying White Dots
Rob Da Bank
Featurecast
The World's Tallest DJ

Friday

VINTAGE REMIX PRESENTS FROM
HARLEM TO HOUSE HEAVEN
06.00 Bird Song Symphony with
the Heavenly Birds Nest
Collective

When the Festival is not on,
Worthy Farm has a glorious
symphony of bird song. Expert
birdsong gatherers Mark
Constantine and record
producer, musician and
composer Simon Emerson
have been recording nature’s
very own orchestra. When the
music stops, the birds will sing.

11.00 Breaking Birds with the
Heavenly Birds Nest
Collective featuring Jackie
Oates, Sheema Mukherjee,
The John Metcalfe Band

An amazing and eclectic group
of artists performing music
inspired by birdsong and
perfume. The Gorilla perfume
crew will be scenting these
performances with the aromas
the musicians have used to
inspire their compositions.

13.00 Utopian Talks with Claude
Oprea and Charles Fraser

Claude is the creator of the
hanging garden installation and
he understands how we can use
plants to heal. Charlie
specialises in radiant energy,
ambient energy extraction and
the quantum torque. Their
talk is about connection and
compassion for all life on earth.

14.00 World’s Tallest DJs Brass
Band Remix
15.00 New York Brass Band
16.00 Crucial Kennedy

Rachel Dadd
Ichi
Josco
Aliji
Plump DJs
Chris Coco
Smoke Eaters
Antz
Infinity Link Feat Luca C
& Ali Love
04.00 Got Some DJs
05.00 Chicken Brothers
18.00
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
00.00
01.00
02.00
03.00

Saturday

VINTAGE REMIX PRESENTS SOUNDS OF
THE 1920S TO 1950S REMIXED SPECIAL
06.00 Bird Song Symphony with
the Heavenly Birds Nest
Collective (See Friday)
11.00 Morning Service with
Ecklectic Mick’s Gospel
Remix
13.00 Utopian Talks with Mark
Constantine – Co-founder
and MD of Lush Fresh
Handmade Cosmetics
14.00 New York Brass Band
15.00 Fine Perry
17.00 Powersteppas
19.00 Dejavoodoos
20.00 aHulaBula Soundsystem
21.00 Sir Funk
22.00 Set In Stone ft Simon
Richmond and John
Metcalfe
23.00 Ecklectic Mick
00.00 Big Swing Sound System
featuring Hypeman Sage
and Guests
01.00 Nick Hollywood
02.00 Bart & Baker ft Elle &
The Pocket Belles
04.00 DJ Chris Tofu
05.00 Odjbox in Heaven

NANO-VENUES OF SHANGRI-HEAVEN
KAMAKAZE KARAOKE

By contrast, Shangri-Heaven
is a place to escape from the
real-life corporate horrors
festivalgoers are confronted by
in Shangri-Hell. In ShangriHeaven exquisite escapism can
be indulged in.
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Kamakaze Karaoke presents
singing to save your soul, or to
at least take your mind off the
nightmares of corporate hell.
This will be like musical Prozac.
The hosts will guide you
through a night of Japanesestyle song-play, with resident
DJs Pong Ping and Suzy Saki.

THE LEISURE CENTRE
For those that have towed the
line in life, a heavenly pleasure
awaits. We’re gonna take you
back! Way back. Welcome to the
height of cool: 1988. The place?
Miami. The vibe? Off the scale!
Bowling averages are way up,
mini golf scores are down and
life is one long beach party!
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SHANGRI-LA

Sunday

MixMaster Morris in Heaven
Presents… a legend witH a life
inside of Heavenly Music witH
a wHole day for His legendary
electronic sounds.
06.00 Bird Song Symphony with
the Heavenly Birds Nest
Collective (See Friday)
11.00 Morning Service with
Ecklectic Mick’s Gospel
Remix
13.00 Utopian Talks with Ritchie
Tassell – forester and
woodland officer for
Coed Cymru
14.00 New York Brass Band
15.00 DF Tram
17.00 Adamski
18.30 The Lost Musicians
19.00 Lenny Ibizarre
20.00 Phil Mison
22.00 Boozoo Bajou
00.00 Yosi Horikawa
01.00 Tom Middleton
03.00 Mixmaster Morris
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How to get to…

SHangri-La ,
t H e Co m m o n ,
U n fa i rg ro U n d
a n d B Lo C k9
after 22 .00

The cluster of venues in the southeast corner is always extremely
popular at night. To keep numbers
to a manageable level, there will
be a single point of entry from
22.00 in Bella’s Field (opposite the
Cabaret Tent), and all the normal
entry routes during the day will
become exits only. This point of
entry is closer to the venues than
in previous years, so it's not as far
to walk, but the south-east corner
is likely to still be very popular, so
at peak times please be prepared
for a wait as the Sequential
Access Management System
operates (it is NOT a queue!).

Cabaret
Marquee

IN

Bella’s Field

ENTry

IN

South East venues

EXIT

Crew
Camping

Field of
Avalon

EXIT

Market
OUT

Croissant
Neuf

OUT

Block9
Th
eO

Unfairground

Crew
Camping

SalsaSalsa
Tent
Market
Tent

Market

Clapps
Ground

ld
Ra
The
ilw
ay Common
Tra
ck
s

Shangri-La
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SHANGRI-LA

tHe deFence depaRtment
Lovebullets returns to the depths
of Shangri-Hell to present the
next installation of the LBHQ:
Million Bullet Club, with an
explosive line-up of acts curated
by the wickedest record labels
and promoters around.
Thursday

redruM takeover
16.00 Mike OK (LBHQ)
18.00 Remi Mazet (Kubicle)
20.00 Mary Jenkins (Hot
Natured)
22.00 Richay Ahmed (Hot
Natured)
00.00 Jackmaster
Friday

Black Butter sPecial

S H A N G R I - H EL L
tHe SHanGRi-HeLL StaGe
The Hell Stage is flaming hot,
with a fiery mix of superstars
and champions of the festival
underground from beat-boxing
brass bands to secret sets by
people you’d never normally get
so close to. It also features Up
Close sessions (13.00 each day)
where DJ legends play lengthy
autobiographical sets with
tunes from across their lives
and get up close and personal
with the crowd. Supported
by Continental Drifts, Global
Local, Arts Council Of England
and 23 Productions.
Thursday

Hosted By gloBal local
19.00 The Men That Will Not Be
Blamed For Nothing
20.00 King Porter Stomp
21.00 Afriquoi
22.00 The Sweetlife Society
Friday

13.00 Up Close – ft Craig
Charles
17.00 Son Of Dave
18.00 Beans On Toast
19.00 Bustamento
20.00 Delegators
21.20 Turtle Island
22.30 Reverend Peyton’s Big
Damn Band
23.45 Ol’ Dirty Brasstards
01.00 Radio 1 Essential Mix ft
Annie Mac, Pete Tong,
Jackmaster & One Man
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04.00 Opiuo
05.00 DJ Bustawidemove
Saturday

13.00 Up Close – ft Tom Findlay
(Groove Armada) &
Friends
17.00 Brushy One String
18.00 Seas Of Mirth
19.00 Formidable Vegetable
Soundsystem
22.00 Hells Dub ft Prince Fatty
Special
00.00 Addictive TV – Hell
Special video beat
01.00 TBA
02.00 Ghetto Funk Allstars ft
Tigerlight, Profit & Natty'
03.00 A Guy Called Gerald
04.00 Hot Cakes Vs Jungle
Cakes
05.00 Run Tingz
Sunday

13.00
15.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
20.00
22.00
23.00

02.00
02.30
03.30
04.00

Up Close
Mixmaster Morris Takeover
WooHoo Revue
Electric Swing Circus
Trojans
Hell Dub with Solution
Soundsystem
Ghostwriterz
Black Butter Takeover ft
Eats Everything, Skream,
Gorgon City, Redlight,
Dusky, Kidnap Kid
Bushkin & The Its Band
The Correspondents
Reeps One
DJ Chris Tofu & Guests

SHangri-HeLL’S
CorPor ate
HeadQUarterS
The new incarnation of ShangriLa’s famous alleyways. This
hexagonal maze of flagship
enterprises houses nano venues,
giant artworks, installations and
site-specific performance spaces.
From the completely absurd to
the terrifying real, you can
confront some uncomfortable
truths about the way we live now.

Reception Hex
You’ve come to Glastonbury to
unwind and escape your day job
and First-World problems?
Congratulations, it’s your lucky
day! For a limited period only
Shangri-Hell rewards its most
valued customers with a vicarious
journey through its corridors.

tHe BoaRdRoom
Witness history in the making as
Shangri-Hell gives you an insight
into its inner workings. Listen in on
meetings and view presentations
by our most esteemed colleagues
as they make life-changing
decisions on your behalf.

11.00 ATG Garden Party with
Klose One & YR Digital
Experience
20.00 ATG Warm Up
22.00 P Funk & M Boogie
23.00 Kidnap Kid
00.00 TBA
01.00 Gorgon City
02.00 Superstar
03.00 Redlight
04.00 My Nu Leng
05.00 Wayward
Saturday

kuBicle takeover
16.00 Love Brunch: Hugo
Heathcote
18.00 Love Brunch: DJ Hutch
19.00 Love Brunch: Mike OK
(LBHQ)
20.00 Love Brunch: Itchy Rich
(RTN)
22.00 Love Brunch: Ben Pearce
00.00 Kubicle: Luca C
02.00 Kubicle: Crazy P
04.00 Kubicle: Jamie Jones
Sunday

Just ediBle
Just Edible Takeover
11.00 Kubicle After Party
16.00 Just Edible: The Eel Eats
Everything & Lucas
19.00 Just Edible: Tom Rio & Dan
Wild
22.30 Just Edible: Sub-Ann &
Adam Shelton
01.00 Just Edible: Eats
Everything
03.30 Just Edible: Dave Harvey
& Cristophe

depaRtment oF cuLtuRe
tHe Finance depaRtment
Join the crew behind Vogue
Fabrics and ICY Gays on a
Ritualistic Corporate Journey.
Experience treatments such as
“Full Body Bonuses” and let us
take you on a Naked vision quest
and defraud, I mean, dazzle you
with magical mathematics.

Hell Mary’s Rock Bar: fuck the
relentless djembe bashing, DayGlo techno, putrid pop, hairy
fairies, the self-righteous yoghurt
weavers, the “lads”, the “girls”, the
boss and anyone else who doesn't
believe in the Sabbath! We offer
riffs, solos of all types, denim,
leather and booze – ie: culture!
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SHANGRI-LA

depaRtment oF aeStHeticS
Expelled from Heaven, Snake Pit
Enterprises is going strong in
Hell. Welcome to an all-night
riotous cabaret, DJs and live
music. No Tattoo, No Entry.

tHe it depaRtment
This is a digital world of electronic
hedonism, a new audio visual
installation where cybernetic
sounds collide to create a mindblowing experience.

Thursday

20.00 DJ Wred
21.30 DJ Bollocks
22.30 DJ Indiana Tones B2B
DJ Skum
Friday

20.00 DJ Bollocks
21.30 Melbourne Ska Orchestra
23.00 Hunnï Von Trapp
(AKA Nick Field)
23.30 Rocksome & Wrecksome
01.00 Bart & Baker
02.30 Melt Yourself Down
03.30 Smash Up Set
Saturday

20.00 DJ Indiana Tones
22.00 Elle & The Pocket Belles
with Mista Trick
22.50 DJ SKum
23.30 Frank Sanazi hosts The Pit
Cabaret ft Kitty Bang Bang
& The Monsters Of Schlock
00.30 DJ SKum
01.30 WooHoo Revue
03.30 The Fat White Family
04.30 DJ Indiana Tones B2B
DJ SKum

tHe pR depaRtment
Pluto has a new business in Hell,
a PR firm that convinces the
masses to believe the media and
corporations and spend, spend,
spend. Pluto uses his good mindcontrol techniques to wage war
on Heaven, subversively
conditioning anyone who enters.
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nano-VenUeS L angUiSHing in PUrgatorY.
Wandering? Confused? Lost in
a sea of munters? You’re
probably in Purgatory.

cLoud 9 cocktaiL BaR
After a long dusty or muddy
journey to Shangri-La, this is the
place to provide welcome frosty
refreshments before your long
night of adventures.

tHe SHanGRi-La SHop
depaRtment oF apatHy
66Sick invite you to sit back and
let our modern machines invade
your every nook. So far we have
spawned some truly evil fruits.

Buy more tat! Feel better!
Support artists! Gain street
cred! Look cool! Show off to
your mates at home!

JiGGeRy pokeRy paRLouR
tHe HR depaRtment
Dear faithful employee,
As a thank you for giving up your
life to the job, your frequent
anxiety attacks and relentless
slog, the management at SSIRS
(Son and Sons Infernal Revenue
Service) invite you to our annual
office party. Please feel free to
“hang loose” and “get groovy”.

Sunday

20.00 DJ Bollocks
22.00 Formidable Vegetable
Sound-system
23.00 DJ Wred
00.00 The Two Wrongies host
The Pit Cabaret
01.00 DJ Wred
01.45 Electric Swing Circus
02.45 Hissing Mortal Coils
03.45 Snake Pit Final Mash-Up

P U RG ATO RY

depaRtment oF HeaLtH

A vintage ice-cream parlour
selling award-winning ice cream
and the best coffee from their
vintage espresso machine.

tHe BaR oF ideaS
Dive! Dive! Dive! The Bar Of
Ideas vessel is Purgatory’s
number-one hangout – pass the
door judgements to enter the
Dowelling brothers’ world.

tHe deLuxe dineR
Burgers, booze and breakfast.
Open 24hrs throughout the
Festival, with homemade food
by day and old-time party tunes
by night. Breakfast is
accompanied by our house
bluegrass band Foghorn
Leghorn. Enjoy non-stop hooch
on-tap, including an awesome
frozen strawberry daiquiri. Once
the sun goes down join
Speakeasy Rach and her all-star
team spinning everything from
jive and rock’n’roll to disco.

tHe Rocket LounGe
Rock'n'Roll baby. This is the real
deal. This is where it all began.
In the wildest corner of the
Festival, the original home
of uncompromisingly
unadulterated all-night revelry.
From Wednesday evening the
Deluxe Diner and Gaz's Rockin
Blues combine to give you the
Rocket Lounge. Five nights of
authentic Rhythm'n'Blues,
Rock’n’Roll, Rockabilly and ’40s,
’50s and ’60s rave music.
Spiced up with a heavy dose
of Ska and rockin' soul.

100 per cent compliant, F-Com
ensures excellence through the
application of enhanced intersensory testing techniques and
applied treatment methods.
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block9

‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT ! ››

In the site’s sout
h-east
corner, north of
th
Old Railway Line, e
south
of theatre and
east of Avalon

Radical set design duo Block9 return with another apocalyptic spectacle in the heart of the
late-night area. Revered for its epic creations, Block9 is a wonderland of heavyweight soundsystems, underground nightclubs, huge artworks and extremely alternative performance.
GENOSYS

THE LONDON UNDERGROUND

THE NYC DOWNLOW

ELECTRONIC MUSIC / PAST / PRESENT /
FUTURE

THE CREAM OF LONDON’S SOUNDSYSTEM CULTURE

TIME-TRAVELLING UNDERGROUND
GAY CHAOS

The Genosys outdoor arena
explores the birth of electronic
dance music and its lasting
legacy. An audiovisual hybrid that
blurs the boundaries between art,
video and music, Genosys
celebrates the pre-digital dance
floor. Veterans Lil Louis and
DJ Pierre serve up early Chicago
house and NYC legend Francois K
drops cuts from deep in the
vaults. Panorama Bar titans Steffi
and Virginia let loose Berlin-style
and Paranoid London and Paris
Brightledge bring the 303s for
that pure live-acid sound.

The mighty London Underground
is an unmissable highlight of
late-night Glastonbury. A sinister,
decaying tower block with a
life-size, blazing Tube train
bursting from the fifth floor,
this towering nightclub venue
showcases the cream of London’s
sound-system underground.

Block9’s legendary NYC Downlow
is back with a whopping global DJ
line-up including Danny Krivit
(NYC), David Morales (NYC),
Jovonn (NYC), Horsemeat Disco
(London) and Seth Troxler. Expect
the finest disco, vintage house,
gospel and funk all night, every
night. The NYC Downlow was
created for Glastonbury in 2007
as an answer to the absence of
UK gay festival venues. In this
replica of a ruined NYC tenement,
the murky homo fantasies of the
Downlow crew resurrect New
York’s golden age. The exposed
first-floor apartment is an outdoor
performance stage, playing host
to the UK’s finest alternative
cabaret stars, and with a
moustache purchased from the
Porn Kiosk, you head inside...!

Thursday

20.00 Andy Riley
21.30 Digs & Whoosh
Friday

16.00 Situation DJs
17.30 Luke Howard
19.00 Hannah Holland &
Josh Caffe
20.30 Dan Beaumont
22.00 Greg Wilson
23.30 Robert Owens
01.00 Lil Louis
03.00 DJ Tiga
04.30 Felix Dickinson
Saturday

16.00 Park Ranger
& Mr Solid Gold
18.00 Darius Akashic
19.30 Matt Pond
21.00 Tristan Da Cuhna
23.00 Detroit Swindle
01.00 DJ Pierre
03.00 Prosumer
04.30 Virginia
Sunday

16.00
17.30
19.00
20.30
22.00
23.30

Ninebob
Dave Harvey
Adam Shelton
Parra
Placid
Paranoid London featuring
Paris Brightledge
01.00 Francois K
03.00 Subb-an
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Wednesday

20.00
21.30
22.30
00.00
01.30

Skarper
Miss Pink
DJ Lucinda
DJ Macpherson
Quatermass

Thursday

20.00
22.00
23.30
01.00
02.00

DJ Lucinda
Nicky Blackmarket
Hyper-On-Experience
Hue-Jah-Fink
Jim Bitch

Friday

22.00
23.45
01.00
02.30
03.45
05.00

Double O B2B DJ Mantra
DJ Flight
Calibre & MC DRS
dBridge
Klute
Miss Pink

Saturday

22.00 A-Swarf
00.00 Brawther & Jeremy
Underground Paris
02.00 Matt Jam Lamont
04.00 Youngsta & SP:MC
Sunday

22.00
23.30
01.30
03.00

Dirty Harry
Mark Solution Sound
Soom T & Konchis
Steve Bedlam & Friends

Wednesday

20.00
22.00
00.00
01.30

Partok
Heavenly Jukebox
Digs & Whoosh
Situation DJs

Thursday

20.00 Ninebob
21.00 David Morales remembers
Frankie Knuckles 1955-2014
23.00 DJ Die
00.30 James Hillard
Friday

22.00
00.00
01.30
03.00

Luke Solomon & Rob Mello
Jovonn
Seth Troxler
Danny Krivit

Jeremy Underground Paris
Greg Belson
Gideon
The Carry Nation
Dungeon Meat

Sunday

22.00
23.30
01.00
03.30

The number-one portal for the
global homo-soul-funk
underground, Downlow Radio
presents Room 2 at The NYC
Downlow with Voyeur, Trouble
Vision and Boogie Cartel. It’s
all about the simple pleasures
in life: a black box, a fat soundsystem and a collection of
the hottest, vintage black
music devotees this side of the
Atlantic. For all you need to know,
see www.thedownlowradio.com
Wednesday

20.00
21.30
23.00
00.30

Dollop DJs
Charlie McFarley
Ninebob
Dan Cartel

Thursday

20.00 Situation DJs
23.00 Boogie Cartel
00.30 Dollop DJs
Friday

22.00
00.00
01.30
03.00
04.30

Situation DJs
Nacho
Partok
Sugarbear
Pardon My French

Saturday

Saturday

22.00
00.00
01.30
03.00
04.30

THE DOWNLOW RADIO

THE SIMPLE PLEASURES

James Hillard
Tama Sumo
nd_baumecker
Luke Howard

22.00
00.00
01.30
03.00
04.30

Squeaky
Jonjo Jury
Josh Caffe
Dan Beaumont
Hannah Holland
& Mikki Most

Sunday

22.00
00.00
01.30
03.00

Manos
Andy Riley
Katou
Voyeur
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THE UNFAIRGROUND

‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT! ››

To the south east of the
site, east of Croissant
Neuf, south of Block9 and
west of The Common
and Shangri-La

THE

UNFAIRGROUND

A collision of big-top music venues, twisted fairground side shows and iconic sculptural
madness created by legendary scrap pile art and party collective The Mutoid Waste Company.

H

ere you’ll find three
venues, and all-night
twisted fun and games
for grown-ups will also happen
in the sideshows with The
Crackheads, The Gobbler, The
Striker, 360º and Site Beef –
for yet more new ways to be
cheated. There are sculptures
too, with the unveiling of the
Helter Skelter eyeball and the
Austin Mini Car Henge.
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THE UNFAIRGROUND

ACID LOUNGE
The action starts on
Wednesday with our house
DJs, then on Friday Jagz
Kooner’s transcendent mix
takes you to another
dimension, followed by
Psychemagik and Richard Norris.
There’s Primal Scream’s Scream
Team DJ set on Saturday, before it
all gets skanked down on Sunday
with Reggae Roast, Brother
Culture and the legendary Dennis
Bovell. And it'll all go on until the
wee small hours.

SALON CAROUSEL
Rearing horses lead you in to the
Salon of Breakcore, drum’n’bass
and Techno till dawn, with musical
selector Stivs hosting Renegade
Hardware, Mattycore, Scamp,
DJ Producer, Vandal and more!
Thursday

18.00
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00

Krackpotkin
Mattycore
Fazza
Block Dodger
Pieface, Rosie Nobbs, Stivs

Friday

22.00
23.00
00.00
01.00
02.00
04.00

Danger Marc
My Bad Sister
Katch Pyro
Off Me Nut Records
Renegade Hardware
Mandidextrous

Saturday

22.00
23.00
00.00
02.00
04.00
05.00

Senseless Records
Parasite
Rub My Dear
Bong-Ra
Scamp
Mattycore

Wednesday

18.00 Acid Lounge DJs (till 23.00)
Thursday

18.00 Acid Lounge DJs (till 23.00)
Friday

12.00
22.00
00.00
02.00
04.00

Acid Lounge DJs
Dave Beer
Jagz Kooner
Richard Norris
Psychemagik

BEZ'S THE ACID HOUSE
Bez’s world of Acid House brings
Graeme Park and Eddie Temple
Morris on Friday, 808 State, Todd
Terry and DJ Sneak on Saturday,
with Kalli, Mushy and Zed Bias
laying the beats on Sunday.
Friday

Saturday

12.00 Acid Lounge DJs
00.00 Scream Team (Primal
Scream DJ set)
02.00 Justin Robertson
04.00 Eddie Temple Morris

23.00
00.00
01.30
03.00
04.30

Will Skillz
Olly Furnace
Graeme Park
Angus Jefford
Eddie Temple Morris

Saturday

23.00
00.00
02.00
04.00

Noel Watson
808 State
Todd Terry
DJ Sneak

Sunday

23.00
00.00
01.00
03.00
04.00

Shotty Horror & DJ Edge
Jack & Arlo with MC Bic
Zed Bias
Mushy
Kalli

Sunday

22.00
00.00
02.00
03.00
04.00

Acid Lounge DJs
Dennis Bovell
Brother Culture
Reggae Roast
Nick Manassah

Sunday

21.00
22.00
00.00
02.00
03.00
04.00

Lenkemz
Jim Bitch
Born On Road Showcase
Blockdodger
Vandal
The DJ Producer
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O M M O C ET H E C O M M O N

‹‹ WHERE IT'S AT! ››

In the south-east
corner of the Festival
site, north of Shangri-La
and just off the Old
Railway Line

O C ETTHE
HE C
COMMON
O MMO
NON
Dare you step into the Temple? Or explore the Cave? Step this way for a tomato fight, a paint
fight, DJs, Bearded Kittens, a Rum Shack and even some life drawing. It's all happening.

I

n 2014, The Common affirms
its relationship with Latin
America by solidifying the
spiritual folklore of its people
and revealing a lost civilisation
with a secret. Hidden in the
entangled rainforests you will
discover the vast, decaying city
walls of this once powerful
society and experience
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mesmeric tribal rituals designed
to liberate mind and body.
The Common uses twists of
imagination to connect you to a
world of myth where the future
meets the ancient and the
meaningful past. In immense
structures you will witness
unique performances. Magic
symbols swirl and ancient

codices are brought to life in a
fusion of tribal technologies
never before witnessed. Drums
beat, warriors chant and coded
rhythms pulsate as the masses
worship at the Temple,
summoning the energies and
praying to the jungle's rave gods.
Time has stood still for
centuries as warriors have

guarded the secrets, but no
more. Now the full loop of the
ancient cycle is complete, and
it’s time for the awakening. Be
part of the mass code-breaking
ritual undoing centuries of
cultural brainwashing.
It’s time to get conscious to
the multiverse and rave into
the fifth dimension.
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THE COMMON

THE TEMPLE
Taking you there, The Common
has the high priests of bass
production, who will perform
audio tricks to manipulate,
stimulate and educate all
inside the Temple.
On Friday night, we mix the old
with the new. The legend that is
A Guy Called Gerald teams up
with his original 808 partner,
Graham Massey, to present an
all-analogue live set special,
Rebuild. On Saturday, The

Common presents Krafty Kuts
and Askillz, Vinyl Junkie and
Sanxion, followed by an absolute
monster set: Billy Daniel Bunter
Vs Slipmat Vs Ratpack Vs The
Ragga Twins presenting the
history of Rave. For the end
of the weekend, Sunday
features madness and fun from
Bearded Kitten (see bottom right
of this page) with tomato fights,
paint fights and Glastonbury’s
top DJs playing their best party
sets, with arcane performances
from the Invisible Circus
throughout the weekend.
Friday

21.30 Sirius
22.30 Beatum featuring VJ Rooflx
(Drop’in Caravan)
23.30 Max
00.30 Charlie Kane
01.30 Electro Elvis
03.00 AFX
04.00 Rebuild featuring A Guy
Called Gerald & Graham
Massey from 808 State

THE CAVE

THE RUM SHACK

Dark, dingy, and very, very loud –
Glastonbury’s most underground
venue has doubled in size. Inside
The Cave are the deepest roots of
rhythm and culture. Do you dare
enter the birth place of beats, can
you ever escape this vortex of
sound? It’s a family mash-up on
Thursday with naughty corner
DJs, Kyd DislekSiK, 4tuneCookie
and Mr & Mrs Steadman with a
breaks and jungle rumble-off.
Friday is loud and bass heavy with
reggae vibes from DJs Smokey B,
Dirty Harry and Monkey Marc,
before heavyweight hitters YT
present a live reggae show
followed by Mungo’s Hifi and
Reggae Roast hit the stage.
It’s all things jungle on Saturday
with Run Tingz Cru followed by
Benny Page and Serial Killaz, with
the legendary Jim Bitch to finish
things off. And on Sunday there’s
an absolute killer line-up of bassbreaks and wobble-step featuring
Rico Tubbs & Terry Holligan (Bass
= Win Sound System), Dodge
& Fuski, and some very special
headliners playing the loudest
bass-step on site.
Thursday

Friday

Friday

17.00–22.00 Ghetto Funk
Saturday

17.00–22.00 Huey Morgan
Sunday

Duchess DJs

(literally) that pushes through our
saloon doors. Temple acts will
come to let their musical hair
down along with DJs who’ll play
the tracks they’re passionate for.
If that’s not enough, there’s The
Cave’s selection of quality rums,
as well as Mexican street food
and award-winning BBQ fare.
Thursday

20.00 Lyrix – Rodney Brannigan
21.00 Kate Tempest
22.00 TBA

Smokey B
Monkey Marc
Reggae Roast DJs
YT
Mungo’s Hi-Fi
Dirty Harry

22.00
23.00
00.00
01.00

Blues Kitchen DJs
Lyrix Organix – MC Killa
Brushy One String
Blues Kitchen DJs

4tuneCookie
Bustawidemove
Run Tings Cru
J Man
DJ Dazee

01.30
02.30
03.00
04.00
05.00

John Fairhurst
Blues Kitchen DJs
B Traits
Jus Now
Jake Sovona

Saturday

Miss Monument
JFB
Krafty Kuts Vs Askillz
DJ Resist (Sound
Conspiracy)
03.00 Vinyl Junkie Vs Sanxion
featuring MC Ribbs
04.00 Slipmatt, Billy Daniel
Bunter, Ratpack & The
Ragga Twins

Saturday

22.30
23.30
00.30
02.00

02.00
03.00
04.00
05.00

DJ Dazee
Benny Page
Serial Killaz
Jim Bitch

Tomato Fight
The Wookies
Bearded Kitten DJs
Paint Fight
TBA
Totally Enormous Extinct
Dinosaurs
03.30 TBA
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22.00 DJ OAP
23.00 Lyrix Organix
– Too Many Ts
00.00 Mexican Dubweiser
01.00 Beatbox Collective
02.00 TBA
03.00 JFB
04.00 Duchess DJs
05.00 Lyrix Organix – Sub System
Sunday

Sunday

18.00
22.00
23.00
00.20
00.30
02.00

10.00–22.00 FPP Old School

THE COPPERDOLLAR
The Back of Beyond is a visual
feast of art, music and interactive
performance played out in a
venue full of atmosphere. When
you meet the ghostly carny folk
here, you'll find yourself drawn in
to their hypnotic world. Celebrate
in this kaleidoscopic whirlwind
and lose yourself among the
merry pranksters, become part
of its history and let it become a
part of you.

Sunday

23.30 Wonka (Wonka-Vision)
00.30 Terry Hooligan & Rico
Tubbs (Bass=Win Sound
System)
02.00 Dodge & Fuski
03.00 TBA
04.00 TBA

LOS ARTISTAS BOHEMIOS –
LIFE DRAWING

John Fairhurst

Saturday

22.00
23.00
00.00
01.00

THE TOTEM GARDENS STAGE
Enter into the Underworld, the
hidden gardens inside of one of
the world’s largest caves. Here
you will find the guardian who
watches over the last remaining
codices, keeping them safe, as
they hold a secret that could
change this reality in a second.

Friday

20.00 4tuneCookie
21.00 Kyd DislekSik
22.00 Mr & Mrs Steadman

22.00
23.00
00.00
02.15
03.00
04.30

A desert outpost with a musical
welcome as open as the southern
skies, the Rum Shack is the place
for the random and unexpected.
Soothe your homesick heart with
melodies of the blues, folk,
reggae, soul and anything else

22.00 Black Cat Boppers TBC
23.00 Lyrix Organix – Disraeli/
Downlow/Bellatrix
00.00 Rumba De Bodas
01.00 Lucinda
02.00 Bomba Estereo TBC
03.00 DJ Astro Boy
04.00 TBA

Enter a world of art decadence
and exhibitionism as these
aficionados of life drawing return
encouraging you to unleash your
creativity in innovative and free
life-drawing classes. Everything is
supplied. Just bring your desire to
create or strike a pose and be
forever immortalised on canvas,
as our artists and the Bohemios’
musicians and DJs bring you live
art and avant-garde partying.

BEARDED KITTEN
Bearded Kitten will be on hand
with three tonnes of tomatoes,
1000 litres of UV paint and a
mega line-up to finish off the
weekend! Save that little bit of
fighting spirit for Sunday night in
the Temple, as the legendary
tomato fight returns at 18.00.
Later, prepare for the explosion of
epic colour and love that is the UV
paint fight at 00.30. From 23.00
expect only the finest tunes as
DJs rinse the decks till 05.00.
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Too Hot by Kurt Jackson
Glastonbury's artist in residence
www.kurtjackson.com
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